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KEYNOTE ADDRESS  - QUALITATIVE STRUCTURAL THEORY: PRACTICAL 

POSSIBILITIES OF PARTIAL ORDER PROJECTIONS  

DAVID CANTER, Emeritus Professor, The University of Liverpool, UK 

ABSTRACT 

 

The facet approach, when combined with the appropriate MDS procedures, provides the basis for finding 

replicable structures in qualitative data. Over more than a quarter of a century the application of this 

approach has revealed consistent frameworks for many related topics. This has allowed the development 

of an overarching theory for structures in qualitative data.  

Qualitative Structural Theory (QST) is of practical significance when empirically established 

radexes are interpreted drawing on Shye’s (1985; 2014) Faceted Action System Theory. The subsequent 

derivations of partially ordered systems using POSAC have been found to be of especial value. 

Drawing on examples drawn from criminal investigations, the utility of QST is illustrated. For 

example, clear differences between genuine and false rape allegations are demonstrated along the J axis of 

an appropriately constructed POSAC.  Similarly, false television appeals to the public can be 

differentiated from genuine appeals through feeding linguistic marker identified in a radex into POSAC. 

Profiles of burglars of investigative significance have also been generated by similar procedures. 

QST therefore provides a new paradigm for applied research that is rooted in rich theoretical 

models.     
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KEYNOTE ADDRESS  - NEW DIRECTIONS IN FACET THEORY  

 

SAMUEL SHYE, The Hebrew University of Jerusalem and the Van Leer Jerusalem Institute 

 

ABSTRACT
1,2

 

Facet Theory addresses the dual perspectives on the data matrix: Faceted SSA (or Faceted MDS) 

performed on columns of the data matrix, for structuring multivariate attributes, on the one hand; 

and Multiple Scaling by POSAC, performed on rows of the data matrix, for measuring the 

investigated population, on the other hand. The following highlights of FT are explained and 

illustrated with empirical examples drawn from studies of intelligence, creativity and quality of 

life. 

 The FT Continuity Principle, stating that the mapping of objects (e.g. variables) in the 

representation space is one-to-one and 'onto'. The Continuity Principle is a condition for 

regional analysis and constitutes a paradigmatic change in behavioural research; duly 

representing the fact that observed variables may be just a sample from the set of all variables 

pertaining to the investigated domain (content universe). 

 Cartesian Reconstruction (decomposition and completion) of facet elements offer a 

rationale for their selection, thereby contributing to the formulation of cartesian-complete 

content universes. 

 Generic Theories are facilitated by Facet Theory. Abstract mapping sentences may apply to 

different content universes that are seemingly very far from each other. Examples: The 

discovery of a generalized view of intelligence; and the formulation of the Faceted Action 

System Theory. 

 Multiple Scaling, using partial order algebra, is necessary for theory-based meaningful 

measurements in social and psychological studies. 

 New Prediction Paradigm for behavioural research emerges from the study of the 

relationship between the SSA concept space and the POSAC measurement space. The new 

paradigm hinges on identifying and relating two different sets of 'factors': SSA facets and 

POSAC coordinate-scales, rather than just one set of factors that governs both variables and 

subjects. 

 
 

                                                           
 

1 The video presentation of this paper at the 15
th

 International Facet Theory Conference may be 

viewed in the link:  New Directions in Facet Theory - Keynote Address 15th FT Conference 
 
2
 For the full text of this article (p. 147) press here. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=taEUU9rJneY
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SYSTEMIC QUALITY OF LIFE STRUCTURE OF PEOPLE IN POVERTY: 

EXPANDING THE "LOW LEGITIMACY" HYPOTHESIS 

 
ZION BARNETZ, Max Stern Academic College, Israel 

 

ABSTRACT 

The systemic quality of life model, developed by Shye (1975; 1989) is one of the better founded 

models for understanding and researching human well-being (Taillefer et al. 2003). The Model 

defines Quality of life as the effective functioning in four functioning modes (Expression, 

Adaptation, Integration and Conservation) in four functioning sub-systems (Personality, 

Physical, Social and Cultural). Although Most of the research published on quality of life 

structures, Utilizing FSSA or MDS, found Partitions along the four sub-systems, recent evidence 

(Barnetz, 2014) found QOL structures based on Modes of functioning. These unique structures 

were labeled "Inside\Outside" partitions, and were interpreted by the "Low Legitimacy" 

hypothesis: Inside outside partitions reflects a low level of legitimacy, together with the inability 

to distance oneself from the dominant field of discourse. The present study expands the low 

legitimacy hypothesis by examining the QOL structures of people living in poverty: QOL 

questionnaires were obtained from 178 subjects, living in a poor neighborhood from northern 

Israel. Based on a self-rating scale to measure their perception of financial status, the subjects 

were divided into two groups: Low middle class and poor. Study findings, using MDS analyses,  

reveal that the low middle class group QOL structures were partitioned according to the sub-

systems, while the poor group QOL structures were partitioned according to the modes of 

functioning, yielding  an "Inside\Outside" partition. The discussion expands the "Low 

legitimacy" hypothesis by highlighting the mutual nature of legitimacy. It also shows how these 

QOL structures could share light on the experience of dealing with life in poverty, as well as the 

role played by dominant discourse.   

 

INTRODUCTION 

The systemic quality of life (SQOL) model developed by Shmuel Shye (1985) defines the QOL 

of action systems through two facets: functioning modalities and subsystems. Each of these two 

facets is comprised of four components: expression, adaptation, integration, and Conservation, 

while the subsystems are the personality, physical, social, and cultural. The matrix formed by 

crossing the four subsystems with the four modalities produces sixteen content areas that 

comprise the quality of life matrix. High quality of life of an action system indicates high 

functional effectiveness of the system in each of the sixteen content areas. The QOL map 

produced by crossing the modalities with the dimensions is presented below. 
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Many studies have examined the QOL structures of various population groups based on 

the QOL model. In most cases, the structures revealed showed a division by the personality, 

physical, social, and cultural subsystems (the internal differences between various structures 

based on a division into subsystems are beyond the scope of the current paper). Barnetz (2014) 

described three QOL structures that show a different unique structure: division by functioning 

modalities. These are the QOL structures of teens residing at residential homes for juvenile 

offenders, of Arab students attending a Jewish college, and of reserve troops with little trust in 

the system. In all these cases, the division produced was an "internal/external" division: 

Conservation and integration (internal) on the one hand and expression and adaptation (external) 

on the other. A comparative analysis of the three structures led to development of the low 

legitimacy hypothesis: "Internal/external" structures are generated when one finds oneself 

subjected to an authority that is not perceived as legitimate but from which one is unable to 

distance oneself. The current study seeks to expand the low legitimacy hypothesis by examining 

another population: people coping with poverty and exclusion. 

Poverty, Exclusion, and Legitimacy 

Unlike the neoliberal perception that sees poverty as an economic state for which one is 

responsible and that is a result of his or her insufficient efforts, as well as from a deficient order 

of priorities and ineffective coping patterns, many sociologists see poverty as a state formed and 

preserved by society in a constant process of marginalization and exclusion (Green, 2007). 

The combination of geographical marginalization and separate service systems creates a 

situation of living in separate universes (Bourdieu, 1999; Wacquant, 2009). Lack of occupational 

opportunities, social ties, and certification reinforces economic exclusion and life on the margins 

of society or outside the labor market. Society's perception of disadvantaged neighborhoods 

leads to violent indiscriminant policing, and society justifies this exclusion and marginalization 

through a complex system of stereotypes and pseudo-liberal perceptions that stress the 

individual's responsibility as well as unawareness of the real implications of a life of poverty 

(Robinson, 2009). As claimed by Hamilton and Svensson (2014), this state of living in poverty 

on the one hand and of multidimensional exclusion manifested in the quality and quantity of 

services provided leads to a significant decrease in the legitimization of the social order as 

perceived by people who live in poverty. From this point of view, many people coping with 

poverty find themselves under a constant burden of having to survive and cope, with no way of 

escaping a reality perceived by them as having low legitimacy. In such a situation we assume, 

following the low legitimacy hypothesis, that we will find QOL structures that reflect an 

"internal/external" division. 
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METHOD 

The study was held in a residential neighborhood recognized as underprivileged in a city in 

Israel's northern periphery, as part of a project aimed at charting the neighborhood's needs as 

perceived by its residents. Questionnaires were administered to 180 residents. The mean age of 

respondents was 41.8 (SD=18.8); 62.8% of respondents were women and 37.2% men. 

Respondents' ethnic background was diverse, with 42.4% defining themselves as of Mizrachi 

origin, 19.4% of Ashkenazi origin, 13.9% of Ethiopian origin, and 24.3% of Russian origin. 

With regard to their financial state, 62% of respondents ranked their financial state as poor and 

38% as medium. To examine respondents' quality of life, Shmuel Shye's SQOL questionnaire 

was administered (for details see Barnetz, 2014). 

 

FINDINGS 

According to the rationale described in the literature review, we expected to find QOL structures 

that reflect a division into "internal" and "external" among respondents with a poorer financial 

state. In order to examine the hypothesis we divided the respondents into two groups, based on 

their self-reported financial state (Group 1, poor financial state, 101 respondents; Group 2, 

medium financial state, 62 respondents). The multidimensional scaling maps of the two groups 

are presented in the following figures: 

 

As evident from the figure, the QOL structure of respondents with a poor financial state displays 

a clear division into "external" (expression + adaptation) and "internal" (integration + 

conservation). A division of the map into these two areas reveals that only one point (question 13 

on cultural expression) is not located in the hypothesized area. An interesting characteristic of 
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the map is that the questions belonging to the integration modalities are located surrounding the 

questions on conservation. 

As evident from the figure, the QOL structure of respondents with a medium financial 

state displays a division by subsystems (personality, physical, social, and cultural) with only one 

question (question 8 on physical conservation) in the cultural subsystem space rather than in the 

physical subsystem. These findings reinforce the low legitimacy hypothesis: QOL structures 

characterized by a division into "internal" and "external" are generated when one must function 

in a reality characterized by low legitimacy, from which he or she is unable to remain distant. 

While the low legitimacy hypothesis makes it possible to predict conditions in which 

"internal/external" structures will be generated, it does not indicate the meaning of this structure. 

The current study, and mainly the ability to compare respondents who live in the same 

neighborhood but demonstrate a different QOL structure, allow us to try and learn more about 

the meaning of the division. For this purpose, several comparisons were held between the QOL 

levels of the two groups: 

 

First of all, we examined the hypothesis that aside from the difference in structure, a 

difference will also be found in QOL. In other words, internal and external structures attest to a 

lower QOL than structures based on the subsystems. 

In order to examine this hypothesis, a t-test for independent samples was conducted. The analysis 

shows a significant difference (t=5.09; sig-0.00), with the QOL of financially poor respondents 

(M=4.70; SD=1.15) significantly lower than that of financially medium respondents (M=5.65; 

SD=0.97). 

In addition to examining differences between QOL means, we also examined the 

differences between the two groups with regard to each of the sixteen content areas in the QOL 

model. The analysis showed significant differences between the two groups in all QOL fields, 

with two fields showing the most powerful differences. The first is personality expression 
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(t=5.48; sig-0.000), with the QOL mean of financially poor respondents (M=4.54; SD=1.47) 

significantly lower than the QOL of financially medium respondents (M=5.80; SD=1.34). 

The second hypothesis examined explores the intrinsic disparity between "internal" and 

"external" functions: At first, we calculated the "internal" (conservation + integration) and 

"external" (expression + adaptation) QOL scores for each respondent, and then we calculated the 

disparity between external and internal for each respondent. 

Using a t-test for independent samples, we compared the mean disparities between the 

two groups (poor financial status and medium financial status). The analysis showed a significant 

difference (t=3.14; sig=0.002), with the disparity between financially poor respondents' 

"internal" and "external" QOL (M=1.22; SD=1.67) significantly higher than the disparity found 

among financially medium respondents (M=0.56; SD=0.82). 

 

DISCUSSION 

 

The research findings provide additional support for the low legitimacy hypothesis. The findings 

contribute both to our understanding of the conditions that lead to structures characterized by an 

"internal" and "external" division and to understanding the significance of this division. 

The research findings show that a QOL structure divided into "internal" and "external" 

will have a lower QOL than one characterized by a division into subsystems. In addition, we 

learn that the difference between the groups is particularly conspicuous in two content areas: 

personality expression, referring to the degree to which one does things on a daily basis that 

express his or her personal will, and physical adaptation, referring to one's evaluation of his or 

her physical life conditions. 

Another important finding shows that although the overall QOL of financially poor 

respondents is much lower, the disparity between their "internal" and "external" QOL is much 

greater, with the "internal" QOL higher than the "external" QOL. 
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USING THE SYSTEMIC QUALITY OF LIFE MODEL TO DEFINE AND MEASURE 

RESIDENTIAL ORGANIZATIONS AS ACTION SYSTEMS: THE CASE OF 

JUVENILE CORRECTIONAL INSTITUTIONS 

ZION BARNETZ, Max Stern Academic College, Israel 

 

ABSTRACT 

Residential institutions provide services for a large variety of people in different living 

conditions (e.g: Elderly; kids and youth at risk; prisoners; soldiers; mentally ill). Better 

understanding of the way these organizations operate is therefore of considerable importance for 

practitioners, researchers and policy makers. One of the most fundamental insights concerning 

residential treatment is that its uniqueness relies on its wholeness, however, when we review the 

empiric models used to assess residential institutions, it is hard to find models that reflect this 

wholeness theoretically as well as empirically. The present study, elaborating on the classic work 

by Wolins & Wozner (1982), applies the systemic Quality of life model (Shye, 1985) to both 

define and measure residential institution as “Action systems”: first, we defined residential 

institutions according to the SQOL model, second, constructed a 32 items scale to measure the 

concept. The third stage was to put the definition and scale to empirical test.261 staff members 

from 30 of Juvenile Correctional Institutions from Israel completed the scales, the finding, 

analyzed by Fssa and Cronbach's alpha, demonstrated high Internal consistency and content 

validity. 

 

 

INTRODUCTION 

 

Residential Homes as Action Systems. The current study describes a tool for measuring the 

functional Characteristics of a residential home, based on the Systemic Quality of Life (SQOL) 

model (Shye, 1985). Through the SQOL and its application to the residential home as an action 

system we hope to provide a general model for evaluating the residential home system. This 

general model corresponds with one of the premises suggested in the literature on residential 

homes, namely that what affects residents, for better or for worse, is not a specific feature of the 

residential home but the "whole" (Moos, 1975; Thomas, Shattell & Martin, 2002; Wolins & 

Wozner, 1982). It seems that when endeavoring to examine residential settings a sufficiently 

coherent and wide theoretical framework is necessary to allow measurement of the extensive 

variety of variables reviewed above: variables that concern both the internal environment and the 

external environment, and variables that involve the physical, cultural, and social features of the 

residential home. 

 

Definition of the variable – functional Characteristics of the residential home 

The functional Characteristics of the residential home, are the actual application of the SQOL 

model as adapted to each residential home. According to the model's conceptualization, four 

independent variables are defined, and these are the functioning modes. These four variables are 
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defined with the aim of examining their differential and combined contribution to adolescents 

quality of life: 

 

Expression – goal achievement 

Adaptation – relationships with the surroundings 

Integration – internal relationships 

Conservation – stability and continuity. 

 

Each of these modalities exists on the physical, personal, social, and cultural sub-systems. The 

following are definitions of the sub-systems in a sphere that recognizes the residential home as 

an organizational system (Wozner, 1991): 

 

Physical sub-system – location, equipment, budget, facilities 

Personality – human relations, atmosphere, tradition, uniqueness 

Social – role division, hierarchy, power structure 

Cultural – values, ideology. 

 

Based on these definitions it is now possible to explore in short the sixteen QOL content areas as 

evident in residential homes. 

 

Expression 

Inclusion of the expressive function lets us view the residential home not only as a reactive and 

passive system rather also as one that acts on its surroundings. The expression function consists 

of four sub-systems, defined and detailed below: 

1. The personality sub-system – This sub-system focuses on the extent that the residential 

home manages to achieve its unique goals. Street, Vinter & Perrow (1966) state that every 

residential home develops specific goals of its own, aside from the formal goals dictated from 

above. The question is to what degree members of the residential home feel that they manage to 

achieve these goals. This relates to the home's competency, corresponding to a certain degree 

with the sense of self-realization in the case of individuals. 

2. The physical sub-system – Physical expression involves the home's control of its 

resources and its ability to allocate them as it sees fit rather than according to external dictates. 

Another focus of this sub-system is the extent that the home is engaged in improving and 

developing its physical state (the home's physical appearance, increasing the amount of resources 

at its disposal, initiatives to expand the home). 

3. The social sub-system – This sub-system focuses on the degree to which the residential 

home manages to influence various elements with whom it is in contact (referring agencies, 

supervisors, families of the residents, community factors). The classic Weberian definition refers 

to power as The ability of an individual or group to achieve their own goals or aims when others 

are trying to prevent them from realizing them (Weber, 1994). This is a good definition for the 

field of social expression. In addition, this field encompasses the reputation and prestige enjoyed 

by the institution. 

4. The cultural sub-system – Cultural expression deals with the effect of values customary 

within the institution on its actual activities, as well as the institution's degree of value-related 

and cultural innovation. Harrison (1994) states that there may be a quite insignificant 

discrepancy between values in the organization and the operations it performs, a discrepancy that 
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might derive, among other things, from external pressure on the institution or from internal 

groups that object to these values. From another aspect, this sub-system includes exploration of 

the degree to which the residential home is engaged in development and renewal from a cultural 

perspective – to what degree is it developing new technologies and new agreed values – or 

alternately, is it in a state of stagnation and not open to change. 

 

Adaptation 

The adaptation function involves, the mutual relations of the residential home with its 

surroundings. The SQOL model perceives the home's relationship with its surroundings as 

comprised of four sub-systems, defined and detailed below: 

1. The personality sub-system – While the social sub-system, as presented below, sees the 

institution and its relationship with its surroundings as a role system, the personality sub-system 

sees the institution as an emotional system. A residential home can be calm or full of tension, 

and the surroundings can help regulate and moderate tensions or increase and aggravate them. 

The role of the surroundings in the system's emotional regulation constitutes the institution's 

personality adaptation. 

2. The physical sub-system – This sub-system inquires to what degree the institution 

manages to obtain the necessary resources. Use of the term "resources" in this context refers not 

only to money and is also aimed at the use of community facilities, the availability of workplaces 

and schools for teens, and the institution's accessibility to factors with whom it is supposed to 

interact (the teens' families, supervisors, referring agencies). 

3. The social sub-system – Social adaptation includes interrelations of the residential home 

with the formal and informal social systems that surround it. These factors (the geographical 

community, supervisors, teens' families, referring agencies, workplaces, and schools) have 

expectations and demands of the home's functioning (Wozner, 1991), and the home has 

expectations and demands of them. The question is to what degree the home manages to meet the 

various demands posed by its surroundings, which are at times conflicting, and to what degree 

are its relationships with its surroundings collaborative. 

4. The cultural sub-system – Organizations are located in a certain cultural environment that 

can be relevant for the organization in several ways: The first question pertains to compatibility 

between values customary at the residential home and those customary in its environment. 

Another question is to what degree the home manages to integrate new values and technologies 

developed in its environment and to adapt itself to contemporary technologies and practices. 

 

Integration 

Integration, similar to the other modalities, is also comprised of a personality sub-system, 

physical sub-system, social sub-system, and cultural sub-system. The following are details of the 

fields included in each. Nonetheless, due to the occasional lack of clarity in distinguishing 

between the personality sub-system and the social sub-system, presentation of the sub-systems in 

this part will not follow the customary order. First the physical sub-system and the cultural sub-

system will be presented, followed by a proposed distinction between the personality sub-system 

and the social sub-system. 

1. Physical integration – consists of correspondence among the institution's physical 

components (for example: equipment and/or buildings) and between these and the people 

residing at the home. Is the equipment at the home aesthetically pleasing, convenient, safe, and 

up to standard? Is the internal space of the home adapted to and sufficient for the activity needs 
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of the residents and workers? Does specific correspondence exist between the residents' features 

and the equipment: suitable food, suitable accessories, suitable decorations? 

2. Cultural integration – consists of compatibility between the various values and goals of 

the home. These values and goals can correspond with each other or conflict with each other and 

constitute a problem for the system. Notably, effective ethics integration does not necessarily 

indicate absolute ethical agreement and harmony, which might lead to stagnation and lack of 

growth (Dahrendorf, 1959; Wozner, 1991). 

An issue that requires special attention involves the distinction between personality 

integration and social integration. These are two terms that seemingly deal with interaction 

between people within the action system that constitutes the residential home. The distinction 

proposed in the current study is based on the work of Olsen (1968) and Turner & Giles (1981). 

In their opinion, in every interaction it is possible to distinguish between two components: the 

roles played by actors in the situation and the personality input of each of them beyond his or her 

role. This distinction is reminiscent of the dilemma raised by Parsons (1951) between the 

universal orientation and the particularist orientation. The concept is that in every interaction one 

is required to decide whether to treat the other as belonging to some universal social category or 

to relate to specific Characteristics of the other. But while Parsons presents this as a dilemma and 

a question of choosing between two extremities, Olsen (1968) claims that the two components 

exist in every interaction concurrently, and that both must be taken into account. 

Thus, the social component of the interaction will consist of the role relationship and will 

raise questions of compatible expectations, division of power, division of work, and 

collaboration within the action system of the residential home, while the personality component 

will consist of personality-related additions to the role and therefore will focus on the degree of 

personal familiarity, involvement, and caring within the interaction. 

 

Conservation 

The conservation function involves the extent of structural continuity and stability displayed by 

the residential system. Conservation as well includes four sub-systems: 

1. Personality conservation – The main questions are to what degree the home has a unique, 

defined "character", and to what degree it manages to retain its Characteristics despite the 

changes it is necessarily undergoing. 

2. Physical conservation – The focus is the sense of physical confidence in the institution. 

The question is to what degree does the institution have a sound economic basis, to what degree 

is the home protected from external physical threats, to what degree is the continued existence of 

the institution unclear? 

3. Social conservation – Parsons (1951) identified the concept of institutionalization as the 

focus of the social system. In this process structural stability is gradually institutionalized in the 

interrelations between the various parts of the system. Social conservation asks: to what degree is 

such institutionalization achieved in practice? To what degree does the home have a definition 

and division of clear roles? To what degree does it enjoy social stability? To what degree do 

members feel that they belong and are committed to the institution, and to what degree is the 

home rooted in its surrounding social community? 

4. Cultural conservation – On this point the question is to what degree does the home have a 

value-oriented basis: to what degree is it committed to a defined ideological system and to what 

degree does it have defined, clear, and sound goals? 
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METHOD 

 

Characteristics of respondents from among the staff 

Information on the following characteristics was gathered from the staff who participated in the 

study: age, sex, position at the residential home, seniority at the residential home, and schooling. 

The data indicate that the respondents were mostly young. More than half were younger than 30 

and only a few were older than 40.Most had Academic background, Most of the respondents 

were men,. More than half were working as coordinators or counselors and most had been 

working at the children's home for less than two years. 

 

Questionnaire on the functional Characteristics of the residential home 

This questionnaire includes 32 questions (two questions for each of the model's sixteen content 

areas) on various aspects of the institution's operations. To examine the content validity of the 

questionnaire, a faceted smallest space analysis (FSSA) of the 32 questions, as reported by the 

staff, was conducted. The findings of this analysis are portrayed in the three-dimensional map 

presented in Figures 1-3 on the following pages. 

 Figure 1 shows that the FSSA reveals a clear division by functional sub-systems 

(personality, physical, social, cultural), with only one point of deviation among the 32 (question 

20 that appears in the cultural field although it belongs in the social field). In addition, a side 

view (Figure 2) reveals another interesting division. All the items that belong to the expression 

and adaptation modalities are in the center, within the V, while all the items belonging to the 

integration and conservation modalities are outside the V. According to the theoretical definition, 

expression and adaptation refer to events realized outside the action system, while integration 

and conservation refer to events realized within the action system. These findings show that 

aside from the division by functional sub-systems, the concept of "the residential home's 

functional Characteristics" also includes a division into "internal" and "external". Figure 3 

describes the complete structure produced when combining the front view and the side view. In 

addition to smallest space analysis, internal consistency analyses of the questionnaire in general 

and of the four functional sub-systems were also conducted. Findings of the analysis indicate 

α=.93 for the questionnaire with all its 32 items, α=.84 for the personality sub-system, α=.88 for 

the physical sub-system, α=.79 for the social sub-system, and α=.78 for the cultural sub-system. 

In conclusion, the internal consistency scores and content validity scores for this questionnaire 

were satisfactory. 
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Figure 1. Three-dimensional map of the residential home's functional Characteristics (front 

view) 

 

Figure 2. Three-dimensional map of the residential home's functional Characteristics (side 

view) 
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Figure 3. Three-dimensional simulation of the residential home's functional Characteristics 

 

DISCUSSION 

The maps portrayed in Figures 1-3 reveal the three-dimensional structure of the residential 

home's functional characteristics as perceived by staff, generated by the FSSA. Examination of 

the maps shows a division by functional sub-systems (personality, physical, social, and cultural) 

and a division into internal (integration + conservation) and external (adaptation + expression). 

This congruence between the model's definitions and the empirical findings reinforces the 

applied validity of the SQOL model for the residential home as an action system. 

Previous research established the content validity of the SQOL model. All these 

publications used the SQOL to assess individuals' QOL(see review in Feigin, Barnetz & 

Davidson-Arad, 2008). There are much fewer studies of other action systems. 

Several researchers (Wozner, Golan, Arad- Davidson, & Dekel, 1997; Wolins, Wozner & 

Shye, 1980; Wolins & Wozner, 1982) developed the idea of applying the SQOL model to 

residential homes as an action system. But these researchers did not present empirical evidence 

of the application's content validity. Thus, the current findings provide empirical evidence in 

support of the claim that the SQOL model can also be applied to a social system such as a 

residential home. It is indeed possible to speak of the "personality" of a residential home, the 

"culture" of a residential home, etc., and this has a sound foundation rather than being a merely 

abstract theoretical application. 

The above definition of the functional Characteristics of the residential home as an action 

system and the Questionnaire developed could contribute to research on residential homes by 

providing a valid , theory based and holistic measure for  residential environments. 
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ABSTRACT 

The present paper has as its main goal the integration of four distinct approaches to strategic 

management considered complementary rather than conflicting, namely: Positioning, Resource-

based View, Logical Incrementalism, and Strategy as Practice. The result is a new, unified, 

model grounded on the conceptual connections between the inspiring theories. To empirically 

test such a framework, 100 senior managers from private higher education institutions were 

submitted to a form containing, besides items regarding sociodemographic data and institutional 

information, 43 questions pertaining to the frequency or importance of elements concerning the 

four base theories on a 1-5 Likert scale. The resulting database was then subjected Smallest 

Space Analysis and interpreted through Facet Theory. The findings obtained confirmed that: (1) 

the instrument devised for the present study constitutes a viable tool to assess strategy making 

from the perspective of the four approaches adopted, (2) the four models represent distinct, but 

complementary and coherent, views that can be integrated into a unified model, and (3) the new 

holistic and integrated model represents potentially a useful approach to assess and understand 

strategy making. 

INTRODUCTION 

Strategic management is the dynamic process of specifying of an organization's objectives, the 

development policies and plans designed to achieve such objectives, and then allocating the 

necessary resources to implement the plans. It is done by those occupying the top positions in a 

company on behalf of its stakeholders, based on elements such as the available resources and the 

evaluation of internal and external environments, being a key factor for success (Mintzberg, 

1967; Andrews, 1991; Jarzabkowski, Balogun & Seidl, 2007).  

Given the importance of strategic management, different models have been proposed to 

understand how it functions and what determines its efficacy. Among them, four stand out as of 

particular relevance in the literature: Positioning Theory (Porter, 1991), Resource-based View 

(Penrose, 2009), Logical Incrementalism (Quinn, 1978), and Strategy as Practice (Whittington, 

2003).  

In spite of their independence, it would appear that the four models in question bear no 

essential contradiction to each other, meaning that there is no reason why they should not be 

thought of as complementing each other rather than being competing theories.  
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The Four Approaches 

Positioning Theory emphasizes the company's ability to interact with its external environment. 

The goal is to establish a competitive strategy that will position the company so as to protect it 

against competitors or influence market forces in its favor. The company must develop the skills 

to understand and act in its environment, promoting a sustainable competitive performance by 

means of internal consistency, adequate alignment of strengths and weaknesses to opportunities 

and threats, and the creation of distinctive competences (Porter, 1991). 

The Resources-based View directs attention to inside of the firm, by means of the 

evaluation and use of the resources internally available. The main differences between 

companies would be established by the variety of resources they had and by the adequate use of 

them by the decision -makers. The strategist anticipates environmental changes and promotes the 

necessary internal adaptation, as well as acting as a mediator of collective learning and being a 

valuable instrument for the team's knowledge formation (Penrose, 2009). 

Logical Incrementalism focuses on the process of strategy, viewing strategic management 

as the act of guiding everyday actions and events towards a conscious strategy in a step-by-step 

process. The role of the manager is to create a conciliation between his or her internal subjective 

elements (observation, reflection, and learning) with the external objective elements of the World 

negotiation, elaboration, communication, and implementation of plans), as well as that of being a 

leader of the process of organizational adaptation (change), i.e., a mediator between the internal 

and external aspects of the organization itself. Managers nurture and promote strategies that are 

themselves dynamically changing, a process that is fluid, but controllable (Quinn, 1978). 

Strategy as Practice highlights the manner in which executives constitute their strategies 

and how they are implemented in the organization. The main interest is in the practical actions 

taken by the decision-maker in the unfolding of the firm's strategic thinking concerning the 

impact of his or her actions upon the internal and external contexts of the company, as well as 

the participation in the community of practice of those in charge of strategy (Whittington, 1996). 

Towards an Integrated Multidimensional Framework 

Based on the four  approaches described here (Positioning Theory, Resource-based View, 

Logical Incrementalism, and Strategy as Practice), a new framework is proposed where manager, 

organization, and environment are all taken into account, promoting different levels of analysis 

in the same model. The goal is to integrate three bipolar dimensions, namely, internal and 

external environment, subjectivity of the decision-maker and objective procedures, and 

deliberate and emergent practices, into a single, coherent and unified perspective. 

It seems that Logical Incrementalism and Strategy as Practice refer to the essential 

internal processes within an organization, whereas Positioning Theory concerns itself with 

interface and interactions between the company and the external environment. The Resources-

based View addresses the key factors that influence both the internal processes and the 

relationship with the external world, as well as bridging the interplay between these two 

dimensions of the firm. 

The proposition here is simply to consider that: (a) the four approaches each 

autonomously refers to a specific set of elements, (b) such elements constitute a construct, (c) 

such constructs are semantically independent (i.e., do not overlap), and (c) one needs the union 

of these constructs to obtain a more holistic view of a firm’s strategic management. 
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Falsifying the Hypothesis 

In order to test the hypothesis that the framework proposed in the present paper is indeed valid, 

one must, within a practical context of the decision-makers within a certain industry: 

1. Produce an instrument to measure the basic aspects of strategic management addressed in 

each of the approaches; 

2. Show that the measures of each set of aspects are internally consistent enough to be 

considered a construct; 

3. Show that the constructs do not overlap in any significant way but are still statistically 

associated to one another.  

These are the goals of the present research. 

 

METHOD 

The study recruited a total of 100 managers, of both sexes (60% male and 40% female) and 

varying ages, from the private higher education institutions in Metropolitan Region of Recife, 

Pernambuco, Brazil, with an average of 10.8 years of experience in managerial positions, 5.6 

years of experience in their specific higher education institution, and 3.7 years of experience in 

their current position. 

The instruments consisted of one form containing 58 items pertaining to the socio-

demographics and professional activities of the subjects, with 43 items addressing issues 

regarding management and strategy (see ANNEX for details). The latter were divided into 

questions referring to each of the four approaches according to Table 1. 

Table 1. Approaches, Executive Actions and Items of the Instrument 

Approach Executive Actions 
Items of the 

Instrument 

Positioning 

Theory 

Know the structure of the industry 

14, 15, 16, 26, 

35, 38, 39 

Know the potentials of the firm 

Think up the strategy 

Manage the organizational and operational structure 

Resources-

based 

View 

Know the potentials of the resources 

22, 25, 40, 41, 42, 

43, 44, 45, 46 

Mange the resources competently 

Adapt the resources to environmental changes 

Develop collective learning 

Logical 

Incrementalism 

Lead the process of change 
36, 37, 47, 48, 49, 

50, 51, 52, 53, 54 
Mediate between the internal and external environments 

Conciliate thinking and acting 

Strategy as 

Practice 

Know the impact of one's actions on the external context of the 

firm 17, 19, 20, 21, 23, 27, 

28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 

34, 55, 56, 57, 58 
Know the relevance of one's practices within the internal context 

Participate in the community of practice of the decision-makers 
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An e-mail was sent to 164 professionals in managerial positions in private higher education 

institutions asking them to participate in the research by filling out an online form. Out of these, 

100 completed the questionnaire. 

RESULTS 

Figure 1 shows the SSA plot obtained for the 43 items referring to management and strategy, 

with partitions referring to each of the four approaches studies plus the Cronbach Alpha 

reliability scores for the set of items in each partition. 

 

Figure 1. SSA and Cronbach Alpha Scores for the Items Regarding Management and 

Strategy 

One can clearly see in the SSA the possibility of partitioning the plot into a radex structure with 

the items of the Resources-based View in the center, surrounded by those of Positioning Theory, 

Logical Incrementalism, and Strategy as Practice. The items in all of these partitions displayed a 

very high level of statistical consistency (Cronbach Alpha scores between .86 and .91). 

It is important to note that six of the 43 items were not in the predicted partitions. Namely: 

 Items Q36 and Q37 where in Positioning Theory instead of in Logical Incrementalism; 

 Items Q57 and Q58 where in Logical Incrementalism instead of in Strategy as Practice; 

 Item Q27 was in Resources-based View instead of Strategy as Practice; 

 Item Q45 was in Strategy as Practice instead of Resources-based View. 
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Traditionally, one would discard such items and use only the remaining ones, but, in the present 

case, they were reevaluated from a theoretical standpoint and it was decided that, given the 

details of their specific wording (see ANNEX), they could be reinterpreted as measurements of 

concepts  belonging to the partitions where the observations showed them to be. 

DISCUSSION 

The results of the present study can be summarized by saying that a statistically consistent 

measure of the underlying constructs of the four theoretical approaches to strategic management 

was produced, along with multidimensional evidence that indicates such items to be interrelated 

yet independent from one another (i.e., with no significant overlapping). This fully confirms the 

hypothesis of the present work, which is, in essence, that the four approaches can and should be 

integrated into a single, coherent, integrated, multidimensional model. 

The findings also suggest that all four aspects of strategic management interact with each 

other, but, at least within the context of private higher education institutions in the Metropolitan 

Region of Pernambuco, those represented by the Resources-based View are of particular 

relevance, playing, quite literally, a ‘central role’. 

Future studies on the subject should focus on confirming the validity of the measures 

deployed here in different populations, as well investigating if the structure found in the present 

study is an universal characteristic of strategic management or simply an idiosyncrasy of the 

population addressed. 
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ANNEX 

14) Do you know the business strategies implemented by your higher education institution? 
15) To what extent do you participate in the drafting of these strategies? 
16) How do you evaluate the results obtained by the business strategies implemented by your organization? 
17) To what extent do you use formal instruments to know the structure of the higher education market? 
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19) In case you use instruments that are acknowledged for the recognizance and assessment of the structure of the education 
market, to what extent do the instruments above promote assurance as to the drafting and implementation of strategies? 
20) In case you use these formal instruments for the recognizance and assessment of the structure of the education market, 
whit what frequency is its use evaluated by the upper management of the institution? 
21) To what extent is there a use of the results of the evaluation of the application of the instrument? 
22) To what extent do you know the internal competitive resources used by your higher education institution? 
23) To what extent do you use formal instruments to map and assess those internal resources? 
25) To what extent are the internal resources considered in the adoption of the strategy? 
26) To what extent do you evaluate the analysis of the potentials of your organization? 
27) In case you use formal instruments for the assessment and use of internal resources, to what extent do these instruments 
promote assurances in the creation and implementation of strategies? 
28) In case you use the aforementioned instruments for the assessment and use of internal resources, with what frequency do 
you evaluate their use? 
29) To what extent do you use the results of the evaluation of the use of the aforementioned instruments? 
30) To what extent do you conciliate the use of formal instruments for the recognizance and assessment of the structure of the 
education market with the use of formal instruments for the recognizance and assessment of internal resources? 
31) In case there is conciliation, with what frequency is it developed? 
32) To what extent the joint use of formal instruments for the recognizance and assessment of the structure of the education 
market with the use of the formal instruments for the recognizance and use of the internal resources strengthen the creation 
and implementation of strategies? 
33) With what frequency do you monitor the impact of your strategic actions for the external context of activity of your higher 
education institution? 
34) How do you rate the impact that your higher education institution has produced in its external context of operation? 
35) How do you rate the organizational structure of your higher education institution? 
36) To what extent the organization structure of your higher education institution is adequate for the strategy that was defined 
for it? 
37) To what extent the operation of the organizational structure provides for the implementation of the strategy that was 
defined for your higher education institution. 
38) How do you rate your participation in the management of the organizational structure of your higher education institution? 
39) How do you rate your participation in the the operational management of your higher education institution? 
40) To what extent do you acknowledge the potentials of the internal resources made available by your higher education 
institution? 
41) How do you rate the use (manipulation) that you make of the internal resources made available by your  higher education 
institution? 
42) Is the acknowledgement and use that you make of the internal resources of  your higher education institution perceptible? 
43) To what extent do you adapt the internal resources of your higher education institution to environmental changes? 
44) The organizational structure reflects such changes? 
45) In case the adaptation happens, be it regarding structure or use of resources, to what extent do you promote collective 
learning in the members of the organization? 
46) How do you rate your participation in the development of that collective learning? 
47) How do you rate the changes occurred in your market of operation with regards to frequency? 
48) How do you rate the changes occurred in you market of operation with regards to intensity? 
49) How do you rate the need to adapt the strategy to such changes? 
50) How frequently do new strategies emerge as a result of this process of adapting to market changes? 
51) How do you rate the need to adapt the organizational structure to the changes in strategy?  
52) How do you rate the need to adapt the operation of the organizational structure to the changes in strategy? 
53) How do you rate you participation as a conductor of the adaptation process between the higher education institution and 
its environment of operation? 
54) How do you rate the learning that was generated in this process of accommodation of the strategy, structure, and 
operation to the requirements of the context of operation of the higher education institution? 
55) To what extent do you use formal mechanisms for the development of learning? 
56) To what extent do you use formal mechanisms for the dissemination of that learning? 
57) With what frequency do you participate in meetings with the other strategists of your higher education institution to 
discuss strategic issues? 
58) To what extent do such meetings expand you knowledge regarding the creation and implementation of strategies? 
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ABSTRACT 

The Picture-Based Value Survey (PBVS-C) is based on Schwartz’s structural theory of values 

and measures value preferences of young children. It has been applied in several studies around 

the world. Due to some recurring deviations of single items from theoretical expectations we 

took a closer look at their fit into the theoretical structure. We re-analysed the data from former 

studies by using a strong confirmatory MDS that enforces theory-based regional restrictions 

onto the data (Bilsky, Borg, Janik & Groenen, 2015). To better understand how much each 

single item affects the overall model fit, Stress-per-Point (SPP) coefficients were computed for 

every item. Since the global MDS model and the external regional restrictions imposed by 

confirmatory MDS are theoretically grounded, SPP scores are diagnostically relevant with 

respect to item and construct validity. The results of our re-analyses are presented and discussed 

with regard to the observed misfit of items. Consequences for further research are outlined. 

INTRODUCTION 

The empirical analysis of children’s values does not have a long tradition. This is partly due to 

the lack of adequate instruments that do take the still developing literacy of young children into 

account. The Picture Based Value Survey for Children (PBVS-C; Döring et al., 2010) closed this 

gap only a few years ago. This instrument is based on Schwartz’s (1992) theory on universals in 

the content and structure of values.  

 Schwartz’s theory identifies ten basic values (i.e., value types) which differ with respect to 

motivational content: Universalism (UN), Benevolence (BE), Tradition (TR), Conformity (CO), 

Security (SE), Power (PO), Achievement (AC), Hedonism (HE), Stimulation (ST), and Self-

Direction (SD). These motivational differences have consequences for the value structure, which 

takes the form of a circumplex (Borg & Shye, 1995) in two-dimensional space: According to 

Schwartz’s theory, values of the same value type should form sectors with boundaries emanating 

from a common origin; furthermore, adjacent sectors are expected to be motivationally more 

similar than sectors farther apart. On a more general level, basic values are subsumed under four 

higher-order values (HOVs):  “Self-Transcendence” (UN, BE) opposed to “Self-Enhancement” 

(PO, AC), and “Openness-to-Change” (HE, ST, SD) opposed to “Conservation” (TR, CO, SE; 

see Appendix). 

 The PBVS-C was designed to measure value preferences of children aged 6 to 11. It was 

constructed in close analogy to Schwartz’s Portrait Values Questionnaire (PVQ) and comprises 
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twenty items, each depicting one value-related situation. Every basic value is represented by two 

items which are printed on removable stickers. Children are asked to paste them on a standard 

response sheet with five graded alternatives from “very important” to “not at all important” in 

my life (see Döring et al., 2010).  

 Until today the PBVS-C has been administered to children in various countries around the 

world (Bilsky et al., 2013; Döring et al., 2010, 2015). Exploratory and weak confirmatory 

Multidimensional Scaling (MDS; Borg & Groenen, 2005) were employed to compare the 

empirical value structure with Schwartz’s structural model. Overall, the validity and the cross-

cultural applicability of the instrument were supported. Some items, however, deviated repeatedly 

from the theoretical structure. It is these deviations the present paper focuses upon.  

METHOD 

The present study builds on and extends a former one, in which value data from a Brazilian sample 

of young children (Roazzi et al., 2011) were re-analysed by strong confirmatory ordinal MDS 

(Bilsky et al., 2015). As in this former study, strong confirmatory MDS is accomplished by imposing 

theory based regional restrictions on value data (Borg & Groenen, 2005). 

 

Data. We analyse data that were collected with the PBVS-C from 10 samples of children aged 6 

to 12. These samples were from eight different countries, five European and three extra-

European
3
: Germany (DE; N1=221, N2=294), Bulgaria (BU; N=439), France (FR; N=306), 

United Kingdom (UK; N=352), Italy (IT; N=380), Turks living in Germany (gTR; N=117), 

Brazil (BR; N=182), New Zealand (NZ; N=104), and United States (USA; N=69). 

 

Facetization of Values. Former facetizations of values (Schwartz & Bilsky, 1987; Schwartz, 

1992) considered only one motivational facet. In this manuscript, we use two independent facets 

for analysing value structure (Bilsky et al., 2015). They derive from a recent reframing of 

Schwartz’s two “basic value dimensions” (Schwartz, 2006; see also Schwartz et al., 2012). This 

reframing implies dynamic principles which go beyond congruence and conflict among values 

(cf. Schwartz, 2006, 947f). The first principle differentiates between social and personal 

interests, the second contrasts anxiety and growth related objectives: the prevention of loss and 

the promotion of gain (see Table A1 in the appendix). The following mapping sentence results 

from this distinction:  

 

p considers value X that refers to his/her {social/personal} interests and the {promotion 

of gain/prevention of loss} → {very important … not important} as a guiding principle 

for p’s life. 

 

Strong Confirmatory MDS . The regional restrictions imposed on our data follow from the 

above mapping sentence (Bilsky et al., 2015): Thus, every basic value (and the respective PBVS-

items) can be characterized independently by the two facets “interest” and “objective” (see 

                                                           
 

3
We thank our former students for their collaboration and for collecting these data in the context of their final theses: 

K. Aryus, L. Drögekamp, V. Glatzel, N. Janowicz, M. Nyagolova, A. Petersen, E.R.Scheefer, T.S.Şimşek, and J. 

Sindermann. The Brazilian data were first published in Roazzi et al. (2011). 
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Figure 1 and Table A1, columns 2, 4 and 5). In accordance with this facetization, our structural 

hypotheses suggest a split into four quadrants in two-dimensional space, i.e. a duplex, as 

indicated in Figure 1. 

 

 

Objective 

promotion: gain prevention: loss 

Interest 

social 

1/1 

Self-Transcendence: 

Universalism 

Benevolence 

1/2 

Conservation: 

Security 

Conformity 

Tradition 

personal 

2/1 

Openness to Change: 

Hedonism 

Stimulation 

Self-Direction 

2/2 

Self-Enhancement: 

Achievement 

Power 

 

 

Figure 1. Classification of the ten basic human values (Schwartz, 1992) according to the two 

facets “Interest” and “Objective” 

 

 There exists no standard software until today which would allow testing such a structure by 

confirmatory MDS. Therefore we used an experimental program written in MatLAB by Groenen 

and already used for similar purposes in earlier studies (Borg et al., 2011; Bilsky et al., 2015). In 

order to minimize the risk of running into local minima, we used a starting configuration derived 

from Schwartz’s original model of value structure (Schwartz, 1992; see Bilsky & Janik, 2010, 

for more detailed information). 

 To answer our central research question which items of the PBVS-C show recurring 

deviations from the theoretical structure and to what extent, we compute two indices separately for 

all 10 samples: Stress-1 and Stress per Point (SPP). While Stress-1 informs about the mismatch be-

tween the correlations and the corresponding distances of an MDS solution, SPP indicates how 

much every single item contributes to this mismatch. MDS plots complement our computations. 

RESULTS 

Table 1 summarizes the results of our confirmatory MDS. For a quick overview, SPP-coefficients 

that are equal to or bigger than the respective mean Stress per Point are marked by grey underlay, 

those that are equal to or bigger than the third quartile by bold print. The contribution of AC1 to 

overall stress, for example, is below-average in all samples; the contribution of CO2 and SD1, in 

contrast, is above-average in nine of ten samples. 

DISCUSSION 

A strong confirmatory MDS enforces theory-based regional restrictions onto the resulting MDS plot. 

In the present case, these restrictions are specified by the two facets “interest” and “objective” 

(Figure 1). They force the PBVS-items into one of four quadrants in two-dimensional space 
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according to their motivational content. These quadrants correspond to the four higher-order values 

(HOVs) “self-enhancement vs. self-transcendence”, and “openness-to-change vs. conservation”. 

They characterize value structure as supposed by Schwartz (1992) value theory on the most general 

level.  

 

 

Table 1.  PBVS-C; ordinal MDS with theory-based Starting Configuration and Regional 

Restrictions: Stress per Point (SPP) 

 
PBVS-

Item DE1 DE2  BU  FR  UK  IT gTR  BR NZ  USA 

N 221 294 439 306 352 380 117 182 104 69 

UN1 0.036 0.020 0.042 0.031 0.049 0.022 0.085 0.045 0.053 0.070 

UN2 0.031 0.024 0.012 0.029 0.018 0.051 0.052 0.024 0.044 0.099 

BE1 0.017 0.008 0.020 0.018 0.013 0.018 0.012 0.076 0.064 0.072 

BE2 0.055 0.052 0.032 0.067 0.049 0.055 0.061 0.092 0.057 0.083 

TR1 0.049 0.029 0.017 0.057 0.044 0.044 0.112 0.104 0.056 0.035 

TR2 0.054 0.086 0.014 0.062 0.014 0.063 0.075 0.106 0.087 0.049 

CO1 0.029 0.005 0.007 0.028 0.012 0.027 0.041 0.101 0.055 0.050 

CO2 0.079 0.056 0.057 0.055 0.045 0.070 0.133 0.091 0.099 0.026 

SE1 0.064 0.038 0.033 0.018 0.024 0.031 0.048 0.104 0.079 0.031 

SE2 0.075 0.086 0.066 0.102 0.064 0.058 0.098 0.039 0.086 0.061 

PO1 0.026 0.020 0.027 0.020 0.021 0.015 0.024 0.042 0.058 0.047 

PO2 0.038 0.021 0.037 0.037 0.029 0.032 0.068 0.056 0.054 0.078 

AC1 0.049 0.021 0.008 0.031 0.020 0.033 0.033 0.045 0.027 0.054 

AC2 0.101 0.028 0.045 0.059 0.054 0.069 0.109 0.165 0.057 0.073 

HE1 0.035 0.047 0.055 0.042 0.028 0.029 0.016 0.051 0.029 0.060 

HE2 0.106 0.020 0.053 0.040 0.038 0.094 0.044 0.088 0.043 0.101 

ST1 0.036 0.023 0.030 0.027 0.019 0.029 0.096 0.065 0.055 0.055 

ST2 0.046 0.014 0.026 0.057 0.036 0.019 0.046 0.044 0.041 0.075 

SD1 0.073 0.074 0.114 0.073 0.054 0.067 0.092 0.112 0.048 0.077 

SD2 0.045 0.029 0.064 0.058 0.042 0.021 0.065 0.144 0.059 0.081 

Mean  0.052 0.035 0.038 0.046 0.034 0.042 0.065 0.080 0.058 0.064 

Stress-1 0.228 0.187 0.195 0.213 0.184 0.206 0.256 0.282 0.240 0.253 

3
rd

 

Quartile 0.067 0.048 0.053 0.058 0.046 0.059 0.093 0.104 0.060 0.077 
 

  Note.  Grey underlay: SPP >= Mean; bold figures: SPP >= 3rd Quartile 
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 Stress-1 informs about the overall mismatch between the correlations of the 20 PBVS- items and 

the corresponding distances of the MDS solution. This mismatch is smallest for the sample from 

Great Britain (GB: 0.184) and highest for that from Brazil (BR: 0.282). Despite the observed range 

of stress coefficients, however, only the coefficient of the Brazilian sample challenges the hypotheses 

of non-randomness (Spence & Ogilvie, 1973). 

 When calculated in the context of a confirmatory MDS, Stress per Point indicates how well the 

respective item fits the underlying theoretical model. Singular instances of above-average SPPs may 

be attributable to random error, to a poor adaptation of the item to the target population, or to cultural 

differences. Which of these alternatives comes true can only be answered by systematic replications. 

 

 
 

Figure 2. Ordinal MDS of PBVS-Items with Starting-Configuration and Regional Restrictions; 

PBVS-C above and PBVS-10 (short version) below 

 

 Finding above-average SPPs repeatedly within and/or across different cultures, however, 

challenges the validity of the respective item. As can be seen from Table 1, the number of above-

average SPPs differs considerably between the 20 PBVS-items. For the present it appears too early to 

draw far-reaching conclusions from these findings. First, the size of the individual samples and the 

number of samples per country is still very small despite the internationally growing number of 

studies using the PBVS-C. Second, their representativeness is not warranted. The observed pattern of 

SPPs found in the present data base should however be traced in future studies.  In the case of 
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recurring high SPP-coefficients in future and more representative studies, revising or substituting the 

respective items would be a reasonable consequence for ameliorating the PBVS-C in the long run.  

 While the revision or replacement of items is not an option for now, we used our knowledge of 

SPPs for another purpose: item selection. This is possible because every basic value is represented by 

two items in the PBVS-C. As can be seen from Table 1, for most values one of the two items showed 

repeatedly below-average SPPs. Therefore we chose these items to construct a short version of the 

Picture-Based Value Survey. The respective items of this PBVS-10 are: UN2, BE1, TR1, CO1, SE1, 

PO1, AC1, HE1, ST1, and SD2 (see Figure A1 in the appendix). Such a short version could be useful 

as part of a more comprehensive survey on different developmental topics or in cohort studies. 

 For illustrative purposes, we conducted two ordinal MDS with regional restrictions and these ten 

items. Data were from the two German samples (see Table 1).The results for the standard and for the 

short form of the Picture-Based Value Survey are summarized in Figure 2. As can be seen, items can 

be partitioned in four quadrants according to Schwartz’s (1992) theory. However, their sequence 

partly deviates from Schwartz’s structural model. Whether these deviations are random or systematic 

needs additional analyses and further studies.  
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Figure A1. Short Version of the Picture-Based Value Survey for Children (PBVS-10) 
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Table A1. Human Values (Schwartz, 1992), classified according to “Interest” (social vs. 

ersonal)and “Objective” (promotion: gain vs. prevention: loss); see Schwartz (2006; Bilsky et 

al., 2015) 

 

Higher-

Order Values 

(HOV) 

Basic Values 

and PBVS-

Items 

Central Motivational Goal 
a 

Facets and Elements
 

Interest Objective 

Self-Tran-

scendence 

Universalis

m 

UN1, UN2 

Understanding, appreciation, 

tolerance, and protection for the 

welfare of all people and for nature 

social 
promotion: 

gain 

Benevolence 

BE1, BE2 

Preserving and enhancing the 

welfare of those with whom one is 

in frequent personal contact (the 

'in-group') 

social 
promotion: 

gain 

Conservation 

Tradition 

TR1, TR2 

Respect, commitment, and 

acceptance of the customs and 

ideas that traditional culture or 

religion provide the self 

social 
prevention: 

loss 

Conformity 

CO1, CO2 

Restraint of actions, inclinations, 

and impulses likely to upset or 

harm others and violate social 

expectations or norms 

social 
prevention: 

loss 

Security 

SE1, SE2 

Safety, harmony, and stability of 

society, of relationships, and of 

self 

social 
prevention: 

loss 

Self-

Enhance-

ment 

Power 

PO1, PO2 

Social status and prestige, control 

or dominance over people and 

resources 

personal 
prevention: 

loss 

Achievemen

t 

AC1, AC2 

Personal success through 

demonstrating competence 

according to social standards 

personal 
prevention: 

loss 

Openness 

to 

Change 

Hedonism
b
 

HE1, HE2 

Pleasure and sensuous gratification 

for oneself 
personal 

promotion: 

gain 

Stimulation 

ST1, ST2 

Excitement, novelty, and challenge 

in life 
personal 

promotion: 

gain 

Self-

Direction 

SD1, SD2 

Independent thought and action; 

choosing, creating, exploring 
personal 

promotion: 

gain 

 

a
 Central motivational goals (Schwartz, 2005; http://essedunet.nsd.uib.no/cms/topics/1/) 

b 
Hedonism shares elements of both self-enhancement and openness to change, but is closer to 

openness in most cases (Schwartz, 2005). 
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ABSTRACT 

The inter-correlations of items on values such as power, tradition, or benevolence reliably lead to 

ordered circumplexes in 2-dimensional MDS space. Attempts to turn this circumplex into a radex 

have failed so far. We here propose, therefore, to first consider the circumplex regions as clusters 

of items that each measure one particular value construct; simplify the circumplex model to a 

circle model; and even enforce a perfect circle via spherical MDS. We then propose a model that 

explains value ratings directly without first aggregating the data across individuals. In this 

unfolding model, the ten basic values are represented by ten points, and each individual is 

represented by a particular “person” point. This individual differences model not only holds for 

typical value data, but it also exhibits the value circle. Simulations show, moreover, that the 

model implies the typical correlation-based MDS findings.  

INTRODUCTION 

 

Values are guiding principles in people’s lives, basic goals a person strives for in many actions 

and situations. Schwartz (2012) and many others have found 10 universal basic values: Power 

(PO), achievement (AC), hedonism (HE), stimulation (ST), self-direction (SD), universalism 

(UN), benevolence (BE), tradition (TR), conformity (CO), and security (SE). These values have 

been shown to possess a certain structure. For example, persons who attach high importance to 

achievement also tend to rate benevolence as not so important, and vice versa.  

The standard instruments for measuring values are the SVS and the PVQ. They have 

been developed to a degree that “how to” instructions and even SPSS syntax code for 

automatically processing value ratings are available as downloads in the internet (Schwartz, 

2009). It has become almost standard to first center value ratings, person by person, in order to 

anchor the ratings on each person’s individual mean and to eliminate response style artifacts 

(Parks-Leduc et al., 2015). The centered data are then correlated across persons, and the resulting 

correlations are scaled in 2-dimensional ordinal MDS space. The result of such data processing is 

illustrated in Figure 1 for a sample of 151 U.S. adults who completed the PVQ. The 40 points are 

coded here in terms of the basic values the respective PVQ items are measuring. For example, 

“co1” is item #1 of the PVQ measuring conformity, and “po2” is item #2 on power. To facilitate 

interpretation, we added lines that cut the space like a cake into wedge-like regions. This 

structure is known as a circumplex, a circle of regions emanating from a common origin. Each 

region contains only items of one particular type – except for a few small errors where points 

(e.g., co4 or tr1) fall into the respective neighboring region. The MDS solution in Figure 1 is a 

rather precise representation of the data. Simulations show that the Stress of this MDS solution 

(=.152) is clearly better than the Stress of any MDS solution for 1000 random permutations 
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(global or row-wise) of the data. Hence, the MDS solution in Figure 1 is significant. Moreover, 

the circumplex pattern has been replicated in hundreds of similar studies. So, this structure is 

also robust. And, of course, it is interpretable in the sense of one content facet. However, no 

facet has been found that substantively convincingly and statistically reliably explains the 

modular (radial) facet of the configuration in Figure 1, even though Bilsky et al. (2005) and Janik 

& Bilsky (in press) made some attempts in this direction. Hence, only one facet—namely, the 

content facet—keeps emerging in many value studies. Yet, this finding is far from trivial, since 

not only a circumplex is found over and over again, but also a circumplex with a particular order 

of values, and, moreover, with values such as HE and TR or AC/PO and UN/BE, respectively, 

always in opposition to each other—as if the individuals considered these particular values as 

psycho-logically incompatible or competing (Schwartz, 1992).  

In the absence of a radial facet for value circumplexes, one may prefer to consider the 

wedge-like regions in Figure 1 as due to measurement noise, and group similar items in clusters 

rather than in regions (Figure 2). On the basis of the centroids of these clusters, a rough value 

circle rather than a value circumplex seems to emerge in Figure 2. One can also first compute 

overall value indices for the 10 basic values, and then scale their inter-correlations with ordinal 

MDS (as was done, e.g., in Bardi et al., 2009). If this confirms the circle structure for basic 

values, then the next logical step in model refinement is using spherical MDS to test if one can 

ultimately replace the value circumplex by a perfect (and, therefore, formally and theoretically 

more economical) value circle.  

 However, all these analyses omit individuals: they simply disappear in the correlations 

among value items or value indexes. To avoid correlations altogether, we propose a model that 

represents each single rating of the person-by-values matrix by a distance between points of a 2-

dimensional Euclidean space. The model (“unfolding”; Coombs, 1964) claims that every 

individual can be represented by exactly one point in a low-dimensional space. In that space, 

every value also corresponds to one point. The configuration of value points is the same for all 

individuals. Thus, the model says that all individuals share one common value structure (e.g., a 

2-dimensional value circle with values ordered as the value regions in Figure 1).Yet, they differ 

  

Figure 1. MDS of inter-correlations of 40 

PVQ items; configuration partitioned into 

circumplex on the basis of facet “value 

content”; Stress-1=.152 

Figure 2. Configuration of Figure 1, with 

clusters of similar items  
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in how they position themselves with respect to the value points: they move closer to values they 

find important, and move away from relatively unimportant values. Their final point in space is 

therefore the point of optimal compromise. 

METHOD 

The perfect-value-circle hypothesis is tested by comparing the fit of an exploratory ordinal MDS 

solution in two dimensions with the fit of a solution using spherical MDS and the function 

smacofSphere of the smacof R-package (DeLeeuw & Mair, 2009) which enforces the circle.  

Fitting the unfolding model to data is technically challenging, because unfolding invites 

trivial solutions. For data on ordinal or interval scales, unfolding degenerates to solutions where 

one set of points (individuals, say) lies on a circle, and the other set of points (values, say) is on 

the origin of this circle. To avoid such meaningless zero-Stress solutions, one can either add 

penalty functions to the scaling, or assume that the data are on ratio scales (Borg & Groenen, 

2003). We here assume this metric scale level rather than relying on penalty functions, since the 

consequences of this assumption are substantively clear and formally testable. The rating data are 

first centered, and the centered ratings are then converted into dissimilarities by subtracting each 

rating from the maximum value of the rating scale. The resulting “dissimilarities” are then scaled 

using ratio unfolding computed by the smacofRect R-function (DeLeeuw & Mair, 2009).  

 We evaluate the fit of the unfolding solution (“Stress”) by comparing it with the fit values 

resulting from unfolding 1000 random permutations of the data (both over the whole data matrix 

and also within each row of the data matrix). We also check how well each single individual is 

explained by the unfolding solution by comparing the person’s dissimilarities with the 

corresponding distances of the unfolding space. Since we are assuming ratio-scaled data, the 

proper correlation here is the congruence coefficient.  

To see how the circle model in MDS is related to the unfolding model, we run a 

simulation study. 100 person points are placed randomly within a disk. On the perimeter of the 

disk, we place 10 value points. We then compute the person-value distances and use them as data 

in a typical MDS analysis. That is, they are first inter-correlated and then subjected to ordinal 2-

dimensional MDS to check if this solution exhibits the value circle used in the underlying 

unfolding space.  

RESULTS 

Figure 3 shows that the ten value indexes lead to the expected circle in ordinal MDS space, with 

value points ordered as predicted. Figure 4 displays the solution for ordinal MDS enforcing a 

perfect circle. The Stress value of this constrained solution is minimally higher (+.008) than the 

Stress for exploratory scaling, but the increment is so small that we can conclude that the circle 

model is an appropriate model for the data. Expressed differently: The deviations from the 

perfect circle in Figure 3 are unsystematic and can be interpreted as due to error.  

Ratio unfolding of the centered ratings (turned into dissimilarities first) leads to the 

solution shown in Figure 5. Its normalized Stress value is .19, highly significant compared with 

the simulated Stress value for random data of .45 (SD=.01) and of randomly row-wise permuted 

data of .30 (SD=.002). The configuration of value points exhibits a circular structure, with values 

ordered as predicted by the Schwartz (1992) theory.  
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The different values contribute similarly to the overall Stress (measured by Stress-per-

Point indices). Moreover, the dissimilarities of almost all 151 persons are well represented in the 

unfolding solution (the mean congruence coefficient is .98). Only two persons may be 

considered “outliers”. They disagree with some of the implications of the value circle. For 

example, one person rates power (PO) as a relatively unimportant value, but achievement (AC) 

as very important. Yet, Figure 5 shows that one cannot place a person point close to AC and not 

also close to PO. So, this person’s value structure differs in this regard from the one shown in 

Figure 4 which is common to most other persons.  

Finally, to see how the circle model in MDS is related to the unfolding model, our 

simulation study is visualized in Figure 6, where the somewhat larger points (bold numbers from 

1 to 10) on the disk’s periphery simulate the value points, while the points within the disk are the 

person points. The plots show that the inter-correlations of the distances of the simulated 

unfolding space lead to perfect recovery of the circle of values. Hence, the unfolding structure 

seems to imply the usual ordinal MDS finding.  

DISCUSSION 

Looking at Figure 5, one may argue that the value circle was not “really” recovered here. Rather, 

the value points form four different clusters. However, these clusters are placed on a circle in the 

order of the Schwartz (1992) value circle. Moreover, Schwartz & Bilsky (1987) argue that they 

represent two basic oppositions: self-enhancement vs. self-transcendence, and openness to 

change vs. conservation. From a more technical point of view, however, these “corners” of the 

value circle seem to disappear if one looks at representative (and large) samples rather than at 

convenience samples (as we have here). An unfolding analysis of a British population sample 

using the PVQ21 in the European Social Survey (ESS; Jowell et al., 2007) showed a much 

smoother and almost perfect value circle without corners. The distribution of the person points 

within the value circle was also much more spread out so that one may conclude that the corners 

of the circle in Figure 5 are more due to the particular sample.  

  

Figure 3. Ordinal MDS of value indexes’ 

inter-correlations; US sample; Stress-

1=.046  

Figure 4. Spherical ordinal MDS of value 

indexes’ inter-correlations; US sample; 

Stress-1=.054  
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 The unfolding model is not just a non-trivial way to adequately visualize the structure of 

the person-by-value rating matrix. It is above all a psychological model that perfectly expresses 

the rationale for predicting a value circle. To illustrate this, consider an example presented by 

Bardi et al. (2009). If a superior (e.g., at work) asks you to do something you object to, you can 

either conform (and thereby fulfill conformity but also the adjacent security values) or you do 

not conform (and thereby fulfil self-direction and the adjacent stimulation values). Each of these 

options entails violations of the other values in this example, and as these types of situations 

happen a lot in life, people tend to choose which of these sides of the circle they prioritize over 

the other side, resulting with this circle of compatibilities and contradictions. Shye (1985) 

proposed similar contrasts derived from a facet analysis of action systems. The same facet 

analysis also explains the neighborhood of values such as conformity and security, for example. 

In essence, these researchers argue that the individual arrives at his or her value judgments by 

finding an optimal compromise among values that are all basically desirable. One particular 

compromise is to weight all values equally, and then this person would be located in the center of 

the value circle. Other compromises always mean that the person is moving towards certain 

values, but thereby also automatically away from certain other values.  

 In different unfolding solutions of values, one notes greater density of person points 

around the middle of the space. That is, most people’s profiles of values show roughly similar 

distances from each of the values, with a little more distance from power and tradition in the 

Western samples. Only a small percentage of people have sharply different preferences among 

the values. This may be an adaptive tendency. It may be easier to function if one does not have 

very strong preferences because one will then face fewer life situations that strongly threaten 

one’s values and create emotional turmoil.  

The current findings may also shed light on previous weak findings regarding the 

relations between values and well-being (e.g., Buchanan & Bardi, in press). One basis for the 

circular order of values in the theory is the assumption that people come to avoid prioritizing 

conflicting values because doing so is likely to lead to repeated internal conflicts (Schwartz, 

 
 

Figure 5. Ratio unfolding solution for 

value indexes of US sample; open circles 

represent individuals, labels TR, CO, … 

represent values.  

Figure 6. Ordinal MDS of column-wise 

inter-correlations of person-by-values 

distances in unfolding space  
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1992). This theoretical assumption has led many researchers to hypothesize that people who 

prioritize conflicting values have lower well-being. However, many attempts to test this 

hypothesis have failed to support it, so the hypothesis and the research that tested it have never 

been published. The current findings may explain the failure of this hypothesis. It may be due to 

the fact that very few people give high priority to opposing values from opposite sides of the 

circle. There may therefore have been too few people who hold conflicting values with 

sufficiently high importance to provide the statistical power to test the hypothesis. To reveal this 

fact, an analysis that examines the individual rather than samples was required, such as the 

unfolding analysis presented here.  
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EXPLORING THE EFFECTS OF DIFFERENT STARTING CONFIGURATIONS IN 

MDS 
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ABSTRACT 

A method is presented for generating MDS solutions from many different starting configurations 

(Torgerson, Torgerson with error, and purely random, respectively). All resulting solutions are 

stored for later comparisons. This allows the user to check if the one solution reported by the 

usual MDS program is indeed the optimal solution or if other solutions exist with similar Stress 

but better fit to content theory. The analysis of the various solutions is supported by cluster 

analysis and similarity structure analysis after removing meaningless differences by Procrustean 

methods.  

 

INTRODUCTION 

MDS is often used in combination with facet designs. The data are typically correlations among 

items of a questionnaire, and the purpose of MDS is to check if and how the different facets used 

to construct the items show up in the structure of the items. Users of MDS need not know the 

complex mathematics of the algorithms used to find optimal MDS configurations, but a few 

technical issues are important in practice--in particular, the fact that even today’s best algorithms 

converge only to local optima, not necessarily to global optima. For most data, many local 

optima exist. They sometimes differ radically even though they represent the data almost equally 

well in terms of the overall Stress criterion. Confirmatory MDS is based on this fact, frequently 

succeeding in finding configurations that satisfy theoretical content expectations with Stress 

values that are hardly worse than those produced by substantively blind exploratory MDS (Borg 

& Groenen, 2005 ; Borg, Groenen, & Mair, 2013).   

MDS algorithms are iterative procedures. What they find in the end depends a lot on 

where they start, i.e. on the starting configuration (SC) used by the procedure. Today’s 

algorithms use sophisticated starting configurations that they generate internally (if no external 

starting configuration is provided). The prime example is the “Torgerson” configuration (Borg & 

Groenen, 2005). However, even this starting configuration need not lead to the global optimum, 

nor is the global optimum always the best configuration for testing or generating a substantive 

theory. What we develop, therefore, is an approach to test how Torgerson starting configurations 

when superimposed with more and more random error affect the MDS outcome, and what MDS 

solutions are generated by a “shotgun” approach based on many purely random starting 

configurations (say, 1000 different ones). The method allows the user to check if s/he found the 

solution with the best fit to the data (i.e., the global minimum in terms of the Stress criterion). 

Even more importantly s/he can see if other solutions exist that have similarly low Stress values 

but that are better interpretable, showing a substantive law of formation rather than just 

visualizing the data.  
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Figure 1. Configuration to be recovered  

by MDS (“true” configuration) 

METHOD 

 

We illustrate our method by using an 

“artificial” case where the true MDS 

configuration is known. We begin by 

defining an MDS configuration X which 

consists of nine points forming a 

rectangular grid (Figure 1). The 

distances among the nine points are 

computed and their logarithms are taken 

as dissimilarity data for MDS. So, there 

exists a true underlying configuration 

whose distances are monotonically 

related to the dissimilarities.  

We now ask whether MDS 

succeeds to recover X. X is the optimal 

MDS solution, with a Stress value of 

zero. We use ordinal MDS, because of 

the logarithmic relation of the 

dissimilarities to the MDS distances in 

our case. We choose this set-up, because 

ordinal MDS has been the most popular 

MDS model in practice. In addition, most MDS programs run ordinal MDS with the additional 

specification that ties in the data need not lead to the same distances in the MDS solution (the so-

called “primary” approach to ties).  

Two types of starting configurations are used. (1) The first type is the Torgerson 

configuration, employed (or at least recommended) by most MDS programs as the default 

internal SC. We then add successively more random error (uniform random distribution with 

m=0 and sd=1, 2, …) to this SC and repeat the MDS analyses. (2) To safeguard against sub-

optimal local minimum solutions many MDS experts recommend repeating an MDS analysis 

with many (1000, say) purely random SCs and ask the program to report the MDS solution with 

the lowest Stress as “the solution”. We therefore also run random SCs, but store all results and 

not just the best one. We compare the various MDS solutions so obtained by inspecting their 

Stress values and their configurations. To this end, we first eliminate all meaningless differences 

(due to different rotations, reflections, dilations, and translations) by Procrustean methods, then 

measure the overall similarity of each pair of configurations by computing the correlation of the 

coordinates of corresponding points, and  finally use cluster analysis and MDS to visualize the 

similarity structure of these configurational correlations.  

 

RESULTS 

Beginning the MDS analysis of the dissimilarity data derived from Figure 1 with a Torgerson SC 

leads to an almost perfect recovery of the underlying configuration, with zero Stress (Figure 2). 

The Shepard diagram for this configuration shows that the logarithmic relation of dissimilarities 

to distances is also closely recovered.  

 Adding error to the Torgerson SC sometimes leads to MDS solutions similar to the one in 

Figure 2, with essentially zero Stress, but sometimes also to radically different solutions that also 
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have an almost zero Stress. Figures 3 show an example where the points do not form the 

rectangular grid but are collapsed in one direction to almost one straight line. If nothing was 

known about the true underlying configuration, then surely the MDS user would accept such a 

solution as optimal. And, indeed, it is excellent, but only in a formal sense! 

Using a set of 100 random SCs and then analyzing the similarities of the resulting 

solutions shows how bumpy the response surface of ordinal MDS is for this set of data. The 

structure of the 100 MDS solutions based on random starting configurations is visualized by the 

bubble plot in Figure 4. (The plot is a 2-dimensional ordinal MDS representation of the similarity 

structure of the 100 MDS solutions resulting from 100 random starting configurations, measured 

by inter-correlating for each pair of solutions the coordinates of corresponding points after 

Procrustean fitting (cf. Borg & Leutner, 1987); the bubble size represents the Stress of the 

respective MDS solution; larger bubbles indicate larger Stress values.) The figure shows three 

dense clusters of low-Stress solutions on the right-hand side, and various widely scattered 

solutions with high Stress on the left-hand side (large bubbles). A “WordCloud” version of this 

bubble plot in Figure 5 is easier to read: Here the size of the point labels represents the respective 

Stress values; and the labels are un-cluttered in order to make them more readable. One can also 

use cluster analysis to study the similarity of the 100 MDS solutions (Figure 6).  

We can use this information to identify different specimens of MDS solutions and plot 

them individually. When plotting the configurations #2 and #14 -- both from clusters with small 

Stress values and, therefore, both formally acceptable MDS solutions -- we obtain the 

configurations in Figure 7. Both these configurations have Stress values of almost zero. Thus, 

formally, they are both excellent representations of the data, but the triangle in the right-hand 

panel obviously does not represent the shape of the underlying configuration of Figure 1 very 

 
 

Figure 2. Ordinal MDS solution based on Torgerson starting configuration (left panel)  

with Shepard diagram (right panel) 
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well at all. Rather, it is another example (see also Figure 3) of a degenerate solution resulting 

from a random starting configuration. 

 

 

 

DISCUSSION 

The analyses show how risky it is to use MDS without thoroughly studying the effect of different 

starting configurations. The Torgerson SC proves once more to be a good built-in SC, but even it 

does not guarantee to lead to a solution that is theory-compatible even if such a solution exists. 

When using stronger MDS models, the existence of radically different and similarly-low-Stress 

solutions seems much less likely, but this is an issue that needs to be studied further in the future. 

In any case, ordinal MDS is the most popular variety of MDS, and so we recommend using our 

approach and taking a look at the different types of solutions that MDS generates and that, of 

course, have acceptably low Stress values. To make such tests easy in practice, an R program is 

available from the authors. It requires the user only to input his or her data and pick the MDS 

model he or she wants to use (ordinal primary, ordinal secondary, interval, or ratio). Plots like 

those in Figure 5 are generated automatically. The user then identifies the configurations he or 

she wants to study in more detail and plots them in R.  

 Taking a closer look, one finds for the data above that using the secondary approach to 

ties (= “keep ties”) within ordinal MDS leads to much better recoveries. Here, the Torgerson SC 

perfectly recovers the design configuration in Figure 1. It also leads to a smooth regression trend 

in Figure 2b without bumps. Most MDS programs that run ordinal MDS choose the primary 

approach to ties, i.e., ties in the data can lead to unequal distances without affecting the Stress as 

long as the rank order of the distances is the same as the rank order of the dissimilarities. Only 

PROXSCAL in SPSS uses the secondary approach to ties as the default option. The user is 

 

Figure 3. Ordinal MDS solution based on Torgerson starting configuration with jitter (left 

panel) with Shepard diagram (right panel). 
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advised to at least test this option when using ordinal MDS, in particular if the data contain many 

ties (as in our case above).   

We also recommend running interval MDS even when an ordinal model is preferred, and 

then check the similarity of the respective solutions. For our data above, interval MDS never 

generated low-Stress configurations that differed radically from the design configuration. 

Interval MDS, moreover, almost perfectly recovered the design configuration even though, of 

course, it could only approximate the true logarithmic regression trend between dissimilarities 

and distances. Its linear regression line, however, closely approximates this trend. So, unless the 

regression relation of data and distances is markedly non-linear, interval MDS can be used as a 

method to test the robustness or the plausibility of an ordinal MDS solution. 
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Figure 4. Bubble plot of an interval MDS 

representation of 100 MDS solutions 

based on random starting configurations; 

bubble size represents Stress of 

respective MDS solution. 

Figure 5. MDS configuration of Figure 

4, plotted using WordCloud to unclutter 

point labels; label size corresponds to 

Stress of respective MDS solution.  
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Figure 6. Dendrogram of similarity indexes of 100 MDS solutions  

based on random starting configurations.  

 

Figure 7.  MDS solutions #2 and #14 for the random starting configuration simulation,  

both with excellent Stress (=.002 and .004, respectively).  
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HOW TO GO BEYOND BAR CHARTS IN PRESENTING EMPLOYEE SURVEY 

RESULTS 

INGWER BORG , WWU Münster, Germany 

 

ABSTRACT 

The inter-correlations of most items and/or indices of employee surveys can almost always be 

adequately represented by distances among points in 2-dimensional MDS space. Since all 

correlations of such surveys are normally non-negative, the interpretation of such MDS plots is 

quite easy, in particular if regions are established that correspond to the typical job facets or to 

other content categories of the items. MDS plots have been used successfully in management 

workshops to better explain the survey data. They also help identifying possible drivers of 

change and relations in the employees’ environment that are not structured as they should be.   

 

INTRODUCTION 

Even though the employee survey (ES) methodology with all its designs, instruments and 

processes has evolved tremendously over the last years (Borg, 2003; Borg & Mastrangelo, 2008; 

Borg, 2015), one area is still underdeveloped in the survey providers’ practice: the analysis and 

the communication of the many data collected by the survey. The typical analysis is to generate 

thousands of reports, one per manager and his/her direct reports, and a few additional ones for 

certain subsidiaries, countries, regions, areas etc. These reports contain all the items of the 

questionnaires together with basic statistics of the respondents in the focal unit (mean agreement 

to each item, percent agreement, etc.) and in comparison to the same statistics of larger units to 

which the respective focal unit belongs (Borg, 2014). The structure of the items is not analyzed, 

or it is analyzed in a way that is inaccessible to non-statisticians (such as managers). That is even 

true in hand-made PPT presentations for management that are used in special workshops where 

managers are informed about the results and where they are supposed to generate data-based 

ideas on how to make use of the survey findings. Ideally, management is able to identify areas of 

focus where action is needed or where action is likely to lead to particularly positive effects. 

However, the typical PPT presentation that consists of an endless series of colorful and animated 

slides with bullet points and histograms is not sufficiently supporting managers to understand the 

data. So, they grab what appears plausible, do what they wanted to do anyway, or simply do not 

respond to the data at all (thereby throwing away an opportunity for useful action). In the 

following, we present some examples of a tried and tested approach to summarize the structure 

of the data in one or two slides that are highly accessible to managers and that support data-

guided discussions about what to focus on in action planning. This approach uses MDS to exhibit 

the statistical structure of the data, in combination with facets of the items’ design to organize the 

MDS plots so that it becomes interpretable.    
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METHOD 

The items and/or the indices of employee survey items are first inter-correlated and then scaled 

using ordinal 2-dimensional multidimensional scaling (Borg & Groenen, 2005; Borg, Groenen, 

and Mair, 2014). Items which do not fit at all into the 2-dimensional space may be eliminated on 

the basis of their Stress-per-point (SPP) values. The mean rating of each item can be represented 

in MDS space by different diameters of their points (bubble plot). Items that belong to different 

content categories (defined by job facets, headlines for item blocks in the questionnaire, or 

explicit mapping sentences) can be plotted in different colors to help identifying meaningful 

content neighborhoods in space. The plots can also be used to check the structure of indices 

(such as engagement) and to find new facets for future studies.   

RESULTS 

In the following, we show four cases from recent employee surveys in large multi-national 

companies working in different industries. Three of the companies had German headquarters, 

one was located in Switzerland.  

MDS plots, neighborhoods, dependent variables, and drivers 

Figure 1 shows the MDS plot for most of the ES items in an IT company. The plot also shows 

one index measuring the employee’s commitment to the company (underlined). This index is 

simply the mean value of items on turnover tendency (reflected), advocacy, and pride in 

company (Fields, 2013).   

Here, as in all other cases, the items inter-correlate non-negatively, since they are all 

attitude items focusing on one common (higher-order) object, the employee’s job. Hence, they 

 

 

 

Figure 1. MDS of ES items and an index 

on commitment (underlined) in a high-

tech company; patches show 

neighborhoods of similar content 

Figure 2. Figure 1 as bubble plot, where 

bubble size represents percent agreement to 

item (“favorableness”); halo around index 

for commitment (the “dependent” variable) 

shows potential drivers for action planning   
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satisfy the conditions for the First Law of Attitudes (Guttman, 1978) and the distances in the 

MDS plot have a simple direct relationship to the correlations: the smaller the distance, the larger 

the correlation. This is easily understood even by non-statisticians. The white patches in the plot 

organize the items according to the blocks in which they appeared in the questionnaire. These 

blocks had headlines such as “pay and benefits” or “supervisor”, based on much factor-analytical 

research on job satisfaction where these categories are called “job facets” (Spector, 1997; Warr, 

2007). The patches induce neighborhoods of substantively related items. This helps to 

understand the plot and the data structure represented therein.  

Figure 2 shows the same plot as Figure 1, but here the points vary in size. The points’ 

diameters represent the extent to which the employee endorsed the respective items. One notes, 

for example, that “Satisfied with working conditions” (at the lower edge) received many 

favorable ratings, while “Higher performance means more money” (in the center) was rated 

rather skeptically by the employees.  

Since the company had a major turnover problem, commitment was seen as an important 

“dependent variable”, i.e. something had to be found to increase the employees’ commitment 

towards their company. Expressed in consultants’ language: one should be looking for “drivers” 

of commitment. To do this, one first focusses on the point representing commitment. See the 

arrow in Figure 2, and also note the small size of the commitment point. The neighborhood of 

the commitment index shows various items that are highly correlated with commitment. One of 

them is “performance=money”. This is also an issue that was rated negatively in the survey. 

Clearly, there is room for improvement. Therefore, to make pay more performance related 

appears to be a promising candidate for action. Theoretical reasons also support a causal 

interpretation of the pay-for-performance and commitment relation. Another candidate is 

“chances for advancement”. Improving such chances should also “drive” commitment.   

 

  

Figure 3. MDS of ES items in multi-

national utility company; items on “X” 

are on merger program  

Figure 4. Likely drivers of dependent 

variable “Trust in Executive Board”: 

Convincing information on company, 

strategy etc.  
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Drivers of trust in a merger 

Our second case is from a large utility company that, at the time of the first ES, was in a situation 

of just being formed as a merger of several smaller companies. The emerging new company is 

called X here. Figure 3 shows the items of the ES with a simple “job facet” partitioning. It 

shows, for example, that all items on the direct supervisor form a very compact cluster (in the 

upper right-hand corner), a typical observation in employee surveys. (This suggests that one can 

do with much fewer items on the supervisor.) It also shows that the items on the company and 

the merger are all in one region (at the left-hand side). Since it was found that “trust in the 

executive board” was low (relative to industry benchmarks, in any case), top management 

wondered what could be done to improve this situation, because such trust is important 

particularly when one wants to build engagement towards the new company X. Figure 4 shows 

the MDS plot once more, this time with a cloud around “Trust in Executive Board”, in order to 

focus management’s attention on the items in this neighborhood. It contains potential drivers of 

trust (and also items that measure commitment and identification!). The issues were discussed, 

and it was decided that what could be done was to communicate much more clearly the reasons 

for the merger, the new company’s strategy, and generally provide convincing information about 

the company and its economic status (see items shown as fat circles). A massive program to 

launch such communication within town meetings, face-to-face communication, and using a 

coordinated  media campaign, all driven by the Executive Board and, thereby, increasing its 

visibility, led to hugely improved trust value in the employee survey conducted one year later. 

 

  

 

 

 

Figure 5. MDS of ES items in automobile 

production sites; KVP and XPS are 

production systems; using XPS unrelated to 

feedback from supervisor  

Figure 6. MDS bubble plot of factors of 

ES items, with “customer relations” 

displaced from factors supervisor, 

management, and team  
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Misplaced items and undesirable relations 

 

Figure 5 is based on an ES in the production factories of an automobile maker. Here, two 

programs on continuous improvement processes (KVP) and on a new production system (XPS) 

were evaluated along with the usual ES items on job facets, engagement, etc. Figure 5 shows the 

MDS plot for the items. One notes that the KVP items and the XPS items form their own 

regions. That is, if an employee was positive on any item of this item category, he was most 

likely also (relatively) positive on any other item of this category—and vice versa. And: These 

items also allowed one to predict satisfaction with information and with management, but were 

not such good predictors of satisfaction with supervisor. In particular, notice that the item “I am 

using the XPS” (a very important issue to management!) and “I know what my supervisor 

expects of me” are virtually uncorrelated. That means that an employee who knows exactly what 

his/her supervisor expects of him/her does not allow one to predict if he/she is using XPS! This 

finding led to intensive discussions among the production managers. They noted that XPS was 

not driven by supervisors. Indeed, it was driven by a special project team. Yet, in order to arrive 

at the shop floor, XPS had to become part of the supervisors’ performance management 

behavior. That is, geometrically expressed, the XPS items had to be moved closer to the 

supervisor (and middle management) items.  

Another case of a seemingly misplaced issue is shown in Figure 6. Here only indices 

derived from factor analyses are plotted in MDS space. This makes the plot simple. One here 

notes the factor “customer relations” (“I know what the customer wants”; “I am informed about 

customer satisfaction”; etc.) is not really close to supervisor, middle management (notice also the 

relatively poor assessment shown by the small size of the point!), and team. It seems, therefore, 

as if customer issues are not really driven by these persons and teams. Rather, they are more a 

matter of the individual employee. This was deemed inappropriate and more emphasis should be 

given to customer issues. Hence, it was decided to focus on customer issues as an important issue 

on the agenda of supervisors, middle managers, and teams.  

DISCUSSION 

Using MDS has been found to be an effective method to show the structure of items and indices 

of an ES. Managers understand such plots quickly, and then spend much time discussing the 

relationships using just one or two slides rather than dozens slides with histograms and bullet 

points. Job facets and item block headings are easy ways to give these plots some structure. In 

some cases, more sophisticated facet systems can be used too. Borg (2002), for example, 

presented a mapping sentence with seven facets that generate about half a million ES items. If 

item construction is guided by such a system, or parts of it, it can be used to generate additional 

structure in the MDS plots.  

Commercial providers of employee surveys typically do not use such design schemes. 

Rather, they often formulate constructs and their items rather intuitively on the basis of their 

“experience”, or simply use their “standard” questionnaires. Take the presently extremely 

popular construct of “engagement”, for example. Wiley (2010) uses four items to measure 

engagement: (1) “I am proud to work for my organization”; (2) “Overall, I am extremely 

satisfied with my organization as a place to work”; (3) “I rarely think about looking for a new job 

with another organization”; (4) “I would gladly refer a good friend or family member to my 

organization for employment”. This index, therefore, combines general job satisfaction with 
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organizational commitment. Wiley (personal communication) claims that he is “committed to 

this index”, even though one can argue theoretically that this index really measures a special 

form of engagement only. One can also look at the MDS plot and check where these items are 

located. In a plot as in Figure 3, they would be in the region on the left-hand side. This makes 

clear that this type of engagement is engagement towards the company. To simply take the usual 

engagement index as a measure on how much the employees are willing to work towards their 

goals and are willing to go the extra mile, is therefore quite wrong. However, in practice, 

managers often assume that the engagement index measures just this type of work engagement or 

that it measures simply engagement in general. The MDS can easily make clear what is really 

being measured—and it can suggest other forms of engagement for future studies (e.g., 

“engagement towards the customer”, “engagement towards one’s goals”, or “engagement 

towards one’s team”). 

 MDS plots can generally help to better understand typical ES indices such as 

engagement, alignment, or capabilities (Schiemann et al., 2013). Some such indices are 1-

dimensional scales, while most are multi-dimensional. Practitioners typically do not care: They 

simply generate a score by averaging a set of items. But when it comes to understanding the 

meaning of such indices, it matters, because if the index is not extremely low or extremely high, 

the index value can be generated in many different ways. With intermediate values, such 

“shopping cart” indices have to be disentangled and the MDS plot shows just how to do that.   
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ABSTRACT 
 

This paper reports evidence from two studies investigating the strength of collaborative labor and 

property use on distributive judgments. Study 1 had an exploratory approach aimed at assessing 

possible differences in resources distribution considering contributions of property ownership 

and labor in productive activities. Study 2 aimed at a more in-depth analysis by looking at 

differences in distributive judgments comparing two scenarios: working together with someone 

else and using someone else's machine, considering differences in resource purpose and 

participant perspectives. Besides, it was also measured time response and easiness to decide. 

Results show distinct structures regarding distribution and time/easiness to decide.  
 

INTRODUCTION 
 

Studies show that distributive judgments, as well as actual behaviors regarding distribution, are 

associated with high level of social cooperation in humans (Moll & Tomasello, 2007). For this 

reason, researchers have adopted economic games and hypothetical scenarios as important 

instruments to assess people distributive reasoning (Baumard, Mascaro & Chevallier, 2012; Fehr 

& Gachter 2002; Henrich et al., 2010; Rochat et al, 2009; Warneken & Tomasello, 2009). 

Furthermore, Rand, Greene and Nowak (2012) found that faster and intuitive decisions are 

related to more cooperative behaviors. These authors have suggested that individuals have a 

social heuristic favoring cooperation. Such heuristic is seen as developed through individual 

experiences with daily situations, because cooperation is advantageous in most cases. 

 It was also observed that young children tend to divide the outcome of a collaborative 

activity equally (Warneken, Lohse, Melis, & Tomasello, 2011), and that an equal split is more 

likely in a group situation (Tomasello & Warneken, 2008). It is possible, therefore, that having 

people working together promotes a specific type of in-group perception, so that collaborative 

work could function as a facilitator in the cognitive processes in social relations. 

 There are crucial aspects to consider in order for one to decide how to distribute 

resources, such as: (a) the way work was done (Warneken et al, 2011), (b) the sense of 

ownership toward a product (Oxoby & Spraggon, 2008), and (c) in-group and out-group bias 

(Bohnet & Frey, 1999; Fehr, Glätzle-Rützler & Sutter, 2013). 

 One of the most common form of collaboration is goods production. This activity needs 

labor, plus also machinery and raw materials, which could be owned by someone other than the 

laborer. In other words, one could contribute to production either by working or by owning some 
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sort of property. These two distinct types of contribution to production do not seem to have yet 

been investigated, as far as distributive judgment is concerned. Therefore, two studies were 

designed in order to investigate this matter. In each one, property (means of production and raw 

materials) and cooperative work were controlled by using hypothetical scenarios. 
 

METHOD 

Study 1 

Eighty-nine undergraduate students (aged from 17 – 28 years, 42 males) of psychology (Federal 

University of Pernambuco, Brazil) and information systems (Federal Rural University of 

Pernambuco, Brazil) were investigated.  

 Here, three stories were told to participants. In each, two characters want to make 

lemonade in order to sell it. In Scenario 1, only character A has a machine (a blender) and both 

have raw material (lemons); in Scenario 2, only character A has lemons and both have a blender; 

finally, in Scenario 3, characters A and B are in equal conditions, both having a machine and raw 

material. After each story, participants were asked to divide $100, earned after selling the 

lemonade, between both characters, considering two conditions: a) if they worked together and 

b) if only character B worked. 
 

Study 2 

A total of 156 undergraduate students (aged from 18 – 46 years, 71 males), from different 

universities in Pernambuco, mostly from Federal University of Pernambuco (Brazil), were 

investigated. 

 

Figure 1. Mapping sentence of study 2 considering all three factors 
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 This time, eight stories were presented on a website-based questionnaire. The scenarios 

were about someone who wants to make cupcakes and is asked to share them with another 

person. Three factors were considered: A) the purpose of production: whether to sell or to share 

in a picnic. The sale condition has a commercial aspect and an impersonal relation, while the 

picnic condition implies no financial loss by giving up cupcakes, and these are shared with 

friends; B) how production was done: whether the two characters worked together or one 

character worked alone using someone else's machine. In both cases, the amount of cupcakes 

produced and the effort to make them were the same; and C) in the stories, participants could be 

in two different perspectives: whether helping (by working/lending the machine) or being helped 

(by working/borrowing the machine). This implies also in distinct perspectives about ownership. 

Therefore, they could either give cupcakes to a second character or take them to themselves, 

depending on the perspective. 

The combinations of these three factors provided the following mapping sentence (Figure 

1). After each question, it was also asked how easy they thought it was to answer the question 

(using a 5-point Likert scale, 1 being the ‘easiest’). The time to make each decision was 

measured as well.  

 

RESULTS 

In general, results showed that labor was more valuable than property. In Study 1, the character 

that contributed with labor received in average 75.79% of the amount earned by selling 

lemonade (SD=14.83), while the one whose contribution was raw materials or machine received, 

respectively, only 61.51% (SD=10.38) and 55.57% (SD=7.51), a significant difference [F(1,85) 

= 91.44, p < 0.001, η2 = 0.51]. In Study 2, characters that helped by working received more 

cupcakes than the ones who owned the machine (F (1,154) = 161.7, p < 0.001, η2 = 0.51). 

 In order to perform a Similarity Structure Analysis of the distributive judgments 

regarding the variables in Study 1, the differences between how much money each character 

received were calculated, and so where the differences between how much money the same 

character received in each version of the story (whether they worked or not). This resulted in 

nine variables representing the distribution in the contexts of cooperative and individual work.  

 Figure 2a shows the SSA projection for Study 1, with three distinguishable regions 

structured in an axial partition. The group of variables in the left side corresponds to cooperative 

work and in the right side there is a group of variables corresponding to individual work. The 

group of variables in middle confirms that the only way to divide the plot is to put cooperative 

work on the opposite side of individual work. 

 Figure 2b shows the SSA projection for Study 2, which yielded a radex structure. At the 

center are the variables representing the ‘sale’ condition, and, in the external circle, there are 

variables representing the ‘picnic’ condition (purpose factor). Considering the perspective factor, 

at the upper left side there is a set of variables representing the ‘taking’ condition, while at the 

lower right side are the ones representing the ‘giving’ condition (axial structure). Considering 

how production was made, one also finds an axial structure opposing ‘labor’ at the upper left 

side from ‘machine’ at the lower left side. 

The structure in Figure 2b corroborates the findings of Study 1. In both plots, it is 

possible to identify opposite regions of ‘individual’ and ‘cooperative’ work. Thus, an underlying 

structure was found differentiating judgments on context of joint work and working alone. The 
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results also showed that resource purpose and participant perspective seemed to have an effect on 

their distributive judgments (Study 2). 

 Distributions were also categorized as dichotomous variables relative to equality (equal 

and  unequal split), in order to evaluate specific ways to allocate resources. As the SSA 

projections show, two distinguishable regions with an axial structure were possible considering 

the equal distributions of Study 1 (Figure 3a), similar to the structure found before (Figure 2a). 

For the equal distributions of Study 2 (Figure 3b), the SSA projection can be axially divided 

considering ‘labor’ and ‘machine’ conditions, as well as in Figure 2b, though an axial structure, 

instead of a modular one, was found for the purpose factor and no specific region can be 

distinguished in relation to the participant perspective factor. The structural similarities suggest 

that differences in distributions could exist because of a tendency for equality when characters 

worked cooperatively. 
 

 

 

  
 

Figure 2. SSA projections of distributive judgments concerning Study 1 (A) and Study 2 (B). 

 

 

In relation to response time, measured in Study 2, participants made faster decisions (F (1,154) = 

5.02, p= 0.024, η2 = 0.03) in scenarios where characters worked together (Mean=14.2 seconds; 

SD=6.3) compared to machine use (work alone) scenarios (Mean=15.4 seconds; SD=8.1). 

Furthermore, they also thought that it was easier to judge how to distribute (F (1,155) = 11.8, 

p=0.001, η2 = 0.07) in the ‘labor’ condition (Mean=2.1) than in the ‘machine’ condition 

(Mean=2.3).  
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Figure 3. SSA projections of equal distributions in study 1 (A) and study 2 (B). 

 

Regarding the SSA projection of response time, it was only possible to distinguish two regions, 

relative to labor and machine conditions, yielding a modular structure (Figure 4b).  At the inner 

circle, a group of variables representing working together, and at the external circle, those where 

one used someone else's machine. In relation to the ease to decide, the SSA projection shows  a 

modular structure for ‘labor’ and ‘machine’ conditions and an axial structure referring to 

participant perspectives (giving/taking), yielding a radex structure (Figure 4a). It can be 

observed, by comparing Figure 4a and 4b, that both projections (response time and ease to 

decide) have the same structure if only the ‘labor’ and ‘machine’ conditions are considered. This 

suggests that these two measures are closely related, as far as the way the production was made 

is concerned. Hence, if this interpretation is correct, faster responses implied in easier decisions. 

 

FI 

Figure 4. SSA projections of easiness to decide (A) and time response (B). 
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DISCUSSION 

The present studies bridge two psychological constructs that until recently were investigated 

separately, i.e., sense of ownership and distributive judgment. The SSA study showed the 

existence of an axial structure opposing the way people decide considering two forms of 

production: whether characters worked together or alone, even if the final outcome and effort 

were the same. Particularly in Study 2, the contrast between these situations was referred to the 

use of someone else's machine, this indicating the importance of taking into account the 

contribution of property ownership (Friedman & Ross, 2011) and labor (Kanngiesser, Gjersoe & 

Hood, 2010) in distributive judgments.  

Moreover, two different structures were found regarding distribution (axial partition) and 

time response/ease to decide (modular partition). This could indicate that different cognitive 

mechanisms are triggered in order to decide how to distribute resources in different contexts. 

These mechanisms could be affected by heuristics related to cooperation (Rand, Nowak & 

Greene, 2012) and to equal distribution (Civai, Rumiati & Rustichini, 2013). Even though, other 

factors, like resource purpose and participant perspective, were relevant to the distribution, only 

the factor about the way work was accomplished was consistent in distributions and time/ease 

analysis. 
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PERCEIVED VISUAL QUALITY OF POPULAR MALL SIGNSCAPE 

LOURIVAL LOPES COSTA FILHO, Universidade Federal de Pernambuco, Brazil 

 

ABSTRACT 

This paper aims to provide empirical information on the effect of signscape features on perceived 

visual quality of a popular mall in Caruaru, a city in Northeastern Brazil. The empirical survey 

was designed according to the Facet Theory, which helps to define five content facets, all stating 

elements of place experience. The Multiple Sorting Procedure was used to collect data and the 

SSA to analyze them. The resulting SSA maps confirmed the adherence of the categories 

previously defined to the assessment of visual quality of the popular mall, as well as the 

consensus between the two different sample groups.  

INTRODUCTION 

When seen alone, each sign may present a favorable image and attract attention; but when many 

such signs are placed side by side, the result is often chaos. Thus, planners and legislators must 

consider the combined visual effect of signs en masse – the signscape (Nasar, 1988). 

Although design professionals theorize about urban visual quality, empirical analyses of 

perceived visual quality in the signscape lags behind. Based on this context, this paper aims to 

provide empirical information on the effect of signscape features on perceived visual quality of a 

popular mall in Caruaru. The aim is to more specifically determine whether certain attributes 

related of signscape features are decisive for the evaluation of its perceived visual quality, to then 

analyze the consensus of the outcome between the two different groups under consideration.  

THEORETICAL ISSUES 

Two signscape features – complexity and coherence – were chosen for study, because of their 

relevance to sign control and because of their likely influence on perceived visual quality. 

Complexity is defined as the amount of variation in the scene, and coherence is defined as the 

degree to which the scene hangs together (Nasar & Hong, 1999). 

Sign ordinances may specify the height and placement of signs (flat on the shop or 

perpendicular to it). In doing this, they control complexity. Although such patterns do not 

directly control coherence, they control a related variable – contrast – the degree to which signs 

stand out from their surroundings (Costa Filho, 2012).  

Perceived visual quality has been described as the product of two fundamental human 

needs: the need to be involved and the need to have the scene make sense (Kaplan & Kaplan, 

1982). The signscape must be involving to attract human attention, and it must make sense for 

humans to operate in it. Complexity and coherence play major roles in satisfying such human 

needs.  
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By definition, complexity creates uncertainty, which, in turn, elicits involvement to 

reduce uncertainty. Too little complexity is monotonous and boring; too much is chaotic and 

stressful. A medium level of complexity is the most pleasant. Therefore, the hedonic tone of the 

scene has a U-shaped relationship to complexity (Berlyne, 1972; Wohlwill, 1976). By aiding 

understanding, coherence should reduce uncertainty and increase the hedonic tone (Kaplan & 

Kaplan, 1982; Wolhwill, 1976). Reduction in contrast (shape, color, size of signs) enhances the 

perceived coherence of the scene. 

THEORETICAL-METHODOLOGICAL ISSUES 

This survey adopts the Facet Theory to design the empirical investigation, as well as to evidence 

a system of categories and elements able to describe the problem under study, the formulated 

hypotheses and, more specifically, to aid in the construction of data collection and analysis tools 

(Bilsky, 2003; Shye, Elizur & Hoffman, 1994).  

By definition, there are three basic facets of environmental assessment, each representing 

a component of the site being investigated: referent, focus, level. The first one defines the 

various aspects people consider to make their assessment. The second facet - focus - modulates 

the referent. The third facet - level - takes into account the existence of the environmental scale. 

The relationship between the various aspects of people’s experience with a certain environment 

may be summarized by a mapping sentence, (Table 1) which describes the environment 

components and the way they are experienced by users (Canter, 1983/1996). 

Table 1. Mapping Sentence of Signscape Assessment of a Popular Mall (Polo Caruaru) 

 

The population assessed in this study consists of two different interests in the Polo 

Caruaru signscape: 1| traders; 2| consumers. 

One of the issues of this study is to test whether the coherence and complexity of the 

signscape of Polo Caruaru are confluent to the assessment of the perceived visual quality. Thus, 

the five content facets related to coherence in the signscape – shape, size, color – were 

hypothetically considered relevant to the intended assessment. Based on the diversity and 

frequency they appear in the signscape, facet A, shape, concerns the shape of the shop signs, 

being square, curvilinear or mixed. Facet B, size, refers to the shop sign dimensions, being 

medium, big or both/mixed. Facet C, color, defines the color saturation in the signscape, being 

soft or intense. Two other components, related to the complexity of the signscape, complete the 

To what extent person X (TRADER | CONSUMER) evaluates that several scenes of the signscape of Polo 

Caruaru, according to the shop sign of: 

(A) SHAPE (B) SIZE (C) COLOR (D) LOCATION  (E) DIRECTION 

A1. square;  B1. medium; C1. soft; D1. low;  E1. parallel; 

A2. curvilinear; B2. big;  D2. high; and E2. perpendicular; 

A3. mixed B3. mixed C2. intense D3. mixed  E3. mixed 

 (R) RANGE 

 1.no 

 2.alittle 

would make 3.moreorless their purpose to visit, shop in, or spend time there? 

 4. alot; 

 5.agreatdeal 
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content facets of this survey: location and direction of the shop signs. Facet D, location, refers to 

the position of the signs on the storefronts, which may be low, high or mixed. Facet E, direction, 

concerns the direction of the shop signs on the storefronts, being seen as parallel, perpendicular 

or mixed. 

The mapping sentence (Table 1) disregarded the focus and level facets, since those 

categories are not variable: the focus in this survey is general and the experience level 

investigated is relative to a specific signscape (Polo Caruaru).  

The combinations of the internal elements of the five facets of referent 

(A3xB2xC3xD3xE3) amount to 108 sets of different situations. For the purpose of this study, 

however, only the situations related to the signscape of Polo Caruaru were considered, reducing 

the number of possible combinations to be found to 27. 

Presumably, evaluation influences behavior such that people are more likely to visit and 

linger in a place perceived as favorable and avoid one perceived negatively. Thus, in this survey, 

respondents were asked to assess to indicate the degree to which they would want to visit, shop 

in, or spend time in various scenes from the signscape of Polo Caruaru. 

The rationale, which describes the possible answers from the population regarding the 

degree of visual quality perceived in the signscape under study, provides a range of 5 intervals.  

METHODOLOGICAL ISSUES 

Tool for Data Collection (Multiple Sorting Procedure) 

The Multiple Sorting Procedure uses classifications by the people to explore their conceptual 

systems. It consists of asking participants to categorize the same elements several times in order 

to understand their ideas about them. The stimulus elements presented for classification must be 

grouped by similarities, so that elements of the same category have something different from the 

others. This procedure allows for the use of images, difficult to accommodate in other methods 

(Canter, Brown & Grot, 1985).  

As stimulus elements, a set of 13cm x 18cm color photos of various scenes from the 

signscape of Polo Caruaru was defined. The set is directly associated to the variables in the 

survey, listed in the mapping sentence of the signscape assessment of Polo Caruaru (Table 1). 

The mapping sentence also establishes the number of images for the classifications. Therefore, 

based on the diversity featuring in the analyzed signscape, 27 different situations were found, 

expressing the way in which the elements that define the investigation relate to one another.  

Defining the Sample  

By the end of the approaches, 76 participants (19 local traders and 57 consumers) were submitted 

to the targeted classifications. Among the local traders, most of those interviewed are male 

(52,6%), between 40 and 49 years old (36,84%), finished high school (52,6%) and earn from 4 to 

10 minimum salaries per month (42,10%). Among the consumers, on the other hand, most are 

female (57,8%), between 19 and 29 years old (61,4%), finished high school (42,1%) and earn up 

to two minimum salaries per month (75,4%). 

Tool for Data Analysis (SSA) 

The 76 judgments made by each respondents were analyzed using the non-metric 

multidimensional procedure of SSA (Similarity Structure Analysis) proposed by Guttman 
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(1968), carried out with the aid of HUDAP-7 computer program, developed by Amar & 

Toledano (1994), which allows one to examine the empirical relationship between the chosen 

variables and the underlying judgment structure.  

The system is based on the principle of contiguity, which translates the relations of 

similarities between items set by the distances between the dots. These similarity relationships 

may form contiguous regions which make it possible to verify whether the initial hypotheses turn 

into regional hypotheses, thus showing regions that encompass the internal elements of each 

facet (Roazzi, Monteiro & Rullo, 2009).  

In order to analyze the consensus of the outcome between the two groups under 

consideration, the SSA was used again, complemented by dots at the base projection as external 

variables without changing the original pattern, a new procedure that allows to examine the 

empirical relationship between the chosen variables, that is, the two groups approached and the 

underlying structure (Cohen & Amar, 1999).  

EMPIRICAL ISSUES 

From the analysis of the projections of the other two facets in Figures 1a and 1f – shape, 

direction –, it can be seen that both reveal an angular pattern, giving them a polar role. This 

reinforces the consistency of those two attributes in the assessment of perceived visual quality of 

the signscape of Polo Caruaru, thus confirming the initial hypotheses of this research, although 

no relationship of hierarchy among internal elements was demonstrated. This result shows that 

the respondents recognize the shape and direction of the shop signs in the scenes of the signscape 

of Polo Caruaru, but do not favor any particular shape or direction. The first facet – shape – is 

related to an attribute of coherence of the signscape, whilst the second – direction – is related to 

the attribute of complexity.  

 

 

 

  
Figure 1a | Original Diagram  Figure 1b | Facet (A) SHAPE 

 square/  curvilinear /  mixed 
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Figure 1 a/f | SSA diagrams for perceived visual quality of the signscape of Polo Caruaru.  

Three-dimensional projection (coordinates 1x2). C.o.A.= 0.17. 

Three facets – size, color, location – have a modular role and their elements range in how easy 

they promote the desire to visit the sites. The others – shape, direction – have a polar role and 

there is no hierarchic relationship between them. In order to verify the group consensus about the 

visual quality of the signscape of Polo Caruaru, only the facets with a modular role were taken 

into account, since the range in preference of their items allows such comparison. 

As demonstrated in Figures 1b/1c/1e, the group of local traders is situated in the bottom 

left corner of the SSA diagram, in the region of mixed-sized, soft-colored and high-located signs 

in the scenes. The group of consumers, in the top right corner of the map, is situated in the region 

of mixed-sized, intense-colored and high-located signs in the signscape. Thus, regarding the 

perceived quality of the signscape of Polo Caruaru, the local traders’ profile is mostly influenced 

by mixed-sized, soft-colored and high-located shop signs in the signscape, whereas the 

consumers’ profile is mostly influenced by mixed-sized, intense-colored and high-located signs. 

There is, therefore, a consensus between the groups regarding the size and location of the shop 

signs, but a divergence in relation to their color. 

  
Figure 1c | Facet (B) SIZE  Figure 1d | Facet (C) COLOR  

  
Figure 1e | Facet (D) LOCATION Figure 1f | Facet (E) DIRECTION 

 medium/  big /  mixed  soft/  intense 

 high /  mixed  parallel /  perpendicular /  mixed 
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CONCLUSIONS 

The empirical evidences reveal that all five attributes considered – shape, size, color, location, 

direction – were consistent for the intended assessment. Two attributes – size, color – related to 

coherence of the analyzed signscape, and another – location – related to complexity, are more 

associated with the global assessments of the signscape, while the others – shape, direction – 

with those more specific. Theoretical aspects of the concept investigated were, therefore, 

empirically demonstrated, giving them legitimacy.  

Trying to assess to what extent the results described above are or nor shared by the two 

groups surveyed, it was found that there is consensus on the size and location of shop signs of 

the signscape of Polo Caruaru, but divergence concerning color.  
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THE EVOLUTION OF DISTRIBUTIVE JUSTICE IN THEORY AND IN REALITY: 

FROM A MONOLITHIC TO A DIFFERENTIATED VIEW 

ADI FINKELSTEIN , The Hebrew University of Jerusalem, Israel 

 

ABSTRACT 

 

The question of distributive justice in cooperative businesses has been a factor in the rise and fall 

of such organizations, and especially in the famous case of the Israeli Kibbutz. Whereas the 

original idea of distributive justice in the kibbutz had essentially one dimension, i.e. absolute 

equality; today's cooperatives comprehend that distributive justice is multi-dimensional. This 

paper explores the perception of distributive justice and its components. It aims to contribute 

both to the reinforcement and refinement of the systemic hypothesis of distributive justice (DJ) 

as a Faceted Action System (Shye, 1995). The sample of this study consists of 50 members of a 

successful consumers' cooperative in Jerusalem The respondents were asked to judge the justness 

of alternative distributions of assets in the case of privatization of a hypothetical kibbutz, where 

there are two equally-sized groups defined by their labor force characteristics. Their answers are 

analyzed using the Faceted Smallest Space Analysis (FSSA), which presents the concept 

spatially and allows us to formally test the hypothesis of DJ as an action system, comprised of 

four distinct modes (facet-elements): conservation, adaptation, integration and expression. 

FACETED ACTION SYSTEMS THEORY: THE CASE OF DISTRIBUTIVE JUSTICE 

Shye’s theory of Distributive Justice (DJ) as an action system (1995) creates a facet-based 

structure of the idea of Justice, which is both systematic and exhaustive. An action system is 

evaluated according to the effective functioning of its components. The axioms of the theory are 

as follows: 

1) An event in relation to the system has two distinct modalities: Emergence modality and 

Actualization modality; 

2) The phenomenon is located either within the system or outside it. 

These two axioms result in four kinds of relation of the system to the event (see Table 1). 

Table 1. Faceted Action System's relation to an event 

  Actualization 

  Inside system Outside system 

Emergence 
Inside system Integrative mode Expressive mode 

Outside System Conservative mode Adaptive mode 

 

Shye’s system of DJ is comprised of four kinds of relations: Conservation which is 

revealed as equality, the basis on which the other parts rest upon; Expression which is manifested 
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outwards as the principle of corrective action; Adaptation which takes the form of utility 

maximization and Integration which takes the form of fairness (see Table 2).  

In this paper, I revisit the theory of DJ as a Faceted Action System and expand it further 

by analyzing the concepts of fairness, utility, equality and law as subsystems within the general 

system of DJ. I will then apply this refinement in theory to refinement in real life values among 

young activists seeking the key to DJ.  

 

Table 2. The System of Distributive Justice 

 

The theory was tested by Faceted SSA with respect to a hypothetical distribution problem 

(Shye, 1995).  This paper will replicate the empirical evidence of Shye, using a more realistic 

distribution problem, which makes the decision of a just distribution much more difficult. 

Nevertheless, the results show that the structure is preserved even in a more complicated 

scenario and that it can be further refined into elements of fairness and utility. 

FURTHER DECONSTRUCTION OF DISTRIBUTIVE JUSTICE  

Just like the general system, the components of DJ are multi-dimensional concepts. This chapter 

will present an analytic approach to the elements of DJ as Faceted Action Systems  

The Structure of Fairness and Utility 

In his research on the just allocation of educational resources, Shye (1995) presents a 2-by-2 

facet structure of the notions of fairness ("genequality" in the original study) and of utility as 

symmetrical ideas. Both ideas contain identical grounds for departure from equal split 

(contribution, taste, effort, need). However, the reasoning behind those grounds is different 

between fairness and utility: in the former, they are used as balancing measures, that are meant to 

generate substantive equality between the factors within the system. In the latter, the role of 

distribution is to increase happiness which is a standard external to the system (i.e. the greatest 

happiness of the greatest number).  For both concepts Shye mentions that the four types of 

grounds for departure from equal split form a complete Cartesian set.  Thus: 

Location of Actualization 
 

Out In 

expressive mode 

Corrective Action 

integrative mode 

Fairness 
In 

Location of  

emergence adaptive mode 

Utility 

conservative mode 

Equality 
Out 

Moral basis for departure from equal split 
 

Compensation Reward 

Need Taste Consumption Economic 

significance of departure 

from equal split Investment Contribution 
 Production 
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Yet, "it cannot be claimed with certainty that the four criteria are exhaustive". This is the 

challenge which I intend to solve, by referring to systemic concepts.. 

The complex notion of fairness emerges either from a consumption or a production point 

of view: what the system takes in and what it adds to its environment. The actualization of 

fairness is conducted either inside the system (by rewarding those whose preferences and 

contribution are part of the systems goals) or outside the system (by compensating those who 

gave up something of their own for the greater good or that their needs are unmet and can be 

with the help of society). 

 

 

Table 3. The System of Distribution of Fairness 

 

 

The subsystem of utility is a mirror structure of fairness. It does not deal with inward 

balance of distribution but with the functionality of the entire system, when facing the outer 

world and the possible impact it can have on the world. There are two heated debates in the 

literature of utility: 1)  Where should the emphasis be in the sentence "greatest happiness to the 

greatest number"  

2) the question of Act Utilitarianism (i.e. the act that will directly bring to the highest utility) and 

Rule Utilitarianism (i.e. any moral act should follow the rule that if applied regularly, will 

maximize utility overall). 

Justice in utility thus emerges either from the individual internal utilities or from the sum 

of all utilities, namely social welfare. Therefore taste and need are categorized as grounds to 

unequal split of resources between individuals, while contribution and investment, are outer 

factors that are meant to incentivize members to add to the greater overall utility. 

 

 

Table 4. The System of Distribution of Utility 

 

 

 

Locus of Actualization 
 

Out (Compensation) In (Reward) 

expressive mode 

Need 

integrative mode 

Taste 

In 

(Consumption) Locus of 

Emergence adaptive  mode 

Investment 

conservative mode 

Contribution 

Out 

(Production) 

Locus of Actualization 
 

Out (Rule Utilitarianism) In (Act Utilitarianism) 

expressive mode 

Need 

integrative mode 

Taste 

In 

(Individual Utility) Locus of 

Emergence adaptive  mode 

Investment 

conservative mode 

Contribution 

Out 

(Social welfare) 
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Table 5. The System of  Equal Distribution 

 

 

The just distribution of utility is realized either in the act itself or in the rules that are set as a 

standard expected to be met by society. Therefore, taste and contribution are categorized as 

inward modes of actualization, while needs and investment belong to the outward modes of 

manifestation. 

 

Different kinds of  Equality within the system of DJ and Their Expression in Law 

 

Different perceptions of equality and of a just law system are also two sides of the same coin. 

While Equality sets the principles, the law express them outwards. In continuation to the 

symmetry used in fairness and utility, equality and law are also identical in their components 

(horizontal equality, vertical equality, consent and corrective action), but for different reasons. 

The concepts Horizontal Equality and Vertical Equality are borrowed terms from the 

field of economics. They are usually used in the context of tax systems in the debate of whether 

tax systems' only purpose is to finance the government's needs (in our case the society as a 

whole) or should they intervene and take the responsibility of redistribution. By Horizontal 

equality I mean the idea of "equal treatment to equal individuals". Nevertheless, Horizontal 

equity can result in an unequal situation (e.g. regressive taxation in the form of lump-sum taxes). 

By vertical equality I refer to the idea that equality is tested at the final state and therefore 

distribution should work in the direction of minimizing inequality (e.g. "those who are able to 

pay, should pay more than those who are not"). Although I used the examples of taxes (i.e. 

giving), the exact same meaning holds for receiving. 

Equality is the most difficult concept to break down into subsystems since it is perceived 

as a very elementary idea. Yet, it can have different interpretations as well. The origination of 

equality is in its initiation: is it actively emerging to effect the equilibrium or is equality given a 

state which it is passively applied? 

The actualization is inwards for intrinsic equality or outwards for instrumental equality. 

Thus, consent and horizontal equality hold a value of their own, while corrective action and 

vertical equality are meant for other purposes, such as inclusion or correction.  

In the law system, the origination of law is in society, its members and history (relative) 

or in a more universal sense of justice which see all human beings created equal and thus should 

receive equal treatment or brought to an equal state. The Manifestation of the law happens either 

inside the system in a procedural kind of law, expressed as consent (which integrates the 

individuals wants and values into one system) or as a technical horizontal equality. The other 

location of manifestation is outside were the substance is brought forwards, namely the law takes 

the role of a redistributive agent. 

Locus of Actualization 
 

Out (instrumental) In (intrinsic) 

expressive mode 

Corrective Action 

integrative mode 

Consent 

In 

(Active) Locus of 

Emergence adaptive  mode 

Vertical Equality 

conservative mode 

Horizontal Equality 

Out 

(Passive) 
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Table 6. The Law of Justice 

  
 

Table 7. A Higher Resolution of the DJ Faceted Action System 

 

Locus of Actualization 

IN OUT 

 Out In In Out 
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OUT 

In 
Corrective 

Action 
Consent Taste Need 

 

Out 
Vertical 

Equality 

Horizontal 

Equality 
Contribution Investment 

IN 

Out Investment Contribution 
Horizontal 

Equality 

Vertical 

Equality 

In Need Taste Consent 
Corrective 

Action 

 

Table 7 is the result of combining the above subsystems into the original hypothesized 

system of Distributive Justice. 

EMPIRICAL EVIDENCE 

The old Kibbutz is dead, long live the new cooperative! 

Although not completely buried, the Israeli cooperative movement has been experiencing 

devastating economic, social and political challenges for the past four decades. The scope of this 

paper is far too narrow to discuss the ideals of the unique socialist form of settlement that was an 

important milestone in the history of Israel. However, a relevant view of the kibbutz to our 

Locus of Actualization 
 

Out (redistributive) In (procedural) 

expressive mode 

Corrective Action 

integrative mode 

Consent 

In 

(relative) Locus of 

Emergence adaptive  mode 

Vertical Equality 

conservative mode 

Horizontal Equality 

Out 

(universal) 
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discussion, which is very common nowadays, is that the principle "from each according to his 

ability, to each according to his need" is unsustainable. 

Nevertheless, since the 2011 social justice protests in Israel, which involved hundreds of 

thousands of Israelis, the cooperative movement is starting to gain back some of its old glory. 

There is no official data on the number of the renewing cooperatives but dozens are known to 

have been established in the past five years. In Jerusalem, a small consumers cooperative called 

Beshutaf (in Hebrew: sharing) is running a successful grocery shop based on principles of equal 

participation as well as seeking increased utility and changing the surrounding market 

environment by supporting small and local producers.  

Methodology 

The sample of this study consists of 50 members of Beshutaf who answered a 30-item 

questionnaire, inquiring about a hypothetical kibbutz which is about to be privatized soon. The 

story included a resource allocation decision to be made about how to divide the Kibbutz assets 

among different kinds of people: the elderly who devoted their lives to the Kibbutz; the young 

members who could have earned much more if they had left earlier; the hard workers versus the 

lazier ones who made less effort but still managed to contribute more. 

The questionnaire and its results can be summarized using the mapping sentences (1) and 

(2) , respectively.  

 

This mapping sentence can be translated to FAST using the groups labor force characteristics: 
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RESULTS & DISSCUSION 

Faceted SSA (Shye, 1991; Shye and Elizur, 1994) was used to process the 30 observed variables. 

Each of the distributions was attributed to one of the modes of DJ Faceted Action System and the 

resulting map was thus created (see Figure 1). 

The Facet Separation Index was 0.992, indicating a nearly exact match of the map to the 

hypothesized action system structure. The following response distribution indicates which 

principle is most important to the participants: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1. Justice in the Distribution of Kibbutz Assets after privatization 

 

The following percentage indicates if the principle of distribution is just (given grades 5-

7 out of 7) or unjust (given grades 1-4) according to the questionnaire participants. The 

distribution of answers does not indicate which possibility is the most just among the different 

principles, because we are aware of the ability of different principles to exist together and not in 

competition with one another. This is the reason why the following percentages will sum up to 

more the 100 percent. 

When contrasting contribution and need, 68.9% of the respondents thought that a 

distribution that takes into account need and long term investment more than contribution and 

sacrifice (also considered as investment) is just. 57.8% thought that an equal split is very just and 

so when deciding between giving the seniors between 10 to 90 percent of the assets (40 being the 

middle point), the coop members would chose giving the average of 54% of the assets to the 

elders. In the second case (hard working and lazy) the contrast is between investment and 

contribution. In that case 73.3% chose to divide the assets equally, although investment was 

twice as big for the hardworking (encouraged by 42.2% of the coop members) contribution by 

the second group was 1.5 larger (33.3% of the respondents appreciated that ground).  

The theory of Fairness, Utility, Equality and Law as Faceted Action Systems has much 

more to offer. It can be explored even further as the molecules of distributive justice are broken 
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into atoms and further on until we reach the nucleus. The notion of Equal Share of burden, for 

example, which was used frequently during the Israeli social protests of summer 2011 and its 

following elections, is still very vague. Without a clear idea in mind of what it means and what it 

takes to reach the desired objective, policy makers and communities such as Beshutaf, would not 

be able to implement their vision of distributive justice. 
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ABSTRACT 

We compare different approaches to multivariate data analysis in analyzing the relations among 

Learning Disability (LD), Attention Deficit and Hyperactivity Disorder (ADHD) and adjustment 

of college students.  This paper briefly reviews the conceptual differences between Structural 

Equation Modeling (SEM) and Facet Theory (FT) approaches, including Smallest Space 

Analysis (SSA) and Partial Order Scalogram Analysis (POSA). We report on a comparison of 

SEM and FT analyses of the relations between college students' personal resources and their 

adjustment to college life. Participants were 261 male and female college students in Israel. SEM 

found that students with both LD and ADHD had poorer adjustment than students with LD only, 

who showed slightly lower adjustment scores than typical students. Analysis of variance and 

SEM showed that the student's Sense of Coherence and Executive Functioning related to 

adjustment, and use of Learning strategies was related to achievement. FSSA showed that Sense 

of Coherence, considered to reflect emotions, and Executive Functioning, considered to be 

cognitive, were in fact highly related. POSA demonstrated that students who tend to utilize 

learning strategies were those who attained overall success, including both academic success and 

good adjustment. The study shows the importance ADHD in understanding the functioning of 

LD students, and that different personal resources explain adjustment and achievement. Analysis 

of variance and SEM show strength of effects among small subsets of variables. FT analyses 

clarify overall relations among variables and suggest classification of subjects into categories 

that best reflect important outcomes.       

 

INTRODUCTION 

Quantitative research in the social sciences uses a number of approaches to multivariate 

statistical analysis of data. However, little is known concerning the possible effects such 

different approaches have on the conclusions to be drawn from the data. 

A brief overview of FT approaches to data analysis 

FT is an approach to theory-building and data analysis developed by Louis Guttman (1971, 

1982).  It is based on the concept of facet which is a set of variables sampled from a universe of 

variables. Each participant has a profile consisting of his/her scores on each variable, known as 
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an element in FT, of each facet. Facets are organized into a mapping sentence that summarizes 

the relationship among the facets.  

Data analysis in FT presents the elements in each facet in a two-dimensional or multi-

dimensional diagram where the distance among the elements (or variables) represents the degree 

of affinity (e.g. correlation) among the elements, taking into account the relations among all the 

other variables. Distances thus represent the relative closeness of one variable to another. The 

distance itself has no absolute value. The variables in the space diagram are presented in the 

smallest possible space in which the distances among all the variables can be effectively 

represented. This approach to data analysis is known as Smallest Space Analysis or Similarity 

Structure Analysis (SSA) (Guttman & Levy, 1991).  A variation of SSA, Faceted SSA (FSSA) 

(Shye (1998) was used in the present study. Analysis of individual differences among profiles of 

scores, also yielding space diagrams, may be performed by Partial Order Scalogram Analysis 

(POSA) (Guttman, 1972).  

Summaries of FT approaches to theory-building and data analysis are available in Shye, 

Elizur & Hoffman (1994), Shye (1998), and R. Guttman & Greenbaum (1998),  

Structural Equation Modeling (SEM) 

SEM analysis (sees Byrne, 2010; Gefen, Straub & Boudreau, 2000; examines hypothesized paths 

connecting variables in a set. In this way it allows for the differentiation of the data into 

independent, intervening, and dependent variables that are fitted to a model of hypothesized 

processes that could explain the relations among the variables. The results are presented in 

diagrammatic form showing the strength of relationships among the variables. SEM differs from 

the FT approaches to data analysis in that it allows for hypotheses of cause-effect relationships 

among the variables. As Shye (2015) states: "FSSA is geared to seek lawfulness in data structure, 

and not to discover causality”. The two approaches could thus be seen to complement one 

another.  

We analyzed the data from the study to be described in order to determine the extent of 

this complementary relationship among data analysis systems. There have been comparisons 

between FT approaches and factor analysis, including confirmatory factor analysis (see, for 

example, Rocha, Candeias, Roazzi & Lopes da Silva, 2015), and between FT and SEM (Roazzi, 

Diniz & Candeias, 2015). These studies have shown the advantages of FT approaches. We 

explore here the possible complementary nature of the FT and SEM approaches to the analysis of 

data.   

 Personal resources, learning disabilities, ADHD, adjustment to college life and academic 

achievement 

The study to be reported is based on a doctoral dissertation by Bacon-Kaufman (2015), 

supervised by the two other authors. In the dissertation data were analyzed by means of analysis 

of variance and SEM. FT analyses were performed for this report. 

In accordance with cumulative risk models (e.g., Sameroff, Bartko, Baldwin, Baldwin, & 

Seifer, 1998), we examined the contributions of risk and protective factors constituting personal 

resources to adjustment and academic achievement of college students. We studied the possible 

effects of two risk factors:  learning disability (LD) of the student, and Attention Deficit and 

Hyperactivity Disorder. (ADHD). We studied whether personal resources can mitigate the 

effects of risk by acting as protective factors, and both for LD and for typical students. The 

personal resources we studied were Sense of Coherence, (which measures how people view life 
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and, in stressful situations, identify and use their general resistance resources to maintain and 

develop their health) Eriksson & Lindstrom (2005) Executive Functioning (an individual's ability 

to self-regulate in his/her environment) (Roth, Isquith & Gioia, 2005), Perceived Social Support, 

Lack of Test Anxiety and Use of Learning Strategies.  

We studied three groups of students: students with LD and ADHD (comorbid), students 

with LD only, and typical (control) students. We hypothesized that students with higher levels of 

personal resources will have better outcomes for all groups. For the LD and comorbid groups we 

expected that personal resources will mitigate effects of disability. 

 

METHOD 

Participants 

Participants were 261Israeli university and college BA students from various institutions, 

majoring in the humanities, social sciences, education, law, or social work. 168 of the students 

(65%) were female. They were recruited by advertisements in departments in each college, and 

through advertising in college centers for learning disabilities. The age range was from 20-39 

years; mean age was 25 years. The three groups of students were:  

 

 LD group:  60 students had diagnoses of LD confirmed by the college centers for learning 

disabilities. 

 Comorbid (LD and ADHD) group: 62 had diagnoses as LD and also were found to have 

ADHD according to the Adult ADHD Self Report Scale (ASRS) (Kessler, Adler, Ames, 

Demler, Faraone, Hiripi, et al. 2005) in its Hebrew version. 

 Typical group: 139 students were in the typical (control) student group.  
 

Instruments 

We used the following questionnaires in the study:  

 

Measures related to emotions (all were used in their Hebrew versions) 

 Sense of Coherence (SOC):  Short form of the Sense of Coherence Scale (Antonovsky, 1998). 

 Test Anxiety (TA): The Test Anxiety Inventory (TAI) (Spielberger, Gonzalez, Taylor, Anton, 

Algaze, Ross, & Westberry, 1980(. 

 Social Support (SS):  The Multidimensional Scale for Social Support (MSPSS )Zimet, et al., 

1988).  

 

Cognitive Measures 

 Executive Function (EF): The Behavior Rating Inventory of Executive Function – Adult 

Version (BRIEF-A) )Roth, et al., 2005).  

 

Learning Strategies (LS 

 The Inventory of Learning Styles (ILS): (Vermunt & Vermetten, 2004).  

 

Adjustment and achievement measures 

 Student Adjustment: The Student Adaptation to College Questionnaire (SACQ) (Baker & 

Syrik, 1989) , with three subscales: Academic, Emotional and Personal-Social Adjustment  
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Achievement  

 Grade-Point Average (GPA). 

—  

 Procedure 

Participants answered the questionnaires in small groups or individually under supervision of 

researcher. Each participant received a small payment in the form of aster voucher, or course 

credit for participation. 

 

RESULTS 

Group differences: Overall, multivariate analysis of covariance, with SES held constant showed 

results in agreement with our hypothesis: with typical students obtaining the highest scores, LD 

students next highest and who in turn, were different from the typical students, and from the 

comorbid students (LD and ADHD), on the following measures: Low Test Anxiety, Executive 

Function, Perceived Social Support, and Personal Emotional Adjustment. The differences 

between the typical and LD students were relatively small, and the two groups were equal on 

Sense of Coherence, Academic Adjustment, Social Adjustment, Academic Achievement, while 

the difference between LD students and the comorbids were consistent Overall, LF students were 

closer to typical students than to the comorbids. 

A different pattern was found with regard to use of learning strategies: here, the 

comorbids and typical students performed better than the LD students.  

 

Analysis by SEM 

A summary of the SEM analysis of the data is presented in Figure 1. 

 

Figure 1. SEM analysis of the relations between LD, ADHD, personal resources, 

adjustment and academic achievement of Israeli college students 
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Figure 1 shows that for the model presented, personal resource variables mediate the 

relationships between having LD or ADHD and students' adjustment. Utilization of learning 

strategies mediates the relationship between LD and academic achievement. Finally, the 

relationships among personal resources, adjustment and achievement hold for all students.  

 

Analysis by FSSA 

The analysis of the relations among eleven variables in the study is presented in Figure 2. 

 

 

Figure 2. FSSA for Personal Resource Variables Associated with Adjustment and 

Achievement of Students.  

ACADADJ =Academic Adjustment; EF =Executive Function; GENDER: Male=1; GP: 

Research Group, 1 = Controls, 2 = LD Only, 3 = Comorbid LD + ADHD; GPA = Grade 

Point Average; LS = Use of Learning Strategies; PERSADJ = Personal Adjustment; SOC 

= Sense of Coherence; SOCADJ = Social Adjustment; SS = Social Support; TA= Lack of 

Test Anxiety   

—  
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Inspection of Figure 2 shows that Sense of Coherence (SOC), Executive Function (EF) and Test 

Anxiety (TA) are highly related to the adjustment variables, as is the research group (GP).The 

latter result reflects the strong effect of the group of students with both LD and ADHD that had 

difficulties in adjustment. Use of learning strategies (LS) and academic adjustment are related to 

grade-point average (GPA), the index for academic achievement. The results parallel those of the 

SEM analysis presented in Figure 1, without the assumption of mediation made there.   

 

Analysis of individual differences by POSA 

We made several analyses of the data using POSA. In these analyses we used personal resource 

variables as external (independent) variables according to which the outcome variables were 

assessed. POSA presents the profile of each participant composed of the scores on indices of the 

variables in the study in a two-dimensional space. In the analysis presented here utilization of 

learning strategies was the external variable. Figure 3 presents the profiles of the participants 

with differing levels of  use of learning strategies and low use, and their scores on an index that 

combines academic achievement and academic adjustment in one score, 1 being low (below 

median) and 2 being high.     

 

Figure 3. POSAC diagram for individual profiles of students on use of learning strategies 

(upper right represents highest use and lower left shows least use); 1 = low academic 

achievement and adjustment, 2 =high. 

Figure 3 shows the high degree to which use of Learning Strategies distinguishes between 

students with above-median overall scores on adjustment and achievement who received a score 

of 2, in contrast to below-median scorers who received a score of 1. Most high users of Learning 
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Strategies have high achievement and adjustment scores, while low users have low scores. Use 

of Learning Strategies is the best predictor of such success according to these combined criteria. 

 

DISCUSSION 

The present study used different approaches to data analysis, both "conventional" (analysis of 

variance and SEM) approaches and those suggested by FT. This combination led to 

understanding the processes of adjustment and achievement of college students in Israel from 

different perspectives.  

Conventional analysis enabled the understanding of the effects of learning disabilities and 

ADHD on adjustment: the effects of ADHD appear to stronger. Analysis by SEM showed that 

personal resources such as Sense of Coherence, Executive Functioning and Test Anxiety may 

mediate the effects of LD and ADHD and also affect the adjustment of typical students. It also 

showed that academic success may be more affected by use of Learning Strategies than by the 

variables related to adjustment.  

FSSA did not contradict the results of SEM, but it highlighted the close relationships among 

some of the mediating variables, particularly Sense of Coherence and Executive Function, 

relative to their relations with other variables. It also suggested the close relationship between 

them and adjustment. Finally the preparation of the data for POSA suggested a new criterion 

reflecting overall success of students: a combination of both academic achievement and 

adjustment. POSA showed a surprisingly strong relationship between use of Learning Strategies 

and this criterion of overall success. 

The aim of previously cited reports on the comparison between FT and other approaches has 

been to determine which approach better fits the data.  Since there is no agreed criterion for such 

fit, it is not clear which approach has had more success. 

We suggest that the implications of the present findings are that different approaches to data 

analysis, particularly those used here may complement each other.  The conventional 

approaches, particularly analysis of variance and SEM, may elucidate the strength of two- way 

relations among variables or sets of variables. FT approaches through FSSA and POSA may 

clarify the holistic (Shye, 2015) structure underlying the multiple relations among variables.  In 

addition, as in the present study, the need to understand individual profiles may suggest new 

combinations of measures for the variables being studied.  

Both conventional and FT approaches need to meet challenges. Conventional approaches need to 

rid themselves from dependence on the canons of statistical inference procedures, particularly 

significance testing (see Guttman, 1982). FT approaches have yet to take on the challenge of 

accounting for possible mediating variables. Given the present situation in which no single 

approach provides an overall perspective on a set of data,  we suggest that it is necessary to use 

multiple approaches to statistical analysis that complement each other.      
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THE OECD ‘BETTER LIFE INDEX’: FACETED SSA  VALIDATION AND 

MULTIPLE SCALING BY POSAC 

 
IDO HABER, Technion – Israel Institute of Technology 

 

ABSTRACT 

The purpose of this paper is twofold: (1) using Faceted SSA, to discover the essential dimensions 

of the content universe represented by the variables of the OECD Better Life Index; and (2) 

using multiple scaling by POSAC, to extract and interpret the minimal measurement scales 

necessary and sufficient for the exhaustive assessment of countries by 'better life' as conceived 

by OECD. Faceted SSA led to an adjusted classification of the original classification of the Index 

variables; and POSAC yielded two essential measurement scales for the 'better life' domain: 

employment and psycho-social well-being, both graduated by physical conditions (as 

attenuators) and by societal power variables (as accentuators).  

 

THE NEED FOR BETTER LIFE INDEX 

 

Recommendations made by the Stiglitz-Sen-Fitoussi Commission on the Measurement of 

Economic Performance and Social Progress (Stiglitz et al., 2009) sought to address concerns that 

standard macroeconomic statistics like GDP failed to give a true account of people’s well-

being. The OECD’s Better Life Initiative (BLI) is an attempt to bring together internationally 

comparable measures of well-being in line with the recommendations of that commission.  

The OECD 'Better Life Index' includes 11 topics of well-being: Housing; Income; Jobs; 

Community; Education; Environment; Governance; Health; Life Satisfaction; Safety; Work-life 

balance. Each topic is represented by one to four specific indicators. For example, the Jobs topic 

is based on four separate measures: employment rate, personal earnings, long-term 

unemployment rate and job security. Altogether BLI comprise 24 variables (OECD BLI 

website). 

 Faceted Smallest Space Analysis (FSSA) of the 24 BLI variables partly validated the 

categories suggested by the original OECD index (SI=0.796; see Figure 1) and shows them to 

constitute an angular facet (i.e., topics are circularly ordered). An examination of the FSSA map, 

however, suggests modifications in the composition of the variables and their classification, 

producing an improved spatial partitioning of the 'better life' content universe (SI=0.952; see 

Figure 2. For the definition of SI, the facet Separation Index, see Borg & Shye, 1995). The 

suggested modifications (see Table 1) include: 

 1. The exclusion of four variables (Nos. 2, 7, 16, 20. See Table 1). Three of them did not 

fit within their intended region and, moreover, were negatively correlated with the other 

variable(s) of their topic. They are suspected as not in fact representing the life-quality area 

intended by their authors. The fourth variable excluded, 'life satisfaction', representing a 

summative evaluation, was judged as irrelevant for the identification of Better Life components 

and their interactions, and more appropriately considered as a dependent variable to be treated in 

a separate SSA analysis as an FSSA external variable (Denesh & Shye, 1993).   
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Table 1. OECD Better Life Index variables* 

 
Var 

No. 
Variable 

OECD original 

Category (Topic) 

Re-assigned 

Category 

1 % Dwellings without basic facilities (Reversed) Housing 1 Housing 

2 Household expenditure Housing 0  

3 Rooms per person Housing 1 Housing 

4 Household net adjusted disposable income Income 2 Income 

5 Household net financial wealth Income 2 Income 

6 Employment rate Jobs 3 Employment 

7 Job security Jobs 0 

8 Long-term unemployment rate (Reversed) Jobs 3 Employment 

9 Personal earnings (reassigned to income) Jobs 2 Income 

10 
Quality of support network (reassigned to Psy-Soc 

wellbeing.) 
Community 

4 Psy-Soc 

wellbeing 

11 Educational attainment Education 5 Education 

12 Student skills Education 5 Education 

13 Years in education Education 5 Education 

14 Air pollution (Reversed) Environment 6 Environment 

15 Water quality Environment 6 Environment 

16 Consultation on rule-making 
Civil Engagement 

(Governance) 
0 

17 Voter turnout 
Civil Engagement 

(Governance) 

7 Civil 

Engagement 

18 Life expectancy Health 8 Health 

19 Self-reported health Health 8 Health 

20 Life satisfaction Undefined 0 

21 Assault rate (Reversed) Safety 9 Safety 

22 Homicide rate (Reversed) Safety 9 Safety 

23 
Employees working very long hours (Reversed); 

Reassigned to Psy-Soc) 
Work/Life balance 

4 Psy-Soc 

wellbeing 

24 Time devoted to leisure Reassigned to  Psy-Soc) Work/Life balance 
4 Psy-Soc 

wellbeing 

 

     *The detailed definition of the variables can be found in the OECD better Life Index website. 

 

 

2. The re-classification of three variables (Nos. 9, 10, 24) and the re-labeling of certain 

topic (categories). The variable Personal Earnings, originally placed under Jobs was re-assigned 

to the category of Income (a category now re-labeled Financial Status, since it includes Wealth 

as well. The original topic 'jobs' is now relabeled Employment). The original topics of 

'Community ' and 'Work/Life Balance were united into one category labeled Psycho-Social Well-

Being containing three related variables occupying a distinct region in the SSA map. 

The result of this FSSA-aided conceptual analysis is a validated reclassification of the 

observed variables into 9 topics (categories) and a geometric depiction of their interrelationships, 

as in Figures 2 and 3.  
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Figure 1. FSSA of the 24 BLI Variables Faceted by OECD Original Categories 

 

1.  
 

Figure 2. FSSA of 20 OECD BLI Variables Faceted by the New Categories Representing a 

Conceptual Re-adjustment of the BLI Content Domain 
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Figure 3. Partition of OECD BLI variables by a radial facet (represented by the closed 

curve), interpreted to separate between the relatively moderate variables (inside the curve) 

and the relatively more distinguished variables (outside the curve) as representative of their 

respective category  

 

MULTIPLE SCALING OF OECD 'BETTER LIFE' CONTENT DOMAIN: 

THEORY-BASED MEASUREMENT 

 

Rather than simply adding weighted scores recorded for the various topics to obtain a one-figure 

Index for OECD countries (which would produce many different—and arbitrary—indices), we 

turn to Multiple Scaling by Partial Order Scalogram Analysis by Coordinates (POSAC). The idea 

of POSAC (Shye, 1985) is simple: it distinguishes between comparable and incomparable pairs 

of countries. Two countries are comparable if one is better or equal to the other in each of the 9 

topics; otherwise the two countries are incomparable. POSAC seeks to assign two new scores (x, 

y) to every country in such a way that the observed 9-score (in)comparability relationships 

between any two countries are preserved among the corresponding two scores, (x, y), assigned to 

these countries (Note that 2 scores are the minimum necessary to represent incomparabilities).   
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Which Variables Should Be Processed by POSAC? 

In order to run POSAC in the present data, 9 variables representative of the 9 FSSA-validated 

topics are to be selected. For each topic (validated category) we selected the one variable that 

was located farthest from the center of the FSSA map (see Figure 3). These outstanding variables 

were considered to be stronger representatives of their respective topics since in general they 

tend to be more differentiated from each other. (In an alternative procedure variables for POSAC 

can be created by compounding variables pertaining to a validated region. For example, see 

Shye, 2009.) 

 

Table2. OECD countries and their 9-score binary profiles 

Country/countries 9-score binary profile 
profile score (number of topics with 

> average BLI recorded  score) 

Australia, Iceland, New Zealand 2 1 2 1 2 2 2 2 2 7 

Austria 2 2 2 2 1 1 2 2 2 7 

Belgium 2 2 1 2 2 1 2 2 1 6 

Canada 2 2 2 2 1 2 1 2 2 7 

Chile, Turkey 1 1 2 1 1 1 2 1 1 2 

Czech Republic 2 1 2 2 2 2 1 1 2 6 

Denmark, Norway 2 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 8 

Estonia 1 1 1 2 1 2 1 1 1 2 

Finland 2 1 2 2 2 2 1 2 2 7 

France 2 2 1 2 1 2 2 1 1 5 

Germany 2 2 2 2 2 2 1 1 2 7 

Greece 2 1 1 2 2 1 1 2 2 5 

Hungary 1 1 1 2 1 2 1 1 2 3 

Ireland 2 1 1 2 2 2 1 2 2 6 

Israel 1 2 2 1 1 1 1 2 1 3 

Italy 2 2 1 2 1 1 2 1 1 4 

Japan 1 2 2 1 2 1 1 1 2 4 

Korea 1 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 4 

Luxembourg 2 2 2 2 1 2 2 2 1 7 

Mexico 1 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 

Netherland 2 2 2 2 2 1 2 2 1 7 

Poland 1 1 2 2 2 1 1 1 2 4 

Portugal 2 1 1 2 2 2 1 1 1 4 

Slovak Rep 2 1 1 2 1 2 1 1 2 4 

Slovenia 2 1 1 2 2 1 1 1 2 4 

Spain 2 1 1 2 1 1 1 2 1 3 

Sweden 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 1 8 

Switzerland 2 2 2 2 1 1 1 2 1 5 

United Kingdom, United States 2 2 2 1 1 2 1 2 2 6 

NONE 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 

NONE 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 9 

 

Performing POSAC on OECD Countries 

 

POSAC (Shye, 1985) was performed on the 34 countries using the 9-binary-score profiles 

created by dichotomizing the scores computed by the OECD BLI project, with the average score 

in each variable serving as threshold. See Table 2. POSAC solution, preserving the original 

comparability relations between countries' profiles, as well as possible in a 2-dimensional space, 
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is presented in Figure 4, each country having its X-score and its Y-score. The correct 

representation coefficient was 0.72, i.e., the comparability relationship of 72% of the 561 profile-

pairs are correctly represented in the map. The top right-hand corner in this map represents the 

profile 222222222 with high scores on all 9 topics. The bottom left-hand corner represents the 

profile 111111111 with low scores on all 9 topics. Both these extreme profiles were not actually 

observed in these data. Denmark and Norway both have the same profile (212222222), which is 

greater than that of the Check Republic (212222112), and indeed they are situated in the map 

higher than the Check Republic, both in their X and their Y scores. That Austria's and Belgium's 

9-score profiles are incomparable is represented correctly in the POSAC map: Austria is higher 

on the one coordinate (Y) and Belgium is higher on the other (X). 

. 

 

Figure 4. Two-Dimensional Order-Preserving Mapping of 34 OECD Countries by their 9-

Score Modified Better Life Profiles. Every Country is assigned Two Scores (x, y) which 

Scale it by the Two Base-Coordinates, the X (the Horizontal) and the Y (the Vertical) 

coordinates. These Coordinates are Taken to Represent The Basic Variables or Factors for 

Measuring Countries According to BLI Content-Domain 

 

DECIPHERING THE BASE COORDINATES 

The substantive challenge of Multiple Scaling is to discover the meaning of the two 

POSAC coordinates, assumed to constitute the fundamental variables, or factors, that govern the 

Measurement Space of the Better Life notion as conceived. For, indeed, as we have found, these 

two fundamental variables can replace the nine observed variables while essentially retaining the 
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core feature of measurement: order relation (including incomparability) among measured 

entities.  The interpretation of the coordinate scales is done by identifying, for each of the 9 input 

variables, the optimal partition line that divides the POSAC map into high and low values in that 

variable. A partition line (which must portray a curve of a monotone non-increasing step 

function of Y on X, see Shye, 1985) may have 0, 1, 2, or more bends. 

POSAC program provides a table (Table 3) that summarizes the best 0, 1, 2, and 3-bend 

partition shapes.  This table helps determine the optimal shape to be ascribed to each of the 9 

variables. Table 3 presents the deviations for each variable and each shape. Each shape 

corresponds to a role the variable might have in structuring the measurement space:  X-polar or 

Y-polar (no bends); attenuating or accentuating (one bend); X-promoting or Y-promoting (2 

bends) and modified attenuator or modified accentuator (3 bends).  

 

Table 3. Deviations of Profiles from Model Partition Lines (Possible Role) for each 

Variable and each Role 

 

 

Inspecting Table 3, the roles of the 9 variables, representing the 9 adjusted topics, were 

determined to be as follows: 

 Var 4, Low rate of Overwork (more than 50 hrs/week), representing Psycho-Social well-

being: X-Polar (vertical partition line); 

 Var 3, Low Rate of Long Term Unemployment, representing Employment: Y-Polar 

(horizontal partition line). 

 Partitions corresponding to the polar role are shown in Figure 5. 

 The X-coordinate, being highly correlated with the Psycho-Social representative variable is 

regarded, therefore, as a first approximation, as assessing Psycho-Social well-being.  

 The Y-coordinate, being highly correlated with the Employment representative variable is 

regarded as a first approximation, as assessing Employment well-being.  

 Var 8, Self-Reported Health, representing Health: Attenuator (L-shaped partition); 

 Var 7, Voting Rate, representing Civil Engagement: Accentuator (inverted-L-shaped 

partition). 
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Figure 5. Polar Roles are Played by Psyco-Social Well-Being (X-Polar) and by 

Employment (Y-Polar) 

 

Partitions corresponding to the attenuating and accentuating roles are shown, (in addition 

to the partitions by the polar variables) in Figure 6. The X-coordinate is related to the attenuating 

variable thus: High values in the attenuating variable ensure a certain minimum in the X-

coordinate, marked by the bend in the L-shaped partition line. Health, as an attenuator, graduates 

the psycho-social coordinate into a finer division. The Y-coordinate is similarly related to the 

attenuating variable, and graduated by it. The X-coordinate and the Y-coordinate are related to 

the accentuating variable thus: High values in the accentuating variable indicate a very high 

position either on the X-coordinate or on the Y-coordinate (or in both). Hence further 

graduations are induced on both coordinates. With just one attenuator (health) and one 

accentuator (voting) two coordinate-scales are obtained for assessing OECD countries, each 

scale divided into 4 meaningful levels. See figure 8. 

Variables 1, 6, and 9 (Housing, Environment and Safety) along with Health (Var 8) were 

determined, on the basis of Table 3, to play attenuating role with satisfactory proximity. (The 

assignments of higher-order roles, corresponding to 2-bend and 3-bend partitions, although could 

yield better technical fit, were considered unnecessary and too exacting for the present data.)  

Interestingly, the four attenuating variables do share a common theme: they all involve physical 

concerns, whether relating to the individual's body (health, safety) or to the individual's 

surroundings (housing, environment). 

Variables 2 and 5 (Wealth and Education) along with Voting (Var 7) were determined, on 

the basis of Table 3, to play accentuating role with satisfactory proximity. (Again, the 

assignments of higher-order roles, corresponding to 2-bend and 3-bend partitions, although could 

yield better technical fit, but were considered unnecessary and too exacting, for the present data.)  

Interestingly, the four accentuating variables seem to share a common theme: they all can be 

interpreted as involving Societal Power; provided we regard Wealth not for its mere physical-

economical significance but rather as an indicator of social involvement and status. 
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Figure 6. Attenuating and Accentuating Roles are Played by Health and by Voting, 

Respectively 

 

 The additional attenuating and accentuating variable enable further refinements of the 

two coordinate scales, in accordance with the graduations induced by the bend of their respective 

partition line, Figure 7. These refinements are not undertaken in this paper. 
 

CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION 
 

The empirical structure of the 'Better Life' content domain, facilitated by FSSA, is such that 

Employment is an important notion in itself, distinct from earnings. Earnings pertain to the 

Financial Status region in FSSA, along with wealth and other variables. Indeed, Employment has 

great significance in human life beyond its financial aspects. This fact was further illustrated by 

POSAC which placed Employment in opposition, or as orthogonal, to another major component 

of human life quality, namely, Psycho-Social well-being. In this study Psycho-Social well-being 

included leisure time and social network support as well as Low Overwork Late, all of which 

occupy a cohesive and distinct region in FSSA. These modifications in the original BLI 

conception resulted not only in a validated structure, in fact a theory, of the 'Better Life' content 

domain, but also enabled the subsequent extraction of theory-based measurement scales for 

assessing OECD countries by their 'Better Life' concept. Two measurement scales, anchored in 

the Employment - Psycho-Social polarity, were found to be necessary and sufficient for this 

assessment.   
 

Var 4, Psy-Soc: X-Polar 
Var 3, Employment: Y-Polar 
Var 8, Health: Attenuator (L-shaped) 
Var 7, Voting: Accentuator (inverted L) 
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Figure 7. Satisfactory Physical Conditions (bodily as well as environmental) in a Country 

Ensure a Certain Minimum in Each Scale, even if the scale-defining polar variable is not at 

a satisfactory level. Satisfactory Level in Societal Power Indicates Very High level in 

Either Scale (or in both, although in reality no country was found to be very high in both) 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Polarity:  Psycho-Social vs. 
Employment (Life Quality 
Polarity)  
Attenuators: Health, housing, 
safety, environment (Physical 
Conditions)  
Accentuators: Voting, education, 
wealth (Societal Power)  
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Figure 8. Measuring 'Better Life' of OECD Countries by the Essential, Theory-Based 

Scales Derived from Faceted SSA and POSAC 
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ABSTRACT 

 

This paper starts by presenting a Faceted SSA of 24 distributive justice (DJ) evaluations 

concerning the just allocation of three kinds of resources (housing, jobs, educational resources) 

among contending social groups. The obtained space of evaluated distribution- options was 

found partitionable into four regions according to a prior classification of the distribution options 

into those representing equality, fairness, utility and corrective action, thereby re-affirming the 

systemic theory of DJ. Eight distribution options concerning educational resource were drawn 

from the FSSA for measuring justice attitudes. Applying Multiple Scaling by POSAC, a two-

dimensional measurement space is obtained featuring two essential scales for assessing 

individuals according to their DJ attitudes: the Graduated Fairness Attitude and the Graduated 

Utility Attitude. The two scales, based on the competing considerations of fairness and utility, 

were graduated (refined) by the equality consideration (as attenuator) balancing between the two 

considerations; and by the corrective action consideration (as accentuator) emphasizing either 

one of the two considerations (or both). 
 

INTRODUCTION 

 

The Systemic Distributive Justice Theory (Shye, 1995) structures distributive justice (DJ) as a 

Faceted Action System (Shye, 1985a; 2014a) whose components: Equality, Fairness, Utility and 

Corrective Action play the systemic functioning roles of the conservative, integrative, adaptive 

and expressive modes, respectively. Structural hypotheses implied by the Systemic DJ Theory 

have been tested by Faceted SSA (Shye and Elizur, 1994; Shye, 2014b) and supported in a 

number of studies (e.g., Finkelstein, 2014; 2015; Kedar, 2012; Kedar & Shye, 2013; Shye, 1995). 

In the sudy conducted by Kedar & Shye (2013), a sample of 191 participants responded to a 24 

item questionnaire concerned with the just distribution of three kinds of resources of current 

political relevance in Israel:  housing (with respect to levels of economic status);  jobs (with 

respect to gender), and education (with respect to talent). See Mapping Sentence in Figure 1. 

Figure 2 reproduces results obtained by Kedar & Shye (2013) affirming the prediction of 

the theory, namely, that the functioning-mode facet be angular (i.e., circularly ordered) and, 

moreover, that the functioning modes themselves be mutually oriented in space, with Corrective-

Action opposite Equality and Utility opposite Fairness.  
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Participant (x) evaluates the justice-level of the distribution option 

 

 

 

 

                                      

 

 

                                               in the allocation of resource 

 

 

 

 

 

                                

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 

 

 

Figure 1. Justice Evaluations of Distribution Options of Three Kinds of Resources:A 

Mapping Sentence.  
 

In the Distribution Option Facet the first figure in a ratio refers to the allocation proposed for the 

'stronger' Group in each case. E.g., in the case of housing, 100:0 means that 100% of available dwelling 

units would be allotted to the high status group 

 

    100:0 (utility) 

    80:20 (utility) 

    60:40 (utility) 

    50:50 (equality) 

    40:60 (equity) 

    30:70 (equity) 

    20:80 (corr. action) 

    0:100 (corr. action) 

            housing (by econ. Status) 

            jobs (by gender) 

            education (by talent) 

             Very just 

            Just 

            Somewhat just 

            Not so just 

            Not just at all 
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Figure2. Justice Evaluation Space by FSSA Supports the Systemic Distributive Justice 

Theory. The Theory Specifies the Four DJ Conceptual Components and Predicts the 

Observed Order and Mutual Spatial Orientation among Them 

 

JUSTICE ATTITUDE MEASUREMENT:  

PARTIAL ORDER SCALOGRAM ANALYSIS BY BASE COORDINATES (POSAC) 
 

Knowledge of the structure of the DJ evaluation space obtained by FSSA, is helpful for the 

judicious DJ attitudes measurement by POSAC. In the present application of POSAC, eight 

variables were selected, those that concern education. (The alternative procedure of creating 

eight compound variables, one for each distribution-option, could be attempted as well.) The 

result of the analysis is shown in Figure 3, where each profile (pertaining to one or more 

respondents) is represented by its ID number. The location in the POSAC-space of a particular 8-

score original profile in effect assigns a new 2-score profile, namely, its x,y coordinates, to that 

original profile and to its respondents. The profile mapping in POSAC is done adhering (as 

accurately as possible) to the order preservation condition (Shye, 1985b): one image-profile x,y  

would be greater than another if and only if the original profile of the one is greater than the 

original profile of the other.  (Where one profile is defined as greater than another if at least one 

of its scores is greater than the corresponding score of the other, and all its other scores, if there 

are any, are equal to those of the other profile. If this is the case, the two given profiles are said 

to be comparable. If none of the two profiles is greater than the other, they are said to be 

incomparable.) 

 

  

 

 

 

EQUALITY 

UTILITY 

FAIRNESS 

UTILITY 

CORR. ACTION 

EQUALITY 

FAIRNESS 

UTILITY 
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Figure 3. POSAC measurement space for DJ Attitudes 

 

 

The coordinates of the POSAC space, preserving the observed order relations (incomparability 

as well as comparability) among the 8-score profiles, constitute fundamental variables enabling 

measurement parsimony. It is therefore important to understand their meaning. Indeed, the 

substantive interpretation of the POSAC X,Y coordinates is the major challenge of multiple 

scaling by POSAC. This interpretation involves a detailed conceptual analysis and is effected 

through several tools included in the POSAC/LSA program (LAS1, LSA2 and POSACSEP 

programs). The end-result of this analysis is an optimal pattern of simultaneous partitionings of 

the POSAC space inducing meaningful intervals on each of the two POSAC coordinates, turning 

them into the two measurement scales for the studied phenomenon, DJ attitude in this case. See 

Figures 4 and 5. (For the theory and application of Multiple Scaling by POSAC see Shye, 1985b; 

2009; 2014c. Previous instructive applications of Multiple Scaling by POSAC are Canter, 2004; 

Russett & Shye, 1993; Shye et al., 2001; Shye, 2009.) 
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(a)                                                                           

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4. Schematic Depiction of a Series of Partition Patterns Induced by the Four 

Distributive Justice Systemic Components: 

(a) Fairness, Playing the X-Polar Role (see partition line), is indicated as the essential (first 

approximation) Meaning of the X Coordinate- Scale;  

(b) Utility, Playing the Y-Polar Role (see added partition line), is indicated as the essential 

meaning of the Y coordinate-scale;  

(c) Equality, playing an attenuating role (the added L-shaped partition line), ensures a polar 

balance; i.e., at least some minimal level in each of the Coordinate-Scales, the X and the Y.  

(d) Corrective Action, playing an accentuating role (the added inverted L-shaped partition 

line), ensures a very high level in at least one of the Coordinate-Scales, the X or the Y.  

 

 

This depiction is a summary conclusion based on POSAC/LSA results including the POSACSEP 

partition maps provided for each distribution option variable (See Appendices). 

 

(a) (b) 

(c) (d) 
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Figure 5. 2-dimensional Measurement Space for Distributive Justice Attitudes POSAC 

Partition lines induce four measurement intervals on each of the coordinate-scales as 

follows:   

X Coordinate-Scale 

     1st interval=low fairness, low equality 

     2nd interval=low fairness, high equality 

     3rd interval=high fairness, low corrective action 

     4th interval=high fairness, high corrective action 

Y Coordinate-Scale 

     1st interval=low utility, low equality 

     2nd interval=low utility, high equality 

     3rd interval=high utility, low corrective action 

     4th interval=high utility, high corrective action 
 

The logical analysis of the intervals in the case of each coordinate scale, which compounds 

empirically recorded attitudes, in effect defines the meaning of that scale. We label the two 

scales, respectively, the Graduated Fairness Attitude and the Graduated Utility Attitude. With 

these scales every respondent, and by extension others in society, can be fully and efficiently 

assessed with respect to his/her DJ attitudes by means of two scores. An intrinsic, theory-based 

instrument for measuring justice attitudes has been created. 

 

X  C o o r d i n a t e - S c a l e:   

G r a d u a t e d   F a i r n e s s  A t t i t u d e 

Y  C o o r d 
i n a t e - S 

c a l e:  
G r a d u a 
t e d  U t i l 
i t y  A t t i 

t u d e 
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Appendix 1. LSA2 Procedure for Inferring POSAC Roles of Variables 

 

 

 

Figure  6. (Upper panel) Lattice Space Analysis 2 (LSA2; Shye, 1985b) contrasts variables 

association with POSAC X coordinate against their association with POSAC Y coordinate (on 

the horizontal LSA2 coordinate); and contrasts variables association with POSAC-variable 

P=min(X,Y)  against their association with POSAC-variable Q=max(X,Y) (on the vertical LSA2 

coordinate). (Lower panel) LSA2 Interpreted and Partitioned Depicts the Fairness-Utility as 

Major Attitude Polarity and the Equality-Corrective Action as a Minor Attitude Polarity. 

Equality and weak (40:60) fairness play attenuating role (having L-shaped partition-line) and 

Corrective Action plays accentuating role (inverted L-shaped partition-line).   
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Appendix 2. POSACSEP Procedure for Inferring POSAC Roles of Variables 
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Figure 7. POSAC item diagrams for the Eight Processed Variables, Optimally Partitioned by the 

POSACSET Program. Strong Utility (100:0) and Strong Fairness (30:70) clearly mark the major 

attitude polarity. Equality (50:50) and Weak Fairness (40:60, approximating equality) constitute 

attenuators; and Strong Corrective Action (0:100) constitutes an accentuator. Partition patterns of 

the remaining variables are evaluated as similar to those of similar variables (Weak Utility to 

Strong Utility; Weak Corrective Action to Strong Fairness) or as akin to a variable in a 

neighboring Sector according to the circular order of DJ components in FSSA (Medium Utility 

to Strong Corrective Action).  
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ABSTRACT 

Hermeneutic consistency is the property possessed by a reliable interpretation. In this essay we 

present a review of the work by Paul Hackett and his metaphysical explorations of the 

hermeneutic consistency and theoretical and empirical validity of using the mapping sentence for 

creating structural ontologies. We propose that the hermeneutic consistency of a structural 

ontology is a product of both the ontological categories and their mereological interrelationships. 

The mapping sentence grounded within facet theory is advanced as a structured ontology and 

mereology and a mapping sentence for the validity of hermeneutic consistency of the mapping 

sentence is proposed as a philosophical ontology. 

 

INTRODUCTION 

From its inception and development in the work of Louis Guttman in the 1940’s (Guttman, 1947) 

facet theory has implicitly assumed a philosophical stance regarding its subject matter: human 

beings. This standpoint conceives of human activities and understandings of these as being 

comprised of discrete components and envisages that appreciation of these parts and their 

interrelationships avails understanding of the broader life areas they make up: Facet theory and 

its mapping sentence form a structured categorial ontology (Hackett, 2014). In this paper the 

work of Hackett (2013, 2014) is considered regarding some of these assumptions and how they 

have shaped facet theory through the use of its major instrument the mapping sentence. We 

propose that three conceptual words/phrases characterise facet theory: hermeneutic consistency, 

structured ontology and mereology. Hermeneutical relates to a method of interpretation 

(Heidegger, 2008, Gadamer, 2004) growing out of their work on knowledge and truth. The 

phrase hermeneutic consistency refers to the ability to achieve a reliable explanation or 

interpretation in regard of an informational source. The second phrase, structured ontology, 

brings together the concept of ontology, or the underlying nature of experience or existence, 

where structured ontology explicates such understanding within a determinate structure. Finally, 

mereology is the study of part-to-whole and part-to-part relationships within an entity. Thus, we 

claim that it is evident that facet theory and specifically the mapping sentence is well 

characterised through the use of these terms. In the following pages we discuss the philosophical 

meanings of each of these three concepts and consider the applied implications of these in facet 

theory research.  

 

Qualitative and philosophical facet theory 

In the 1940’s Louis Guttman conceived of and developed the approach to research in the social 

sciences known as facet theory (Guttman, 1947, see Levy, 1994 for a theoretical summary). 
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Facet theory, its application and the subsequent analysis of the data that facet theory research 

yielded, has been quantitative in nature (e.g., Canter, 1985a, Shye, 1978, Shye and Elizur, 1974, 

Borg and Shye, 1995). Facet theory research and depiction of research content domains has taken 

the form of structured categorial ontological systems known as mapping sentences (see Canter 

1985b for details). Categorial systems have long found their presence in philosophical and 

psychological research. For example: in psychology the most familiar are probably those by 

Kelly and Personal Construct Theory – (Kelly, 2013) and Piaget and child development - (Piaget 

and Inhedler, 1969) in philosophy – (Chisholm, 1996). At the heart of a categorial position is an 

assumption that breaking down human existence into categories or subcomponents avails 

peerless insight into what it means to be an individual and also facilitates appreciation of social 

behaviours. Thus, by understanding the mereological nature of human behaviour and experience 

we are able to better understand what it means to be human. Facet theory has explored this 

content area using quantitative methods and data analysis resulting in an array of quantitative 

data analysis techniques (e.g., Shye and Amar, 1985).  

 However, over the past few years Paul Hackett has advanced the conception and 

expediency of qualitative facet theory. To these ends, he has been undertaking qualitative 

analyses of content domains employing the mapping sentence to guide the origination of 

research, research design and data analysis and theory development, all within a facet theory 

mind-set. In his research he has positioned facet theory as a philosophical orientation regarding 

its subject matter: the behaviour of and understanding of human beings (Hackett, 2013, 2014). 

What Hackett means by the word qualitative needs clarification. The term ‘qualitative facets’ has 

already appeared in the facet theory literature, however this has been used to mean a qualitatively 

arranged facet structure rather than a linear or quantitatively ordered facet: This was not 

Hackett’s conception of qualitative and is not employed in this essay. Rather, in this paper 

qualitative is used in the more usual social science sense as meaning rich observational data. 

Under this latter definition, there is an implication for the researcher to gather narratives, 

observations, visual records, and other forms of non-numerical data where the subsequent 

analyses of these data sets takes the form of attempting to establish reliable and valid 

interpretative hermeneutics.  

 

MAPPING SENTENCE STRUCTURAL ONTOLOGY AND MEREOLOGY 

In the previous section we stated that the second author has been working on the development of 

a qualitative and philosophical format of facet theory by using conceptual and theoretical 

mapping sentences and through gathering and analysing interpreted qualitative data forms. Both 

the philosophical and theoretical underpinnings of facet theory and the facet theory approach to 

research design, data collection and analysis is best communicated through consideration of the 

primary instrument of facet theory, the mapping sentence. The mapping sentence is both the 

major tool of facet theory research design and analysis and is also a series of structural/spatial 

hypotheses. As Canter (1985b) says: “… a piece of facet research is a process of refinement, 

elaboration and validation of a mapping sentence.” (p266): We will be using a mapping sentence 

in precisely these terms in this paper. Philosophically, the mapping sentence is a structural 

ontology and in application to any substantive area of research and understanding can also be 

seen as a mereological device. Related to the notion of the mapping sentence is that a mereology 

forms a compositional identity, where composition is the relation between a whole and its 
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specific parts, in which parts form the whole and where the whole is nothing more than its parts: 

the whole is its parts (see, Cotnoir and Baxter, 2014). 

 Delving more deeply into the terms of the argument in this paper, the word ontology has 

slightly different meanings when used by a variety of disciplines that have incorporated ontology 

into part of their lexicon and ways of thinking. For example: in philosophy - ontology is a branch 

of metaphysics concerned with the nature of being (a broad consideration of ontology is provided 

by Poli and Seibt, 2014); within logic - ontology is the set of entities that a given theory assumes 

beforehand; in technology an ontology provides a systematic explanation of existence; within 

information and computer sciences – ontology is the rigorous designation of existent components 

(sorts, characteristics) and their inter-associations. From these definitions it can seen that to some 

extent there are common elements in what ontology is taken to mean. Ontology may therefore 

appear to refer to being and components of existence, which are perhaps instantiated, a priori, to 

any consideration of a content domain. Given the differences in the use of the term ontology we 

wish to escape any possible confusion that may arise by providing a precise definition and 

understanding of ontology as we use this term:   

“Ontology is the study and formal explication of a domain of content in terms of its 

more fundamental or basic categorial components as these may be understood at this 

elemental level and as their meaning may be further revealed through consideration 

of more sub-ordinate, particular or evident categorial entities”.  

 The second phrase in the title of this paper, structured ontology, brings together the 

concept of ontology or the underlying nature of experience where structured ontology explicates 

such understanding within a determinate structure. Under the definition of ontology we have 

provided, a mapping sentence is clearly a form of structured ontology.  

 Mereology is another term that can appear to have ambiguous definitions and 

understanding associated with it although this term is probably most confusing due to the rarity 

of its usage. Mereology is defined within metaphysics as: “… any theory of part hood or 

composition.” (Harte, 2002, p7). However, as with the term ontology, mereology has a slightly 

nuanced understanding within different discipline of usage, for example: philosophy – (Henry, 

1991); science – (Calosi and Graziani, 2014); logic and mathematics – (Urbanaik, 2013); 

semantics – (Moltmann, 2003). As with the term ontology we wish to avoid confusion and 

misinterpretation and consequently we provide our own definition of mereology as follows: 

“Mereology the systematic and explicit investigation, analysis and understanding of 

the relationships within an ontology, in terms of the part to part, part to whole, part 

to context and background and part to observation range, relationships, where and 

when context and background are essential and inherent components of the existence 

and realisation of the ontological system when changes in the background and 

context would result in the ontological system being significantly different to the one 

observed in terms of part-to-part, part-to-whole, part-to-context, whole-to-context 

relationships and where the specification of a different range of observations would 

significantly alter either the content of the ontology and the knowledge embodied 

within the ontology.“ 

 From the above definitions of ontology and mereology, in qualitative facet theory and 

within a facet theoretical philosophy, two central theses arise: 
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“When taken together, a specified structured ontology and a mereological account of 

this structure form what is known as a mapping sentence”.  

 “For any specified area of interest, a mapping sentence provides a hermeneutically 

consistent account of a domain of interest.” 

 In the title of this brief paper we posited that three words/phrases characterise facet 

theory: hermeneutic consistency, structured ontology and mereology: The latter two of these 

terms have briefly been defined. In our usage of the phrase hermeneutic consistency, 

hermeneutical refers to a specific interpretive methodology as understood through the writing of 

Heidegger (2008) and Gadamer (2004). These authors were interested in knowledge and truth 

and based upon this we offer a definition of the phrase hermeneutic consistency as: 

“The ability of an interpretation process to provide a coherent, trustworthy and 

relatively  consistent understanding about an event or other source of 

information”.  

 Thus, it is evident that facet theory and specifically the mapping sentence is well 

characterised through the use of the terms structural ontology and mereology with the explicit 

intent of developing hermeneutically consistent knowledge.  

 The utility of a non-numerically based facet theory with the conceptual rigor that the 

mapping sentence is able to offer is illustrated by the second author’s consideration of Aristotle’s 

Categories (Aristotle and Ackrill, 1975) and the mapping sentence developed by the second 

author to present this categorical system (Hackett, 2014), which, in itself, is an ontological 

device. Aristotle’s ten ontological categories are: 1: Substance (οὐσία); 2: Quantity (ποσόν); 3: 

Quality (ποιόν); 4: Relation (πρός); 5: Place (ποῦ); 6: Time (πότε); 7: Being-in-a-position 

(κεῖσθαι); 8: Having (ἔχειν); 9: Action (ποιεῖν); 10: Affection (πάσχειν). Based upon the 

categories, Hackett (2014) proposed the mapping sentence in Figure 1. 

 This mapping sentence offers an account of The Categories that clearly displays 

Aristotle’s ontology and uniquely a potential mereological relationship between categories parts-

to-parts and parts-to-whole and in so doing opens further exploration of Aristotle’s ontology. 

 

Mapping a domain: further potential 

The mapping sentence is at the heart of both traditional quantitative and philosophical 

considerations and qualitative explorations of facet theoretical approaches to exploratory and 

confirmatory research. The mapping sentence is the basis for facet theoretical investigations, 

structural hypothesis testing, and theory generation. It is also, we propose, as a stand-alone 

approach for investigations in the humanities and the social sciences. The mapping sentence is 

able to specify an area of research interest in such a way as to define the important aspects of a 

content domain and their interrelationships to allow a greater appreciation of the domains 

content. Following E.J. Lowe’s claims for the utility of the graphical display of an ontology 

(Lowe, 2007, p18) we now provide a qualitative / philosophical mapping sentence demonstrating 

the hermeneutic consistency of understanding that arises from non-numerical research that is 

organized through using a mapping sentence.  
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Figure 1. Initial mapping sentence for Artistotle’s Ten Categories of Being 

(Hackett, 2014). 
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 If we start our consideration of the mapping sentence in Figure 2 with the range facet this 

delimits the understanding that the mapping sentence is communicating to be the extent to which 

a mapping sentence structured ontology is able to avail hermeneutically consistent knowledge of 

its content domain. Person (x) is taken to be any person reading and understanding the mapping 

sentence. The combinatorial arrangements of the two content facets are determinants of the 

values observed in the range, where: the ontology facet specifies the content of the mapping 

sentence ontology to be – facets (with sub-divisions of facet elements); background (which lists 

background characteristics of the instantiation of the ontology); range which specifies the 

epistemological / characteristics of the observations that constitute the mapping sentence’s logic: 

the mereology facet characterises the nature of the relationships that are extant within the 

mapping sentence ontology to be – either part-to-part (facet/facet element-to-facet/facet 

element) or part-to-whole (facet/facet element-to-mapping sentence);  

 

CONCLUSIONS 

In this paper we have provided support for claims regarding the potential of the mapping 

sentence to guide, analyze and interpret qualitative research that may be undertaken within a 

facet theory rubric (Hackett. 2013, 2014, 2016a&b). We have also claimed utility for the use of a 

mapping sentence as a purely philosophical outlook and orientation when attempting to 

understand human experience through our offering a mapping sentence as a philosophically 

coherent approach to understanding metaphysical ontologies. Facet theory and mapping 

The content of this paper, when read by person (x) understands facet theory to embody    

   

         ontology   

    (facets          ) 

a mapping sentence with: ([elements]   ) and with the structure between these  

    (background)  

    (range          ) 

 

       mereology 

ontological components being in terms of the: (part-to-part   )  relationships, and  

       (part-to-whole)  

 

   range 
   (more) 

judges this to have: (to     )   hermeneutic consistency in relation to the ontological domain. 

   (less  ) 

 

Figure 2. Mapping sentence for the validity of hermeneutic consistency of a 

mapping sentence.  
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sentences form a precise though flexible framework that can be used to guide research and 

writing within philosophical explorations and other qualitative endeavors.  
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UNFOLDING THE VALUES OF SENIOR CITIZENS IN BERN 

RUTH MEYER SCHWEIZER, University of Berne, Switzerland 

 

ABSTRACT 

The main objective of the present study is to re-examine, using a sample of participants in 

lectures for Senior Citizens at the University of Bern, Switzerland, the innovative theoretical approach 

and the clear empirical results regarding the structure of values within individuals, obtained by Borg and 

Bardi, 2014. These authors raised a very important scientific question regarding the well-established 

Schwartz value circle. The Borg and Bardi research examined whether the well-established Schwartz 

value circle exists, and if it is applicable not only across but also within individuals. They write, “the 

Schwartz (1992) value theory, of 10 values that are structured in a circle of interrelationships, has been 

established by numerous studies around the world. Yet, none of these studies have shown that the value 

circle exists within individuals. Rather, studies have relied solely on correlations among value ratings 

across individuals.” (Borg & Bardi, 2014, Abstract). The authors hypothesized that the “Schwartz value 

circle exists largely in the same way within every individual, and different individuals only differ in their 

preferences for the various values.” To test this hypothesis they used five different samples and employed 

an unfolding model, which they confirmed it in every sample. Certainly, both these results as well as the 

analytical approach applied, open “up a multitude of possibilities for future research” and promise new 

scientific insights in value research on a high level. 

 

The present study used the short version of the Schwartz PVQ questionnaire (21 variables) from 

the German edition of the European Social Survey (ESS). The sample for this study consists of 202 

members of the audience of the lectures at our University for Senior Citizens, who completed 

questionnaires during November and December 2014. In comparison to the studies used by Borg & Bardi 

we changed the instrument, the language and the special age group. The striking result of our test of the 

Borg & Bardi hypothesis indicated below is that the value circle exists not only inter-individually but also 

intra-individually in this subgroup as well. The results are followed by a discussion and suggestions for 

further research.  

Key words: Values, Schwartz Value Circumplex, MDS, Unfolding Models 

INTRODUCTION 

The main aim of the present study is to replicate the Borg & Bardi hypothesis (2014) in a 

different sample (seniors), different language (German), and using a different instrument 

(Schwartz, short version PVQ).
4
 The well-established circumplex of values’ interrelationships of 

S. H. Schwartz, consists of ten values: Self-Direction (SD), Stimulation (ST), Hedonism (HE), 

Achievement (AC), Power (PO), Security (SE), Tradition (TR), Conformity (CO), Benevolence 

                                                           
 

4
 Ingwer Borg gave not only the basic idea for this study, but he also supported me with the data analysis and a lot of 

advice. 
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(BE), and universalism (UN). The Schwartz Values model was originally developed using 

Guttman's Facet Theory (Schwartz & Bilsky, 1987, 1990) and it has been subsequently tested 

and replicated in research worldwide. Borg & Bardi raised new research questions regarding the 

applicability of the value circle, which until then had been demonstrated and confirmed “solely 

on correlations among value ratings across individuals” although “the theoretical argument that 

predicts the circle of values is based on intra-individual processes of conflicts and compatibilities 

among basic motivations, such that individuals are not likely to prioritize conflicting values” 

(Borg & Bardi, 2014 Abstract). They hypothesized that the same circle exists not only across but 

also within individuals. By employing an unfolding model they confirmed their hypothesis on a 

sample of five samples (two samples of British students, in English; one sample of Iranian 

students, in Farsi; one sample of British adults, in English; one sample of American adults, in 

English). The individuals either completed the SVS or the PVQ. There is a need to further 

replicate these results, but the scientific promises seem to be manifold. Beyond the fundamental 

methodological question, a possible generalization offers an important anthropological insight 

and opens, among other things, new and fruitful avenues for refining the hypothesis regarding a 

trend towards increasing individuation in modern societies. 

 

METHOD 

The present study used the short version of the Schwartz PVQ questionnaire from the German 

edition of the ESS (2012). This short version, developed by Schwartz for the European Social 

Survey, consists of 21 items, each providing a short portrait of an individual. Each portrait 

describes the individual’s goals, aspirations, and desires which reflect that person’s values. The 

respondents rate the extent to which each individual portrayed is similar to himself or herself, 

using a 6-point response scale from “not like me at all” to “very much like me”. For example, 

the PVQ includes two portraits to measure power: “It is important to him to be rich. He wants to 

have a lot of money and expensive things”, and “It is important to him to get respect from others. 

He wants people to do what he says.”  

The sample for the present study consists of 202 members of the audience of the lectures 

at our University for Senior Citizens, who completed questionnaires during November and 

December 2014. The University for Senior Citizens is part of the University of Bern and is open 

to all citizens who are 60 years of age or older.
5
 In comparison to the Borg and Bardi 

investigations, we changed the instrument, the language, and the age group.  

 

RESULTS 

The statistical composition of the Bernese sample is as follows: 43% men and 57% women; 52% 

born between 1945-1954, 36% born between 1935-1944, and 11% born in 1934 and before; of 

25% respondents with an academic education, 49% had a higher education (teachers, 

technicians, business people etc.), and of 27% with an apprenticeship after the obligatory 

                                                           
 

5
 300 questionnaires were initially distributed, with a request to complete them in writing. Therefore, the response 

rate is 2/3. 
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schooling
6
 
7
; furthermore 69% of respondents were living in partnership or with friends, and 

31% were living alone. 

As a first step the results were examined in a rather conventional way, as presented 

below. The following variables obtained a high degree of agreement (‘very much like me’, ‘like 

me’): 

- Loyalty to friends (v. 18/BE) 92% 

- Protection of environment as a norm (v. 19/UN) 89% 

- Autonomy, independence (v. 11/SD) 86% 

- Listen to others as a norm (v. 8/UN) 76% 

- Equal chances (v. 3/UN) 74% 

- To take care of others (v. 12/BE) 66% 

 

Only the following item received a particularly low agreement (‘not at all like me’, ‘not like 

me’): 

- To be rich (v. 2/PO) 75% 

 

On average, men in this survey valued  the following variables significantly higher than women: 

- Capacities (v. 4/AC) mean: 2.88:2.51 

- Rules as norms (v. 7/CO) mean: 3.66: 3.11 

- Successful (v. 13/PO) mean: 3.38: 2.99 

- To be respected (v. 17/PO) mean: 3.47: 2.79 

 

On average women in this survey valued  the following variables higher than men: 

- Listen to others as a norm (v. 8/BE) mean: 5.09: 4.73 

- To take care of others (v. 12/UN) mean: 4.88: 4.63 

 

These results correspond only partly to those reported by Schwartz/Rubel (2005, Abstract). They 

found that men not only tend to value power and achievement more than women, but also 

stimulation, hedonism, and self-direction. They found no gender differences regarding 

conformity. However, they emphasize that all gender differences are rather small and are 

moderated, for example by culture. 

Depending on the educational level (increasing from low to high) the following variables are, on 

average, weighted remarkably differently by the three groups: 

- Creativity (v. 1/SD) mean: 4.37: 4.60: 4.73 

- Autonomy. independence (v. 11/SD) mean: 5.26: 5.38: 5.48 

- Successful (v. 13/PO) mean: 2.87: 3.30: 3.36 

- Exciting life, risks (v. 15/ST) mean: 2.28: 2.63: 2.64 

- To be respected (v. 17/PO) mean: 2.77; 3.17; 3.28 

 

                                                           
 

6
 These numbers indicate that the educational level of this sample is considerably higher than of the respective age 

group of the Swiss population. 
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Figure 1: Ordinal MDS map of 21 PVQ variables (Stress-1= 0.15) 

Decreasing from low to high educational level the following remarkable differences can be 

shown: 

- Equal chances (v. 3/UN) mean: 5.04: 4.68: (4.69) 

- Security (v. 5/SE) mean: 4.43: 4.31: 3.94 

- To take care of others (v. 12/BE)  mean: 4.97: 4.66: 4.64 

- Strong State (v. 14) mean: 4.28: 4.08: 3.80 

- Obedience (v. 16) mean: 3.58: 3.46: 2.94 

 
The ordinal MDS, based on the inter-correlations of all 21 PVQ variables, shows in 

principle the well-known meaningfully ordered circular continuum structure, the circumplex, as 

in a lot of other studies before all over the world, with SE opposite to SD, AC/PO opposite to 

UN/BE, and TR opposite to HE. Therefore, the basic concepts of Conservation, Self-

Transcendence, Openness to Change, and Self Enhancement, are once more confirmed. PO/AC, 

CO/SE BE/UN
8
, HE/ST appear in this sample as intermixed (Figure 1)

9
. A clear differentiated 

radial structure is once more only partly visible (cf. Borg/Bardi, 2015, in their paper for this 

conference): Only TR and SD appear as clearly separable regions in our sample – the two 

variables constituting TR are far apart (corr. O.23). CO and SE are mixed in one region (and not 

                                                           
 

8
 If one looks at the wording at least in German it seems to be not at all astonishing that v. 8UN falls into  the BE 

region – just to mention one significant example. 
9
 If I interpret it correctly, the inherent time facet has not been picked out in research till now. 
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Figure 2: Exploratory ordinal MDS (Stress-

1=0.10) 
Figure 3: Spherical ordinal MDS  

(Stress-1=0.11) 

 

TR and CO as in many other cases). Thus, we would like to recommend the device of 

Borg/Bardi, 2015, to “consider the circumplex’s regions as clusters of items that each measure 

one particular value construct”. 

 In accordance with the solution of Schwartz we first examine below whether the values 

are structured in the typical circle when the correlations among values are used as data. 

Therefore, we scaled them in an exploratory ordinal MDS in two dimensions (Figure 2). The 

obtained configuration has a very good Stress value (Stress-1=0.10) according to the usual 

benchmark criteria of Spence and Ogilvie (1973). The circular structure is well visible. All 

values appear in the expected order with the exception of CO, which is located between TR and 

SE. This is in line with the original and recent suggestion of Schwartz (1992, 2012; cf. also 

Borg/Bardi 2014, studies 1 and 2). Forcing the points onto a perfect circle by spherical MDS 

increases the Stress value only slightly to 0.11. CO appears again as located between TR and SE, 

and very close to SE (Figure 3). Hence our sample replicates the expected finding of a circle of 

values.  

By unfolding the 202-by-10 data matrix of the Swiss senior citizens in two dimensions 

we receive the configuration plot shown in Figure 4, where each respondent is represented by a 

red point so that the distances from this point to the value points (blue) optimally represent 

his/her centered ratings (transformed into dissimilarities). The normalized Stress value (=0.18) is 

highly significant. The configuration of value points shows a circular structure with values 

ordered mostly as previously reported, CO very close to SE, but not between SE and TR. 

Interchanged are also HE and ST, but they also remain very close together. The contribution of 

the different values to the overall Stress varies between 68% (HE), 61% (SD), and 42% (PO). 

The dissimilarities of almost all 202 individuals are well represented in this solution. The mean 
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Figure 4: Metric unfolding solution for 202 Bernese senior citizens 

 

 

congruence coefficient is 0.98. All points of our respondents lie inside the value circle. However, 

for 6 individuals the standardized dissimilarity-distance congruence factor is below 0.95, for 2 

individuals only 0.93. They all show judgments regarding values, which are incompatible with 

the value circle presented in Figure 4. Three individuals have a high assessment of AC, but a low 

rating of PO. Two individuals have a high assessment of CO, but a low one of SE. Two 

individuals have a high assessment of ST, but a low one of  HE.  

In summarizing, the individual points of each respondent form a big circular cloud, 

directed a little more towards HE/ST, SD, and UN/BE than towards CO/SE or AC/PO. This is 

overall consistent with the universal hierarchy of values reported by Schwartz and Bardi (2001).  

The greater variety of individualistic value combinations of our respondents in 

comparison with the earlier examples (Borg/Bardi, 2014) may be explained as a consequence of 

our special sample of elderly people, a group with long and very varied life experiences. 

However, this question should be further explored by further research. The impressive variety of 

the individual positions alone shows how important the analysis on the basis of unfolding can be. 
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DISCUSSION 

The striking results of our study are that the hypothesis of Borg/Bardi (2014) regarding the 

circular order of intra-individual values could also be confirmed in this sample, where the 

instrument of inquiry (PVQ short version), the sample (seniors), and the language (German) 

were all different. Furthermore, the unfolding method could also be confirmed as an excellent 

instrument for the aim of this research. Further research should concentrate not only on the 

examination of other samples, but should focus specifically on the explanation of the 

considerable differences in individual value orientations. More and more the conventional and 

most often used demographic criteria reveal their limitations for explaining differences in highly 

individualistic societies. There should be increased focus on studying variables capturing 

different cultural and social experiences (cf. Schwartz and Rubel, 2005). In addition, the 

refinement of the value theory as initiated by Schwartz/Cieciuch et al. (2012. 2013) is a very 

promising direction for future research. 
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ABSTRACT 

Crime prevention has been one of the most promising security policies, for it departs from the 
idea of prevention focused more on crime conformation than in criminal actions, making crime 
less attractive to offenders. This research focuses on the investigation of juvenile offenders’ 
profiles that are restricted to rehabilitation homes in a capital city in Northeast Brazil. Most of 
the local literature discuss and understand juvenile crime as result from social inequality and 
economic deprivation as well as social environmental traits. This study aims to understand the 
external and internal causes that led these young people to commit such criminal acts as well as 
their feelings throughout the criminal event. A theoretical-methodological approach was used to 
trace a profile of these youth offenders and their criminal actions through an instrument that 
involves both qualitative and quantitative analyses. Results should enable an effective planning 
of public policies and educational campaigns aimed at prevention learning from youths real 
experience of crime. 

The youngsters were selected on a voluntary basis (50 boys and 20 girls) who were on a 
semi-open regime at Funase, a socio-educative rehabilitation institution that shelters juvenile 
offenders, both masculine and feminine, between the ages of 12 to 18. The study was based on a 
mapping sentence, a semi-structured interview associated with a questionnaire about the 
sentiments felt during the event developed by Canter (2004). The data was analyzed through 
SSA technique (Guttman, 1968) and the Russel’s circumplex of Emotions (Russell, 1997; 
Canter, 2004) to base the analysis in the graphic of emotions.  

The results show a clear differentiation between reported feelings from masculine and 
feminine adolescents. SSA projection also represents a division among emotions concerning 
pleasure (masculine) and displeasure (feminine). However, regarding Elation/Distress in 
Russell’s circumplex of Emotions, the results are presented in polar mode. It was identified that 
masculine offenders feelings while committing crimes correlate with Elation and Calm feelings 
and feminine young offenders report feelings of Depression and Distress. The results are 
discussed in the presence of three external variables: gender, proximity of crime and memory of 
the event. 

The present study is the first investigation about emotions and the reasons behind 
involvement of adolescents in criminal activities, especially in the northeast of Brazil. Findings 
generated by this research might assist in the development of safe policies regarding young 
people and crime prevention. Creating a theoretical and methodological model about the 
conditioning factors that lead these youngsters into the universe of criminality is relevant to 
understand the complex routes to crime. 

 
INTRODUCTION 

In recent years, Brazil has faced an increase in crime and violence that has been causing a grave 
public safety problem. The most striking aspect from crime data is the young age of offenders, 
the majority nearly leaving childhood. Since crime prevention has been one of the most 
promising security policies, this research departs from the idea of concentrating on crime 
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avoidance instead of focusing on criminal actions per se, in search of making them as less 
attractive as possible to young offenders. Hence, it is necessary to establish guidelines that will 
cause diagnostics and identification of the characteristics of offenders along with their actions.  

This research focuses on the investigation of juvenile offenders’ profile, collected in 
rehabilitation institutions, such as Funase, in order to understand both the external and internal 
causes that led these youngsters to commit criminal acts. The central idea here is to map places 
of residence and illegal actions committed by these young offenders at the same time it takes into 
account the reasons and feelings that led them to commit such acts. The perspective of this 
research is grounded in the necessity to comprehend those individuals and their illicit actions 
with the purpose of investing in preventive policies in public well-being, diminishing the 
attractive cause and conditions and converting criminal actions into activities that involves risk 
and severe consequences. As a result, a theoretical-methodological approach was used to figure a 
profile of these juvenile offenders and their actions, through a dense data collection instrument 
that involves both qualitative and quantitative analyses. The participants of this research – 
totalizing 82 subjects both male and female – were adolescents placed in rehabilitation 
institutions because of their criminal actions. It provided not only an evaluation and a plan for 
the effectiveness of public policies in crime prevention but it also served as an orientation to the 
rehabilitation institutions to establish an appropriate treatment for young offenders that embrace 
socio-educative activities. 

 
Narratives and Sentiments: Investigating Actions and Feelings 

The importance of social control for the development of a society is crucial, since this is 
responsible for social cohesion. Durkheim (1997) affirms that the existence of a society is based 
on social cohesion, which is established by means of social standards, expressed in the culture of 
a society (religion, laws, customs, etc.). When there is a breach in the social norms there is a 
social destabilization that causes a state of anomie, weakening the ties of solidarity. Therefore, 
where there is anomie it is because of the absence of rules governing social relations. In order to 
have a healthy and harmonious living it is necessary - in any social group - to establish a social 
order, in which each individual has a social role and status. The proper functioning of society 
depends on the fact that each individual carries out its role as expected, that is to say, a 
predictable behavior that makes possible the formation of a social order. The situation of risk or 
insecurity creates the requirement to establish a protected ground, establishing moral values and 
strong limits. Thus, everything that is considered negative has to be excluded from social 
relations and then the tolerance to unconventionality decreases. 

Differently, in late modernity the deviant behavior is everywhere since the plurality of 
cultures provides an overlapping effect in most relations, “in the city everyone is potentially 
deviant" (Sennett, 1990). In the country’s context of high level of crime and impunity, and in the 
presence of great social inequality the degree of lenience towards petty crime is high. In poor 
neighborhoods in Brazil, criminals usually are respected, most of the time they are regarded as 
protectors of dwellers and their interest. Youngsters at the periphery see them as role models, 
mainly by the representation of wealth and display of fashionable goods. 

Nevertheless, in order to learn the development of studies on crime it is necessary to 
contextualize the problems outside the context of it, which is usually divided into two streams: 
social and political. Accordingly, societies based in these two models made a revolution in the 
ways of understanding crime by questioning and criticizing five factors supported by modernist 
paradigm (Young, 2002): "the increasing rate of crime"; the "revelation of the victims", 
"problematizing crime"; the "universality of crime and the selectivity of Justice" and, finally the 
"problematizing of punishment and guilt". 
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All of these factors have shaken the concepts of crime and its control hitherto accepted by 
the field of criminology by most societies and States. By means of crime development it is 
difficult to know its origin and who it can reach neither what are its causes and consequences. 
Hence, there has been a decoupling between poverty and crime as crime is not necessarily a 
product of poverty. The foundations of crime are much more complex and they involve 
economic, political, and sociocultural aspects. All of these facts challenge the interest in fighting 
crime at its sources besides understanding its motivations. Every attention is focused on crime 
prevention, reducing risks and opportunities for crimes to happen. The main focus is no longer 
on the occurrence of the crime and in the forms of punishment; the focus now is in the 
anticipation or the possibility of crime occurrence; it is the actuarial approach of Criminology. 

This research is partly based on the comprehension of the illicit action and through the 
very feelings that exist behind these actions that can be revealed through offenders’ personal 
narratives. Hence, this research is based on studies of David Canter (e.g., Canter, 1994; Canter, 
Kaouri & Iannou, 2003; Canter & Young, 2012, in press; Young & Canter, 2011, 2012) who was 
one of the first scholars to explore the theory of Narrative to understand criminal acts for the 
description of these actions are associated with the roles and emotional behavior of offenders. 

According to Canter (2004), most studies about crime seek out to understand this 
phenomenon based on the social context, previous events or the characteristics of the personality 
of those who infringe the law. From the legal point of view, the offenders are understood through 
the lenses in which the offenders’ intention is more relevant than the external factors that 
influence such actions. Yet, there is a bridge that connects these two ways of understanding these 
actions that might be given through the real experience of the offender that somehow encourages 
him/her to commit an illicit action, due to internal phenomenological reasons and emotional 
rewards that helps keeping the criminal practice. It might happen because the emotions that are 
associated with a criminal act provides a context and the reasons for such action takes place. 

Canter points out, based on Jack Katz’s Seductions of Crime (1988), that in some 
descriptions and testimonies – of university students and some convicted offenders respectively – 
there is a great variety of emotional states that motivates an offender to commit a crime. In 
violent crime, for example, he identifies feelings such as humiliation, justice, arrogance, 
ridiculous, cynicism, profanity and revenge that indeed give the offender the feeling that he had 
the moral right to attack (Canter, 2004). Without a detailed instrument composed of a structured 
interview and a questionnaire it is difficult to determine closely what occurred and, 
consequently, how it is associated with emotions and feelings of offenders. The narrative, in this 
way, is a symbolic account of human actions within a context that is inserted in a space and time. 
It is a principle, a reflection of thoughts, choices, perceptions, and actions of human beings.  
According to Bruner (1990) there are three basic elements in a narrative: the sequence, the real 
or imaginary, and the drama. In addition he enhances it with nine ways wherein the construction 
of narratives gives way to the reality it creates, that is, the universal narrative.  
 
Narrative Associated to the Facet Theory 

As a meta-theory the Facet Theory (FT) is a comprehensive approach of the observations and 
analyses of empirical research data. Thus, the FT provides tools and procedures that systematize 
the construction of the goals and assumptions of a search through the construction of the data 
collection instruments, taking into account the possibility of the data analysis. The FT allows the 
structuring and restructuring of research content clearly and logically (e.g., Guttman, 1959; 
Roazzi, 1995; Roazzi & Dias, 2001; Shye & Elizur, 1994). 

One of the biggest advantages of the FT is to facilitate cumulative knowledge to open 
possibilities for the discovery of essential laws of scientific research on the assumption that in 
empirical research most often not interested in any specific variables, but rather the universe of 
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variables that represent (e.g., Shye & Elizur, 1994). Therefore, the use of the FT in social science 
research can be quite revealing for it depicts concise results. 

Through the analysis of daily life all the actions that we perform and give meanings are 
analogous to dramatic or theatrical performances, that is, a person acts socially in order to handle 
an impression that he/she wishes that other people perceive (Goffman, 1985). On the one hand, 
social reality then should be understood through social activities that are performed by people in 
their everyday life and performances that are spelled out in his/her speeches. On the other hand, 
the interpretation of a spoken performance by the praxis of discourse and abstraction of language 
in a given context is surrounded of subjective relations (Hymes, 1981). 

Spoken performance must be understood as a communicative process, the language has 
become a central concern for the interpretation of an "event" or "staging" (Abrahams, 1977). 
Therefore, studies that are based on the performance of speech as events conceptualize the 
comprehension of a narrative as a unique, particular moment that belongs to a context that is 
constantly being modified.   

The perspective adopted in this research is based on an investigation in which the 
narrative was used as a source to extract the interpretative process of an event lived. This 
construction depends on both the cognitive operations and canonic cultural forms that exist in 
their social practices. One can say that these narratives are representations of the past, an 
experienced present or an anticipated future since one of the features of personal narrative is 
grouping a series of events as interconnected parts, transforming a story into something 
intelligible and meaningful (Sarbin, 1986). 

 
METHOD 

The method used in this research was inspired by the investigation devised by Canter (2004) and 
applied to inmates from a London prison. The instrument was adapted to the local context and 
reduced to 30 emotions. The study procedure was a semi-structured interview contemplating the 
narratives of infractions committed by young offenders along with a questionnaire of feelings 
and reasons these illegal actions were made. 
 Conscious of the participants’ low level of education, the questionnaire was applied 
orally. Cards presenting different emotions were presented as well as a board with five pockets 
representing the scale of answers. Respondents were asked to state how they felt at the moment 
the crime was committed, as well as other prior or late crime feelings and experiences. The scale 
used was based on the Likert scale to measure the extent of the response. In the range in which 
the offenders felt emotions during the crime, the range goes from “not at all” (1) to “very much” 
(5), containing three interleaved points: “just a little” (2), “something” (3) and “plentiful” (4). 

The investigated adolescents were housed at Funase, a socio-educative rehabilitation 
institution that separately shelters male and female juvenile offenders from the ages of 12 to 18. 
The youngsters were selected on a voluntary basis, being 65 boys (mean age 16.55, SD 1.08) and 
17 girls (mean age 16.84, SD 1.30) who were on a semi-open condition.  The aim was to reach 
those who were experiencing a system of limited freedom but that in some cases had already 
lived in closed conditions. 

The fieldwork consisted of frequent visits to two units of Funase (male and female 
interns) in a continuous period of two months in order to maintain the interviews within the same 
time period. The reception of the adolescents was always constructive demonstrating willingness 
to answer the questions of the instrument. The starting point consisted of a simple interview, in a 
conversation format, explicating the goal and the intent of the study, clearing up any doubts and 
giving them the liberty to answer the questionnaire. 
 The participation in this research was strictly voluntary, free and carried out with 
informed consent. At any time and without notice any participant could revoke his or her 
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consent, regardless of how much he/her has advanced in the data collection procedures. All 
participants were assured anonymity, secrecy and confidentiality in relation to absolutely all of 
the collected data and the information gathered through the research that enables personal 
identification will not be disclosed to any individual or institution. Table 1 shows juvenile 
offenders at FUNASE considering sex and the five categories of crime type demonstrating that 
girl’s criminal offences were highly related to drugs traffic (76 %) and with less expression 
robbery and theft. Boys had a more diverse profile of crimes, although mainly were imprisoned 
for drug trafficking (50%), there were also cases of theft (25%), homicide (8.3%) and arm 
robbery (10.4%).  
 

 
Table 1. The five categories of crime type according to sex (%) 

 

Juvenile Offenders Drugs Robbery Homicide Weapon Theft Total 

Female  76 5.9 0 0 17.6 100 

Male     50 10.4 8.3 6.3 25 100 

Total     56.7 9.2 6.2 4.6 23.1 100 

 
 

RESULTS 

The results of this research include qualitative analysis of the carried out interviews along with 
multidimensional analysis. Due to the exploratory nature of the study, a set of external variables 
was used in order to respond to some assumptions. Some are concerned to spatial and social 
conditions that lead youngsters to crime and others to more subjective issues.  

Most of the offenders are from peripheral neighbourhoods, and previous results on drugs 
related crimes show that the distance from residence to the crime scene is usually small. The 
peers’ pressure, the absence of any kind of family structure are important issues related to 
teenager’s motives to be involved in criminal activities. The external variables considered were 
sex (male, female), the stated motives for committing a crime (money, desire, internal will, 
external pressure or innocence), people involved in the criminal occurrence (friend, family or 
alone), location of crime scene (near or distant from home) and intensity of crime memory (from 
weak to strong). 

Figure 1 shows a two-dimensional projection of the SSA solution of experienced 
emotions while committing crime. The two-dimensional solution has a Guttman-Lingoes 
coefficient of alienation of 0.17 with 16 iterations, which represents a good fit.  The plot shows a 
similar structure of Russels’ Circumplex of Emotions (1997). The general structure presents four 
distinctive regions with a strong differentiation between the axis Pleasure and Displeasure. At the 
right side of the projection there is a region comprising all negative emotions.  The whole set of 
Distress emotions are at lower end and those related to Depression spread at the upper right side 
of the projection.  The other end of the axis at the left side presents a very compact zone of 
pleasurable emotions. Elation and Calm seems to be perceived in a similar way as positive 
emotions. 

This polarized structure follows the results of Canter investigation of emotions with adult 
male inmates where he notes that “criminals are indicating that their experiences are either 
pleasurable or not with little in the way of gradations between these extremes” (2004, p.8). The 
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juvenile respondents show that their emotions could be even extreme; this is a bi polar projection 
with no nuances between positive and negative emotions. 

The presence of the external variables shed light in the experience of those emotions. 
There is a clear differentiation on experienced emotions regarding the youth’s gender. Female 
offenders strongly correlate with negative emotions, they felt insecure, used and abandoned at 
the moment of the crime. For juvenile male offenders they experienced excitement, contentment, 
confidence and delight. 

The location of the crime is another significant external variable used to understand the 
spatial range of the youth while committing crimes.  The variable “proximity of home” it is 
correlated with female responses and by consequence with feelings in the region of displeasured 
emotions. Just at the opposite direction crimes committed “near home” is placed near the region 
of Calm emotions and very much correlate with feelings reported by male offenders. 

Finally, the external variable asking about the “intensity of crime memory” shows that 
female offenders have a stronger memory of their feelings than boys. Showing that for them, 
feelings of displeasures tend to remains longer than the pleasurable ones. 

 
 
 

 

 
 

Figure 1. SSA Projection (Two Dimension) of juvenile offenders’ reported feelings while 

committing crime. 
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DISCUSSION 
 

This study aimed to explore the emotions experienced by male and female juvenile offenders 
while committing crimes and to verify modes of emotion.  It is very important to understand the 
attraction of crime for young people in order to conceive suitable preventive programs. At the 
moment of the interview the offenders were grounded at an institution that didn’t provide any 
kind of activity, educational or even recreational. Most of the youths committed crime of theft, 
robbery and drug related. They report lack of opportunities in their residential areas and that they 
were seduced by the opportunities offered by criminal life, especially power and prestige. Youths 
reveal that they are highly influenced by emotions that guide their decisions. The results follow 
the structure of emotions proposed by Kats (1998) and reinforce Canter’s (2004) findings of 
bipolar emotions related to criminal activities. 

Furthermore, it also shows that female offenders tend to feel negative emotions while 
committing crimes. Most of them were arrested by drug use or traffic and reported being 
worried, depressed and insecure. They also mention being forced and abandoned and that they 
have a very strong memory of the fact and their feelings. Most girls were also caught committing 
crimes far from their residential area that contrasts with suppositions that boys have higher 
mobility than girls. For the male juvenile offenders crime was a thrill. Their emotions were 
mostly related to the region of elation and calm but at the same time they report having a weak 
memory of the act. The external variable showing location of crime show that they act near 
home. This means that familiarity with the place of crime is more related to boy’s experience. It 
correlates highly with three emotions: enthusiasm, courageous and annoyed. This result suggests 
that they feel more relaxed and confident operating in well-known places.  In fact, the seduction 
of crime for these youths is the presentation of their distinctiveness for their reference group. 
Other important clue is the register of the general feeling of annoyance meaning that these 
youths finds no interesting things to do in their neighbourhoods. 

One might observe that the results show a high rate of criminal actions being committed 
in the neighbourhoods in which these young offenders reside, or nearby. It clearly demystifies 
the common sense that crimes only are committed in areas other than those in which the 
offenders live. Finally, this investigation goes further exploring Russels’ Circumplex of 
Emotions in crime experiences and shed light in the different way that female and male youths 
consider feel when breaking social rules. The narratives provided a rich content letting 
understand boy’s absence of cry and fears and female’s sense of regret. The bi-polar structure of 
emotions need further studies and thinking about their consequence in devising policies for crime 
prevention 
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ABSTRACT 

In view of the continuing profusion and proliferation of concepts and perspectives in social 

science research and social practice, there exists a need for methods that can help us to organize 

and relate the great variety of analytical and practical approaches that populate the various areas 

of social enquiry. The paper argues that facet theory and network analysis represent a 

complementary approach for the analysis of conceptual fields. The notion of conceptual field 

designates the population of concepts that constitute a particular area of enquiry, be it in research 

or in social practice. Employing the example of the conceptual field of inter-organizational 

alliances, the paper illustrates how facet theory can complement network analysis for studying 

conceptual fields. The paper concludes by outlining other possible application areas in the social 

sciences that could fruitfully be analyzed on the basis of combining the two methods.  

 

INTRODUCTION  

 

This paper will discuss the relative merits of two methods—facet theory and network analysis—

that could help researchers and practitioners better to define, analyze and compare the concepts 

that constitute ill-defined areas of enquiry. We denote the population of concepts that constitute a 

particular area of enquiry a conceptual field. Combining the methods can allow us to map the 

concepts that constitute a conceptual field, and to analyze the positions of, and relations among, 

the constituent concepts, be it for purposes of research or organizational practice. Combining 

both methods thus holds promise for introducing greater coherence and precision into ongoing 

conceptual debates, for fostering constructive dialogue, and thus might help us further to develop 

research.  

 

Inter-Organizational Alliances: An Ambiguous Conceptual Field 

In both organizational practice and theory, the phenomenon of inter-organizational alliances has 

received increasing and considerable attention. Alliances seem to have entered the canon of the 

main strategic levers that are available to firms (Grandori, 1998). Likewise, the literature on 

alliances has increased manifold, as documented, for instance, in the just named publications and 

special issues of several journals (e.g. Ebers and Jarillo, 1998; Gulati et al. 2012). Clearly, 

therefore, inter-organizational alliances represent an important area of enquiry and action in both 

organizational research and practice.  

So far no clear picture has emerged of what constitutes an inter-organizational alliance. 

Rather, there exist numerous and diverging definitions, conceptualizations and measurements of 

alliances. Some for instance focus on the contractual arrangement among the participating firms, 

others on the motives and the nature of the resources that the firms bring to their alliances, and 

then others on practices that characterize the collaboration among alliance partners (Ebers, 1997; 
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Raab, 2014). Moreover, there is a lack of consensus about the boundaries of the conceptual field 

(Ebers, 2001). Thus, it can serve as an illustrative exemplar for exploring the respective potential 

of facet theory and network analysis for demarcating, clarifying and structuring the substantive 

content of this conceptual field. How would the two methods tackle this task? 

 

Facet Theory 

Facet theory was developed by Louis Guttman (1954; 1959; 1971), and further advanced in more 

recent publications (for example, Borg and Shye, 1995). It is a comprehensive approach to the 

design of observations and the analysis of empirical data in the behavioral sciences (Shye et al., 

1994). Rooted in the mathematical assumptions of set theory (Borg and Shye, 1995), facet theory 

provides a research methodology that is directed towards shaping research contents, defining 

theoretical constructs, formulating hypotheses, designing questionnaires, and testing hypotheses 

regarding the content validity of operationalization of theoretical constructs (Shye et al., 1994).  

In general, concepts can be defined in four different ways: 1. Synthetic definition defines 

concepts by other distinct concepts; 2. Analytic definition defines concepts by its components, 

which together define the concept; 3. Formative definition defines a concept as the end product 

of a process; and 4. Facet theory integrates the first three methods (Shye et al., 1994) in that it 

provides a methodological process through which concepts are defined by their component 

variables and by their relations to other concepts. Facet theory provides a method that urges the 

researcher systematically to identify all possible elements of the mapping sentence and their 

inter-relations. Through its systematic and comprehensive approach, facet theory minimizes the 

risk of omitting some significant aspects of the studied phenomenon.  

 A mapping sentence is expected to fulfill the following requirements: The facets included 

in a mapping sentence should exhaust the domain studied; the logical relations among facets and 

their elements should be specified; and all facets and elements should be mutually exclusive.  

This is like content analysis. 

 Facet theory has many strengths. It offers an excellent methodology for arriving at 

exhaustive research designs for a particular domain (Borg and Shye, 1995), since it forces 

researchers to identify and consistently order the key facets and elements of the theoretical 

framework they apply, and to specify the logical connections among the facets as well as the 

range of values that the elements can assume.  

 

Network Analysis 

A network can be defined as any set of linkages (e.g. resource, friendship, informational ties) 

among a set of nodes. Network analysis comprises various algorithms designed to describe and 

analyze positions of nodes within, and structural properties of, networks (Wasserman and Faust, 

1994). Measures of a node’s position within a network include, for instance, its eigenvector 

centrality (Bonacich, 1987) and betweenness centrality (Freeman, 1979). Measures concerning 

structural properties of networks for example identify the density of a network, the number of 

cliques of a minimum size among its nodes, or similarities among its nodes, for instance their 

structural equivalence. 

 Applying these or other measurement algorithms, we can employ network analysis for 

studying the composition and characteristics of conceptual fields. The nodes of the network 

represent the various concepts that constitute a particular conceptual field; the people who 

conduct research on, or manage in practice, a particular field; or the managerial practices that 

constitute a particular conceptual field. The linkages among these nodes could be represented in 
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various ways. For instance, we could say that linkages exist among particular nodes if these 

nodes share identical properties. Linkages could also be established through information or 

resource flows that connect a set of nodes.  

 The nodes and inter-nodal linkages of a network are organized in matrix form in where 

the rows usually contain the ”actors” and the columns the ”affiliations” of these actors, that is the 

particular events in which the actors participate. In the case of the analysis of conceptual fields, 

the various concepts that appear in, or actors who act in, a conceptual field would be represented 

in the rows. The affiliations contained in the columns, depending on one’s particular research 

interest, may refer to the articles in which these concepts occur, to the schools of thought to 

which they belong, to the actors who employ them, or to the resource flows that link actors.  

 

Exploiting Methodological Synergies: An Illustration with regard to the Analysis of Inter-

Organizational Alliances  

We suggest a method that offers synergistic benefits and thus builds on the unique qualities of 

each of the two methods. We will demonstrate the potential of this synergy in the following 

example. First, in line with facet theory we develop a mapping sentence that is intended to 

delineate the conceptual field of inter-organizational alliances. We then clarify how network 

analysis techniques for organizing the data for analysis and for exploring properties of the 

conceptual field of study can be employed.  

 

Facets 

Based on a basic review by Gulati (1998), the field of inter-organizational alliances would 

include the following facets, among others: characteristics of alliance partners, type of inter-

relations among alliance partners, nature of the institutional arrangement among alliance 

partners, and environmental contingencies impacting the alliance. The facet describing the 

characteristics of the allying firms could be, for example, described by two elements: the firms’ 

internal attributes and their external resource dependence. Any element, in turn, can then be 

decomposed into exclusive sub-elements, if required. So, a firm’s internal attributes for instance 

could be composed of the following sub-elements: size, age, product diversity, and financial 

resources. Based on these facets, conceptual elements and sub-elements, a mapping sentence for 

inter-organizational alliances could take the following form – see Table 1.  

 

Network Analysis  

Researchers can take a conceptual field and identify its major facets and their elements with the 

aid of a mapping sentence. The data (based on a set of related articles on the subject, or a set of 

events or individuals related to the subject) should then be sampled or selected in line with the 

specific research interest of the researcher. The data then is coded in accordance with the list of 

elements constructed out of the mapping sentence. The coded data, in the form of a matrix, can 

be further analyzed by using network analysis methods. The final list of all facets and their 

elements enable us to design the transformation procedure of the mapping sentence into a matrix 
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.  

 

Table 1. Exemplary Mapping Sentence for the Conceptual Field of Inter-Organizational 

Alliances (Based on Gulati, 1998) 

 

THE DESIGN OF INTER-ORGANIZATIONAL ALLIANCE RELATIONS  

 
A. FOCUSES ON QUESTIONS RELATED TO THE CHARACTERISTICS OF THE FIRMS INITIATING 

AN ALLIANCE 

a1. Firm attributes (size, age competitive position, product diversity, earnings, etc.) 

a2. Resource contingencies (strategic vulnerability, incumbency, etc.) 

 
B.  AND THE CHARACTERISTICS OF THE PARTNERS THAT THESE FIRMS ALLY WITH  

b1. Firm attributes (size, age competitive position, product diversity, earnings, etc.) 

b2. Resource contingencies (strategic vulnerability, incumbency, etc.) 

 
C. WHICH UNDER PARTICULAR CONDITIONS 

c1. Competitive structures within an industry  

c2. Country characteristics 

c3. Environmental turbulence 

 
D.  LEAD TO PARTICULAR CONFIGURATIONS OF THE INTER-ORGANIZATIONAL ALLIANCE 

RELATIONS IN TERMS OF 

d1. Exchanges of resources 

d2. Exchanges of information 

 
E.  THAT ARE GOVERNED BY INSTITUTIONAL ARRANGEMENTS OF  

e1. Classical contracting  

e2. Neo-classical contracting 

e3. Relational contracting 

 
F. WHICH OVER TIME CHANGE AS A CONSEQUENCE OF CHANGING 

f1. Evaluations of pay-off structures 

f2. Firm's "relative scope" (Khanna et al. 1998) 

f3. Environmental conditions 

f4. Objectives of partners 

f5. Partner’s adeptness at learning 

f6. Market overlap between partners 

 

G.  AND IMPACT THE FOLLOWING OUTCOMES FOR EITHER ALLIANCE PARTNER 

g1. Market power 

g2. Costs 

g3. Access to resources 

g4. Innovation rates 

g5. Learning experiences 
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In this matrix, each element is treated as a variable (in this case, a dichotomous variable, 

although it can be treated as a continuous variable). The matrix is rectangular and has all 

elements of all the facets listed on the vertical dimension, and each alliance listed on top of each 

cell on the horizontal dimension. In our particular example, we suggest to use a set of alliances 

as the sample or the population of the study. The coding procedure will code each alliance in the 

following way: Each alliance will be checked against the list of all elements. Each element that 

exists in the specific alliance is coded as ‘1’, while its absence is coded as ‘0’. For example, if a 

specific alliance is based on an exchange of resources only, element ‘c1’ is coded as ‘1’ while 

element ‘c2’ is coded as ‘0’. Some network analysis procedures allow for continuous variables, 

hence the frequency of each variable can be used rather than the dichotomous measure. 

 Selected alliances are treated as events, and the variables, i.e. all elements in all suggested 

facets, are treated as actors. Each variable has a possible range of ‘1’ if it applies to a specific 

alliance, and ‘0’ if it does not. This procedure corresponds to actors participating in some events, 

and not in others. Since most elements are not mutually exclusive, it is possible for some 

alliances to have a ‘1’ for many more variables than others. Each combination of the ‘1’ values 

across any alliance corresponds to the specific configuration of existing variables in the specific 

alliance. This procedure is performed for every alliance that is studied. 

 Based on the common notion of duality of networks (Breiger, 1974), actors' and events' 

relations can be represented in two types of matrices: an events-by-events matrix and an actor- 

by-actor matrix. Thus, the aggregation of all variables’ joint memberships in the studied alliances 

discloses some characteristic structural patterns that can be detected using the suggested 

technique. The coding system generates a rectangular matrix of alliances (i) by variables (j) (e.g. 

elements from the mapping sentence). By multiplying the rectangular matrix with its transpose, 

we can generate a variable-by-variable square matrix (jj matrix). This matrix describes the inter-

relations between the various variables, based on the responses from all respondents on all 

alliances in the study. It forms the basis for analyzing the conceptual field. One can use the 

rectangular matrix and analyze either the rows or the columns. This method was adapted by 

Oliver and Montgomery (2008). 

 

DISCUSSION 

 

We suggest that facet theory in combination with network analytical methods can be particularly 

conducive to comprehensively analyzing the structure of complex conceptual fields. For studying 

conceptual fields, we suggest to combine the two methods in order to exploit the relative 

advantages each method offers. Several reasons support this statement: First, facet theory is 

particularly suited for mapping complex and continuous conceptual fields and for boundary 

specification for theories (Shye et al., 1994). For this purpose, facet theory provides the needed 

tool for constructing a comprehensive conceptual mapping. Network analysis, on the other hand, 

is suitable for showing the interrelations between the concepts and generating various network 

measures for the studied elements.  

The methods allow one comprehensively to map a conceptual field and then to identify 

the positions of individual concepts within the field, their inter-relations, their configuration, 

segmentation and positioning. Such analyses can go beyond taking stock of a field’s status quo, 

as they also enable us to identify areas of study that so far have not received the attention they 

perhaps deserve and might thus constitute potentially fruitful areas for future research.  
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ABSTRACT 

 

The present study employed Profile Analysis via Multidimensional Scaling (PAMS) to identify 

core response profiles from eating disorder patients with anorexia nervosa. 2,080 patients were 

repeatedly assessed in their pre- and post-treatment sessions by the 11 subscales of the Eating 

Disorder Inventory-2 (EDI-2). In order to compare the assessment results of the pre- and post-

treatment sessions, the combined 22 subscales were calibrated together. Considering the 

recommended STRESS value         , four dimensions were identified as core profiles and 

labeled as: Body Thinness, Body Regulation, Body Perfectionism, and Body Awareness. To 

interpret the patients’ (response) profiles in terms of the core profile patterns, level and pattern 

indexes were estimated: the level indexes were used to assess how much elevated or depressed 

the patients’ profiles were from the core profiles and the pattern indexes assessed how well the 

patients’ profiles resembled the core profiles. Utilities of PAMS for the assessment and diagnosis 

for the eating disorder patients were also demonstrated using an illustrative example. 

 

 

INTRODUCTION 

 

According to the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (DSM-IV TR; American 

Psychiatric Association [APA], 2000), eating disorders are classified into three categories: 

anorexia nervosa, bulimia nervosa, and a residual category termed eating disorder not otherwise 

specified. Research has shown that these different eating disorders reduce quality of life (Hay, 

2003), increase mortality rates (Papadopoulos, et al., 2009), and are accompanied by a host of 

medical risks, including electrolyte deficiencies, bone density loss, changes in endocrine 

function, cardiovascular, and gastrointestinal problems (Patrick, 2002). Efforts to improve upon 

the efficacy of current treatments may be informed by a better understanding of the latent 

structure of eating disorders (Keel, et al., 2004). Taxometric analysis, designed to discern the 

latent structure of phenomena (Meehl & Golden, 1982), has increasingly shown that eating 

disorder symptoms are present to a greater or lesser extent in all individuals rather than a discrete 

category whose members are qualitatively distinct from nonmembers (Tylka & Subich, 2003). 

Research employing discriminant function analysis has also found support for a dimensional 

latent structure of eating disorder symptoms (Stice, et al., 1998). 

Given these considerations, the present study employs Profile Analysis via 

Multidimensional Scaling (MDS) or simply PAMS (Davison, 1996; Frisby & Kim, 2008; Kim, 

Frisby, & Davison, 2004; Kim, Davison, & Frisby, 2007) to identify dimensions of eating 

disorders. However, unlike ordinary MDS, PAMS interprets dimensions as core profiles for 
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observed responses in a population, rather than latent factors. The profile approach usually 

includes at least two functionally distinct constructs in a single core profile, for example, 

Bingeing versus Purging. In comparison, factor analysis is forced to detach Bingeing from 

Purging as far as possible by using a rotation technique, and interprets Bingeing or Purging as 

separate constructs. In this sense, factor analysis is not intrinsically intended to understand the 

person response patterns. Another way to perceive the difference between factor analysis and 

PAMS is in terms of 2-way ANOVA where rows are cases and columns are items. Factor 

analysis of inter-item correlations (or covariances) includes both row main and interaction 

(between rows and columns) effects (Gollob, 1968); however PAMS analyzes only interaction 

effects that contain peaks and valleys of response patterns among individual test scores (Kim, et 

al., 2007). Thus, PAMS dimensions work as core profiles that encapsulate such person response 

patterns, and can replicate person response patterns with a linear combination of the core 

profiles. PAMS estimates two indexes for person response profiles: level and pattern. The level   

index is a patient’s average response score and it signifies how high or low each patient’s profile 

from a core profile whose level is set to be zero. The pattern index measures how well each 

individual’s profile matches the core profile patterns. The utility of the model is assessed with 

the amount of the proportion of variance occurring in the person profiles accounted for by the 

core profiles. 

 

 

METHOD 

 

Participants and Measurement 

 

Participants consisted of 2,080 female patients with anorexia nervosa (AN)who met Diagnostic 

and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (DSM-IV TR; APA, 2000) criteria for a principal 

eating disorder diagnosis in the Remuda Ranch Programs for Eating Disorders in Wickenburg, 

Arizona. The sample ranged in age from 12–68. In this sample, 1955 (94%) were Caucasian, 62 

(3%) were Mixed/Unknown, 42 (2%) were Hispanic, and 21 (1%) were both Asian and African 

American. The Eating Disorders Inventory - 2 (EDI-2; Garner, 1991) was a main measurement 

tool for the patients. The EDI-2 is a self-report measure of symptoms that consists of 11 

subscales: drive for thinness (Dt), bulimia (Bu), body dissatisfaction (Bd), ineffectiveness (In), 

perfectionism (Pf), interpersonal distrust (Id), interoceptive awareness (Ia), maturity fears (Mf), 

asceticism (As), impulse regulation (Ir), and social insecurity (Si). Patients were repeatedly 

measured with the EDI-2 during admission (Pre) to inpatient care and again at discharge (Post) 

from the program. To compare the pre- and post-treatment effects, total 22 subscale scores (from 

both the Pre and the Post) were calibrated simultaneously with PAMS. 

 

Modeling Person Response Profiles with PAMS 
 

The PAMS model expresses person profiles with a linear combination of core profiles: 

              

 

   

                                                               

where     = the response of person p ( p = 1,…, P) on subscale t (t = 1,…, T);    = the level 

index to evaluate the height of person p’s profile, which is defined as an expectation of the scores 
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on T subscales, given person p,         ; k(=1,…, K) = the number of dimensions or core 

profiles;     = a pattern index that assesses the degree of matching between person p’s profile 

and core profile k;     = the scale value/coordinate of subscale t on core profile k; and     = the 

error term, representing residuals from the model. 

In the model the profile pattern is defined as deviations from the profile level; i.e., an 

ipsatized T-length vector =                  
 

. For example, given 22 subscale 

measurements, person p’s actual response pattern is the array of ipsatized scores,      

             
 . This person p’s response pattern is represented by the summed product of 

two model parameters,          in Equation 1. Because the scale values       are constant 

across different people, the pattern indexes       characterize individual differences. To 

uniquely define the PAMS solution, the following assumptions and restrictions must be added: 

(a) The scale values and pattern indexes are normalized,            ,             , 

          , and              for all k; 

(b) No correlation is assumed between dimensions and between dimensions and error: 

                  for all k ,      and                  for all (k, t); 

(c) The homogeneous variance and the expected value of zero for error are assumed: 

            and           for all t. 

The (a) requirement is needed to interpret scale values as effect sizes; thus, scale value 

differences between the pre- and post-treatment can be interpreted as effect sizes. The 

homogeneous variance assumption in (c) justifies the most common scaling analyses (e.g., 

Takane, et al., 1977). Given these assumptions and restrictions, one can arrive at the fundamental 

result on which the analysis is based                    
  

   

        
               

   

     
          

       stating that the squared Euclidean distances over pairs of subscales (

t and 't ) are within an additive constant of squared Euclidean distances     
  of the model 

parameters             . That is, the proximity measures will satisfy the fundamental 

assumption of nonmetric multidimensional scaling, which is that proximity measures defined 

from the raw data       are monotonically related to distances computed from the test 

parameters      : in our example, 99% of raw proximities was accounted for by the 

monotonically transformed disparities, given a four dimensional solution. 

If the data satisfy the PAMS model, there will be one dimension for one core profile, and 

the scale values along that dimension will describe the core profile pattern corresponding to that 

dimension. To assess person profile heights and their resemblance with the core profiles, PAMS 

estimates level and pattern indexes. To enhance interpretation, the level indexes were expressed 

as z-scores and the pattern indexes were converted into correlations. The pattern index of person 

p on core profile k      is defined as:               where     = correlation of person 

profile p with core profile k;    = standard deviation of person p’s profile;    = standard 

deviation of core profile k; thus, the correlation is                  
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RESULTS 

 

Determining Dimensionality and Labeling Core Profiles 

 

PAMS was applied to 22 symptom subscales assessed at pre-treatment (simply Pre) and post-

treatment (simply Post) sample of anorexia nervosa patients. The four-dimensional solution 

(STRESS = .035) was chosen considering the recommended STRESS value   .050 (Kruskal, 

1964). The four dimensions that accounted for 45%, 11%, 7%, and 5% of total variance 

respectively (68% in total) were depicted in Figure 1. Interpreting the dimensions as core profiles 

requires inclusion of contrasting variables appearing as peaks or valleys. As shown in Figure 1, 

Dimension 1 with a peak at Bd and a valley at Bu was labeled as Body Thinness. Dimension 2 

with a peak at Bu and a valley at Bd was labeled as Body Regulation. Dimension 3 with a peak at 

Pf and a valley at In was named Body Perfectionism and Dimension 4 with a peak at Mf and a 

valley at Ia was named Body Awareness. Although the 22 subscales were scaled all together, for 

comparison, Pre and Post were deliberately juxtaposed: the first 11 scale values were used to 

portray the Pre core profiles and the other 11 used to depict the Post core profiles. In Figure 1, 

closed circles refer to the effect sizes        , considering Cohen’s d =.8 or larger as a large 

effect size (Cohen, 1992) and the treatment effects appeared the most effective in Body 

Regulation (Dimension 2). 

 

 
 

Figure 1 

Core Profiles of Pre and Post 

 

Assessment of Patients in terms of Core Profile Patterns 

 

To demonstrate utility of PAMS for assessing individual patients in terms of the core profile 

patterns, one patient profile was examined. The correlations of Patient #230 with four core 

profiles were       ,       ,        , and       , respectively. The patient’s profile 
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was expected to be similar to core profile 1 because of the highest correlation with core profile 1. 

As shown in Figure 2, Patient #230 profile pattern was similar to that of core profile 1 and the 

possible cause for anorexia nervosa for this patient would be attributed to the Body Thinness 

characteristic. The Pre-level index (Pre.lev) = .35 and the post-level index (Pst.lev) =       

indicate that 1.79 (=.35 – (–1.44)) standard deviation units reduction from the Pre-treatment, 

implying that the treatment for Body Thinness embedded in anorexia nervosa was quite effective. 

Using the correlations as weights, this patient’s profile was well replicated:      core profile 1 

      core profile 2       core profile 3        core profile 4; 92% of variance in the person 

profile was explained by the replicated profile         . 

 

 

 

Figure 2 

Patient #230’s Pre and Post Profiles Juxtaposed with Core Profile 1 

 

 

 

DISCUSSION 

 

Distinct from other clustering or taxonomic approaches, utilizing the pattern index 

information, PAMS can replicate patients’ profiles with linear combinations of the model 

parameters. This is strong evidence that the PAMS profiles work properly as core profiles for all 

individuals’ response profiles. In this paper, clinical utilities of PAMS were demonstrated by 

assessing patients in terms of each labeled core profile that included a unique characteristic (e.g., 

Body Thinness, Body Regulation, Body Perfectionism, and Body Awareness). The pattern indexes 

(converted into correlations) were not only useful as weights to replicate person profiles with 

linear combinations of the core profiles, but also to classify individual patients into one of the 

core profile characteristics. However, in terms of reliability of core profiles, it is important to 

examine the proportion of variance accounted for by each core profile. In our example, the first 

and second core profiles accounted for the most of variance and they should be paid more 

attention than the third and fourth profiles that explained less than 10%. In general, pattern 

indexes are dominant in the first two dimensions, which is our case as well.  
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ABSTRACT 

 
This study reports on how a measure of “self-concept” was developed and the results from the 

assessment of its associations with customers’ “attachment” with automobile brands. A 

preliminary academic literature review identified several multi-scale items that could be 

considered for use in a study for an automobile manufacturer who had commissioned the project. 

However, the automobile company researchers did not find any suitable measurement scales that 

could be used to measure “self-concept” in an automobile focused study and therefore developed 

a new scale. From the subsequent literature review and discussions with automobile industry 

experts, 99 items, were identified that could be used to measure “self-concept”.  These items 

were organized systematically based on “how people relate to others”. This produced a 

theoretical framework comprised of three facets. A revised mapping sentence was then used to 

identify different elements of the various facets of “self-concept” before the development of the 

scale was completed. A hybrid “mapping sentence” approach allowed the automobile company 

researchers to systematically select suitable items from the universe of possible content based on 

a review of the academic literature as well as to create fresh items that were not found in the 

literature. The study has highlighted the importance of collaboration between practitioners / 

industry and academic researchers in developing more realistic latent constructs and causal 

models. 
 

INTRODUCTION 

 
Due to the limitations of time and budget issues rigorous academic research is often not used in 

the marketing research industry. This may have been acceptable when easy access to academic 

literature and multi-item scales was not possible in the era of printed literature availability and 

physical visits to libraries. However, for almost a decade, all academic literature and handbooks 

of scales have been digitally accessible to anyone including business researchers in the 

marketing research and advertising research industry.  
 Several universities have already commenced to give their alumni easy digital access to 

their electronic databases. Under these circumstances the automobile company researchers 

decided to initially use the academic literature to identify a pool of items from available valid 

and reliable scales that could be used to measure “self-concept” for the proposed study. Any 

questionnaire based survey research conducted by a social scientist requires the development and 

use of multi-item scales / instruments, to measure constructs or concepts of interest to the 
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researchers. Psychometrics helps to measure the attributes of such a construct or concept 

(Nunnally & Bernstein, 1994).  Facet theory is a tool that is often used in psychometrics. 

Mapping sentences are the cornerstone of a facet theory approach and every facet is identified as 

having mutually exclusive elements (Shye et al., 1994). 
 Quantitative surveys that collect large amounts of data from many respondents are 

essential if a researcher is to gain a solid overview of the perceptions of a population. However, 

if an item or question is not provided in the survey, the answer will never be known. Thus it is 

essential in the development of any survey that solid preliminary research with a literature 

review is carried out to ensure that all possible relevant issues are covered. In psychometric 

research this provides a necessary aspect of content validity (i.e., the insurance of adequate 

coverage of all issues that should be used to measure a particular variable). Psychometric 

concerns are much broader than the sample size that is a primary concern for statistical 

assessments and include the sampling of items (questions) as well as stimuli (objects) (Raykov & 

Marcoulides, 2011).  
 A Japanese automobile manufacturing company was interested in finding out how the 

“self-concept” of car buyers might be linked to their “attachment” to automobile brands. A 

number of academic studies have been carried out to assess the association between “self-

concept” and “purchasing behavior” (for example Heath & Scott, 1993) but a majority of these 

studies did not use a “mapping sentence” in developing their multi-item scales. This is also true 

in the area of brand management research (Zarantonello &  Pauwels-Delassus, 2015). Although 

devising facets and their elements is subjective in nature, a facet approach provides a systematic 

way to define the whole domain of the study. To illustrate this, the use of a “mapping sentence” 

in the development of a construct is discussed in the following section. 
 

METHOD 

 

A comprehensive review of several multi-item scales that had been published in the Marketing 

Scale Handbook (the reviewed scales did not necessarily only measure “self-concept”) and in 

relevant academic research papers, was carried out (Bearden  et al., 1993; Bruner II & Hensel, 

1994, 1996, 2001; Wylie, 1989; Shaw & Wright, 1967). However, although, the academic 

literature review identified several multi-item scales that had been used to measure “self-

concept”, the automobile company researchers did not consider any of the scales to be entirely 

suitable for their automobile buyer attachment study. 
 A hybrid “mapping sentence” approach was used. The word “hybrid” signifies that items 

that were generated for the study had both types of items, i.e. some items were freshly created for 

the study with consistent wording by including all facets (identified in the mapping sentence) as 

well items identified from the past academic literature covering diverse industries. Further, the 

“mapping sentence” evolved during the process of research rather than by following a traditional 

thinking whereby a “mapping sentence” is created first, followed by the later development of 

individual items. The traditional “mapping sentence” process implies that all the items will have 

consistent wording by including the same order of all facets as identified in the mapping 

sentence. However, this study primarily focused on literature review based development of the 

“Mapping Sentence” with the final use of hybrid items. 
 The literature review and internal discussions identified three facets, namely 

“importance,” “relation” and “objects / themes” as depicted below. The “importance” facet 

captured the degree of importance that individuals place either on “themselves” (or self) and 
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“others” or “both.” A second facet namely “relation” was focused on assessing the nature of 

associations with various objects/ themes. These relationships were made up of seven elements, 

which were termed “controllable”, “social”, “conscious”, “wondering”, “presenting”, “giver” and 

“center”. A third facet called “objects/themes” was comprised of five elements namely 

“environment”, “society”, “people”, “tasks” and “products”. Due to confidentiality issues, the 

detailed contents of the items cannot be presented in this paper.  A pictorial representation of the 

relationships between all three facets and their elements and final mapping sentence is shown in 

Figure 1.  
 An initial pool of 99 items was deemed suitable for developing an instrument to measure 

“self-concept” for an automobile purchasing situation. This pool was created from a literature 

search and from in-depth interviews that were carried out by the researchers. The theoretical 

structure of the construct could be easily understood through the use of the mapping sentence as 

shown earlier. In addition, elements that had been identified from research and that were 

important measures of behavioral variables, such as the relationship of self-image to buyer 

purchase decisions, were included in the survey questionnaires. Several rounds of discussions, 

during the literature review process and the construction of the mapping sentence, were held in 

order to ensure that the items that were incorporated into the questionnaire to measure such 

variables had good face validity. Further consideration of the suitability of the initial pool of 

items led to a final set of 43 items, which were incorporated in a final questionnaire. 
 Although the original items were developed using the English language, the target 

respondents were all Japanese, and hence, a team of six bilingual professionals was involved in a 

process of translating the items into the Japanese language while also using comparative 

assessment procedures. 
 Two different online panel companies were used to carry out a survey of Japanese car 

owners. The final data set was comprised of 5000 respondents, and included data for 43 items 

that were identified as measuring “self-concept.” Apart from the 43 items that measured “self-

concept”, the main study also included several other items measuring other concepts such as 

“attachment”. Once the data had been collected, non-serious respondents were deleted on the 

basis of a pilot test of the data collection procedure that showed that it would require at least 25 

to 30 minutes to fill out the whole questionnaire. Hence, any respondent who had filled out the 

questionnaire in less than 10 minutes was excluded from the data. 
 

RESULTS 

 
The final scale for “self-concept” was comprised of four items and the reliability and validity of 

the constructs including that of “self-concept” was assessed. In the case of “self-concept”, the 

original source of two items was the academic literature review and the automobile company 

researchers contributed the other two items. The two items that were contributed by researchers 

from the automobile companies were related to food.  
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 A final evaluation (not discussed here) revealed a significant association between “self-

concept” and “attachment” and automobile brands. A relationship between items related to food 

and the purchase of an automobile was not anticipated and it was also not expected that such 

items would be identified in an automobile branding study. However, these two items were 

found to have indirectly influenced the buying behaviors of Japanese customers when they 

decided on their purchase of an automobile. These two items not only influenced loyalty but also 

the advocacy of automobile brands.  
The study revealed that the “self-concept” construct was an important factor in 

automobile buyer purchasing decisions.  
 The study highlighted the importance of using a “mapping sentence” framework to 

develop a diverse range of items. Several of the facets that were identified included items that 

were not anticipated to be going to have a relationship with the purchase of an automobile. This 

suggests that a hybrid “Mapping Sentence” approach could help to achieve content and construct 

validity when developing multi-item latent constructs or variables (Edmundson, et al., 1993). 

The two items measuring “self-concept” that were contributed by company researchers were also 

found to be relevant for use in a separate study. A discussion of the findings from this study is 

beyond the scope of this paper due to proprietary and confidentiality issues. 
 

 

 

Figure 1. Relationships between all three facets and their elements and final mapping 

sentence. 
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DISCUSSION 
 

A facet theory approach helped the automobile company researchers to develop items that fitted 

a mapping sentence framework and also captured aspects representing three facets and their 

elements. A detailed explanation of all three facets is depicted in figure 1. This suggests that 

whenever marketing research companies and advertising agencies develop a questionnaire in 

collaboration with their clients and researchers / buyers / users, the use of a “mapping sentence” 

could be a useful tool. It will stimulate company researchers to think beyond a casual discussion 

of the required content of a questionnaire. It can enhance the creativity of researchers resulting in 

the identification of items that would not have been found in the academic literature. 
 For example, if a traditional method of scale development were to have been followed, 

without the use of a “mapping sentence”, which is a very common practice in market research 

industry, the “food related” items for measuring “self-concept” in the branding study of 

automobiles would not have been identified and an opportunity for the advancement of 

knowledge would have been missed. 
 A major task for many social scientists is to develop scales or instruments or measures of 

concepts before beginning to assess their inter-relationships for theory building or hypothesis 

testing. It is also a primary responsibility for social scientists to then check, via reliability and 

validity tests, that their measurement scales / instruments do accurately measure what they are 

supposed to measure. A mapping sentence and its framework can be a very useful research tool 

for social scientists that are engaged in such research and can add significantly to the face 

validity of any questionnaire that is developed. 
 A traditional “mapping sentence” approach would only include items that have consistent 

word order by including all facets that are identified in a mapping sentence. As pointed out 

earlier the use of a mapping sentence that was created prior to the development of the 

questionnaire items may not include all items that are required and hence the use of a detailed 

literature search including a search of items from past questionnaires prior to the development of 

the mapping sentence that is then used to further explore for any additional required questions, 

can produce a questionnaire with better face validity that follows a consistent structure for the 

items. It is proposed that this approach should be labeled a “hybrid mapping sentence” approach 

since the final questionnaire will include existing items drawn from previous questionnaires and 

from the literature as well as those developed purely on the basis of the mapping sentence.  
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ABSTRACT
10

 

Facet Theory addresses the dual perspectives on the data matrix: Faceted SSA (or Faceted MDS) 

performed on columns of the data matrix, for structuring multivariate attributes, on the one hand; 

and Multiple Scaling by POSAC, performed on rows of the data matrix, for measuring the 

investigated population, on the other hand. The following highlights of FT are explained and 

illustrated with empirical examples drawn from studies of intelligence, creativity and quality of 

life. 

 The FT Continuity Principle, stating that the mapping of objects (e.g. variables) in the 

representation space is one-to-one and 'onto'. The Continuity Principle is a condition for 

regional analysis and constitutes a paradigmatic change in behavioural research; duly 

representing the fact that observed variables may be just a sample from the set of all variables 

pertaining to the investigated domain (content universe). 

 Cartesian Reconstruction (decomposition and completion) of facet elements offer a 

rationale for their selection, thereby contributing to the formulation of cartesian-complete 

content universes. 

 Generic Theories are facilitated by Facet Theory. Abstract mapping sentences may apply to 

different content universes that are seemingly very far from each other. Examples: The 

discovery of a generalized view of intelligence; and the formulation of the Faceted Action 

System Theory. 

 Multiple Scaling, using partial order algebra, is necessary for theory-based meaningful 

measurements in social and psychological studies. 

 New Prediction Paradigm for behavioural research emerges from the study of the 

relationship between the SSA concept space and the POSAC measurement space. The new 

paradigm hinges on identifying and relating two different sets of 'factors': SSA facets and 

POSAC coordinate-scales, rather than just one set of factors that governs both variables and 

subjects. 

 

 
 

                                                           
 

10 The video presentation of this paper at the 15
th

 International Facet Theory Conference may be 

viewed in the link:  New Directions in Facet Theory - Keynote Address 15th FT Conference 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=taEUU9rJneY
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I. THE STRUCTURE OF A CONCEPT: ITS COMPONENTS AND THEIR 

RELATIONSHIPS 

Continuity of Conceptual Spaces 

Multidimensional Scaling (MDS; Kruskal, 1964a; 1964b) and its variant, Smallest Space 

Analysis (SSA; Guttman, 1968) are often regarded merely as visual representation of similarities 

between objects, such as correlations between observed variables. Concerned with predicting 

correlations between variables (cf. Contiguity Hypothesis, Guttman, 1957; Foa, 1958; 1965), 

Early Facet Theory found MDS/SSA potentially useful: Observed variables, analyzed by their 

faceted contents, as well as correlations between the variables were both represented in the 

MDS/SSA maps. Since the Contiguity Hypothesis was not generally supported, its advocates 

suggested "determining the conditions under which this hypothesis is correct" (Guttman, 1957) 

but such efforts have not been consistently pursued.  

In contrast, Modern Facet Theory (Shye, 1971; 1978; 1998) interprets MDS/SSA 

representation space in a radically different way, wherein lies Facet Theory's most significant 

contribution to behavioral sciences: the representation map with its inter-object distances (whose 

ranking approximates the reverse ranking of the observed inter-object similarities) is not 

regarded to be the end product of the data analysis but rather, in its turn, to constitute statistical 

data to be inputted for computing a higher order statistic. This new statistic is best understood in 

geometric terms and may be illustrated by the following game.  

 

The Continent Partition Game 

Suppose that you are an explorer who has a map of a new continent with several countries in it. 

In order to find out how the continent is divided into countries you may choose a set of points on 

the map.  And for every point you have chosen on the map, a local informer will tell you to 

which country it belongs. With this information (see for example Figure 1a) you try to do the 

best you can to divide this continent into countries (Figure 1b). In the example shown in Figure 

1b, a fair idea about the location of the countries may be obtained: the red country, the yellow, 

the black etc. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 (a) (b) 
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This is pretty much what we do when we use an SSA map to explore a concept 

attributable to an investigated population, or run Faceted SSA to test for regional hypotheses 

(Borg & Shye, 1995). The analogy of the SSA map with the continent map highlights important 

principles of FT, principles that make FT so uniquely useful for the analysis and interpretation of 

multivariate data. 

 

Principles of Facet Theory 

1. The attribute under study (for example intelligence, or attitude, or health) is represented 

by a geometric space. 

2. Variables of the attribute are represented as points in that space. 

3. Conversely, every point in the geometric space is a variable of the attribute. This is the 

Continuity Principle (Shye, 1971; 1998; 1999; 2014c). 

4. The variables we choose for SSA must be from “the same continent” i.e., they must 

belong to the same content universe. This is ensured by including in the SSA only 

variables that have an ordered range with a common meaning (CMR; see Shye & Elizur, 

1994). Hence FT introduces a new scientific imagery: A geometric convex metric space 

represents the multivariate attribute (e.g. intelligence).  

5. The observed variables, whose location was found empirically, constitute but a sample 

drawn from the many (possibly infinitely many) variables constituting the content 

universe (attribute) investigated. 

6. This sample of variables marked on the map is used as a guide for inferring a partition of 

the SSA-attribute-map into distinct regions, each representing a component, or sub-

domain, of the attribute.  

7. In FT, relationships between attribute components such as verbal intelligence and 

numeric intelligence are expressed in geometric terms –shapes, spatial orientation – 

rather than in algebraic terms, such as distances or correlations. Just as we do when 

relating neighboring countries in terms of their shapes and geographical orientation, not 

in terms of the distance between them.  

 

The imagery of an attribute as a continuous space, from which variables are sampled, implies 

that clustering of variables in SSA map has no significance: It is just an artifact of the sampling 

of the variables. Sampled variables that are clustered together may belong to different sub-

domains; just as two cities that are close together may be located in different countries. 

Conversely, variables that are far apart may belong to the same sub-domain; just as two cities 

that are far apart may belong to the same country. What matters is the identification of distinct 

regions with well-defined sub-domains. FT uniquely proposes a way of transcending accidental 

clustering of variables by focusing on a robust and replicable aspect of the data: i.e., 

partitionability of the attribute-space. This feature of FT, brings in new concepts, raises new 

questions, and opens new ways of understanding behavior. All these make FT a revolutionary 

scientific paradigm for behavioral research. 
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The Structure of Intelligence: An Example  

Suppose the attribute we are investigating is the intelligence of a group of people. Following 

Louis Guttman, an intelligence test-item is defined as a question that asks a testee to provide the 

most correct response to a cognitive task. Intelligence is defined simply as the set of all 

intelligence test-items.  (And in general, FT advocates defining an attribute as the set of all its 

observable variables. See Guttman, 1973; Shye, 1978; 1999) 

Now in the case of the intelligence study, the mapping sentence (Guttman, 1957; Shye, 

1978; Shye & Elizur, 1994) may look like this: 

 

Note: Mapping sentences guide the stratified sampling of variables of multivariate attribute.  

 

Using a mapping sentence we can sample variables from the entire content-universe, with its 

infinitely many variables, so that all its subsets (specified by a prior conception) are well 

represented.  

Now we want to see how inferences can be made from the sample of observed variables 

to the entire content universe of the attribute. 

In the case of the multivariate attribute of intelligence, it was found that the intelligence 

space can be partitioned into sectors, each containing variables pertaining to a single kind of 

material. (Schlesinger & Guttman, 1969; Shye, 1988; and subsequent replications.) Thus, the 

material facet is found to be angular (i.e., to vary with the angle). The cognitive-task facet was 

found to partition the same space into concentric rings, each containing variables of a single 

cognitive task (recall, application, or inference of a rule). Thus, the cognitive-task facet is found 

to be radial (i.e., to vary with the radius). Superposition of the two facets yields the Radex 

Theory of Intelligence (Figure 2). 

Now it may be asked, why confine ourselves to just three kinds of intelligence materials? 

In principle we would like to account for all possible kinds of materials. Or at least to make sure 

that the materials included are drawn from a domain that is complete in some sense. 
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Figure 2. The Radex Theory of Intelligence Two-Way Partitioning of the Intelligence 

Space Obtained by Faceted SSA of Observed Data 

 

Cartesian Decomposition & Completion 

For this purpose, the three kinds of material: verbal, numeric and figural may be decomposed 

into two elementary facets: 

 Environment {physical; social}, and 

 Symbolization-level {low=concrete; high= symbolic} 

 

 

 

Figure 3. Decomposition of the Material Facet Suggests a Completion: 

The Interpersonal Material 

 

 

This 2X2 pattern that includes the new material facet was empirically confirmed by Faceted SSA 

in subsequent studies (Shye & Klauer, 1991; 1993; Shye & Yuhas, 2004) 
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FT promotes Generic Theories 

Of Mice and Men 

In a study conducted at the Hebrew University medical School (Shye, Yanai & Pick, 1994), 

thirsty mice were placed, one at a time, at the center of an 8-arm maze. At the end of each arm 

there was a drop of water. For each entrance, beginning with the 3
rd

 down to the 8
th

, two 

variables were recorded:  

(1) Performance: whether the entrance was to a new arm with a drop in it; 

(2) Directional Consistency: whether the entrance was in the same direction as the previous 

one; i.e. a rule was followed). 

 

A radex was found, quite analogous to the human intelligence radex: rule-application (DC) 

inside, memory (performance) in the periphery:  

 

 

 

Figure 4. Problem Solving Behavior of Mice in an Eight-Arm Maze; Faceted SSA of 

Empirical Data Reveals an Analogy with Human Intelligence: The More Complex Mental 

Function of Rule-Application is in the Interior of a Circle, the Less Complex Function of 

Memory is in the Exterior 

The radexes of intelligent behavior found in people and in mice point to FT’s potential for 

discovering scientific generalizations, or generic theories; theories that are valid across a wide 

variety of different research domains. 

The Systemic Quality of Life Theory 

Another example of a generic theory that has been found very fruitful is the Faceted Action 

System Theory (FAST. Shye, 1985a; 2014a), that identifies four systemic functioning modes: 

The conservative, the integrative, the adaptive and the expressive. Based on explicit axiomatic 

foundations, this theory re-shapes some of Talcott Parsons's ideas on action systems, adapting 
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them for strict empirical-scientific investigations. One of its applications is to the Systemic 

Quality of Life theory (SQOL. Shye, 1989; 2014d), which identifies the four abovementioned 

systemic modes with four sub-systems of human functioning: the cultural, the social, the 

physical and the personality, respectively. Content analysis of the four modes – and hence of the 

four SQOL-assigned sub-systems – decomposes them into two elementary facets, explicated in 

the axiomatic theory, yielding a cartesian-complete 2x2 table (Figure 5). This table, in turn, 

provides a rationale for the following 

Structural Hypothesis:  Faceted SSA of SQOL variables will show the four subsystems as 

separate regions; and, moreover, the four subsystems would be circularly arranged in space in 

exact same order as shown in Figure 5. 

 

 

 

Figure 5. Cartesian Decomposition of the Four Systemic Modes and of the Corresponding 

SQOL Subsystems into Elementary Binary Facets, Providing the Rationale for their 

Empirical Spatial Arrangement in Faceted SSA  

 

Many studies support the SQOL structure predicted by FAST: The subsystem facet is angular 

with the circular order specified by the 2x2 table shown in Figure 5. One example, of 337 

Russian immigrants to Israel, (Benish & Shye, 2011) is reproduced below in Figure 6. 
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Figure 6. Faceted SSA of Systemic Quality of Life Variables Conforms to the Prediction of 

the Structural Hypothesis: Distinct Regions are apparent withThe Personality Subsystem 

Opposite the Cultural Subsystem; and the Social Subsystem Opposite the Physical 

Subsystem 

The Systemic Quality of Life model was ranked first in a review that systematically evaluated 68 

quality of life models published over a period of 37 years (Taillefer et al., 2003). 

 

II. THEORY-BASED MEASUREMENT OF A MULTIVARIATE ATTRIBUTE 

Having structured the attribute by correlating columns of the data matrix (variables), we are 

often interested in measuring the population-members with respect to the attribute. This is done 

by comparing rows of the data matrix, where every row lists the scores of an observed person 

(respondent, testee) on the observed variables (questionnaire items or test items). 

Order Relations: Comparability & Incomparability 

A profile of a person is the list of scores obtained by that person on a set of variables having a 

Common Meaning Range (CMR). Two profiles are said to be comparable, with the one profile 

greater (>) than the other if and only if each score in one profile is greater or equal to the 

corresponding score in the other profile, and at least in one variable the score in the one profile is 

greater than in the other profile. Otherwise the two profiles are said to be incomparable (The 

incomparability relation is designated here by $).  

Examples: 

12122 and 12121 are comparable:    12122 > 12121  

12122 and 21122 are incomparable: 12122 $ 21122 
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22221 and 11112 are incomparable: 22221 $ 11112 

 

Multiple Scaling: Preserving Order Relations between Profiles in Reduced Dimensionality 

Figure 7 illustrates graphically how the 4-dimensional (4-score) comparable profiles 4232 and 

3232 can be mapped into 2-dimensional comparable profiles, 64 and 43, respectively. Figure 7 

also shows how the incomparable profiles 4232 and 2432 can be mapped into 2-dimensional 

profiles, 64 and 36, respectively. In fact, Figure 7 shows how the three 4-dimensional profiles 

considered here are, 4232, 3232 and 2432 can be mapped into a 2-dimensional space while 

preserving all (three) order relations between them. To accommodate a fourth profile, say, 3332, 

a suitable location has be found in the 2-dimensional space with coordinates that preserve all 

three new order relations with the first three profiles. (The reader may wish to try to find such a 

location or locations.)  When the number of observed profiles is large, the problem of order-

preserving mapping requires a suitable computer program.   

 

 

 

Figure 7. Mapping 4-Score Profiles into a 2-Dimensional Space Preserving Order 

Relations of Comparability and Incomparability 

 

With the support of the U. S. Army Research Institute
11

, we created a special computer program, 

POSAC/LSA, for mapping many profiles in a space of small dimensionality, so that order 

relations (incomparability as well as comparability) between them are preserved (Shye, 1985b; 

2014c). POSAC/LSA Program maps profiles as points in a coordinate space, preserving as well 

as possible the order relations, > and $, observed between them; and, for every variable 

processed by POSAC, the program optimally partitions the POSAC space into two regions: of 

low and of high values in that variable. This latter feature facilitates the interpretation of the 

                                                           
 

11
  Grant No. DAERO-78-G-059 from the U.S. Army Research Institute.  
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space coordinates as fundamental scales for assessing population-members by the attribute 

considered. 

 

Example 1. The Measurement of Quality of Life  

Having recorded the well-being in four life-domains (the cultural, the physical, the social and the 

mental) of a large sample of respondents, a 2-d POSAC space was found to represent order 

relations among the observed 4-score profiles, thereby assigning just 2 scores,  x and y,  to every 

individual. This parsimonious measurement will be complete only if we discover the meanings 

of the two coordinate-scales. This is facilitated by studying the ‘behavior’ of the variables in the 

POSAC space: where in that space is each variable low and where it is high (Shye, 1985b). The 

result of this analysis is shown in Figure 8.  

 

Figure 8. SQOL POSAC Space Partitioned by the Four Life Domain Variables 

 

 

Superposition of the Four Partition Lines yields a 2-dimensional Measurement Space with 

interpreted Coordinate-Scales (Figure 9). 
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Figure 9. Measurement-Space Coordinate-Scales are Interpreted by the Polar Variables, 

Graduated by Bends in the Attenuating and Accentuating Variables Partition Lines 

 

Multiple Scaling by POSAC fully appraises every person’s creative ability by two fundamental 

scales: The Graduated Interpersonal and the Graduated Figural Scales 

Example 2. The measurement of Creativity 

In a study of creativity in problem solving, the following six types of creativity had been 

validated by Faceted SSA (Shye & Yuhas, 2004): 

Creativity Types based on the material Facet: 

1. Interpersonal Creativity 

2. Figural Creativity 

3. Verbal Creativity 

4. Numeric Creativity; 

 

Creativity Types based on the Cognitive Operations Facet: 

      5.   Presented-Figure/Ground Creativity 

      6.   Imported-Figure/Ground Creativity.  

On the basis of partition lines that characterized each of the six types, a measurement space with 

two interpreted coordinate-scales was obtained (Figure 10).  
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Figure10. Two-Dimensional Creativity Measurement Space  

Obtained and Interpreted by Multiple Scaling 
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III. MODERN FACET THEORY PREDICTION PARADIGM 

Finally I would like to show you how the procedures of FT that I have described, namely, 

• Faceted SSA for structuring the concept space, and  

• POSAC/LSA for constructing the measurement space  

 

have led me to revise the classical prediction paradigm that has prevailed in psychology and in 

the social sciences in general.  

The classical prediction paradigm 

As in all science, behavioral sciences, too, aim to find the few factors that underlie the many 

phenomena observed in a given domain. The prediction paradigm which guided Louis Guttman’s 

scientific work and was accepted by scholars of his time is given by the matrix formula:  

DN×n = UN×m * Vm×n 

Where D is the data matrix to be predicted or reproduced, having N rows (e.g. people) and n 

columns (variables); matrix U associates the N observations (e.g., people) with m factors (m<n); 

matrix V associates the m factors with the n variables. 

The idea is that if you find the underlying factors and their link to the variables, on the one 

hand, and their link to the people, on the other hand, you can predict or reproduce D. 

An important feature of the classical paradigm is that the same small set of factors characterizes 

both, the variables and the population-members. Discovery of the set of m factors and their 

association U with the sampled objects (e.g. people), on the one hand, and their association V 

with the sampled variables, on the other hand, would enable the prediction of observed scores. 

Difficulties in applying this paradigm led Guttman to believe that the matrix formula is to 

be understood not literally but metaphorically, as a general scheme to guide the search for 

lawfulness and prediction in behavioral science. He consequently softened the notion of 

‘measurement’ in his seminal paper measurement as structural theory (Guttman, 1971). 

Behavioral Prediction Paradigm Requires Factor Differentiation 

Insights gained from mathematically associating Faceted SSA and POSAC (Shye, 1976; 1985b) 

led me to amend the classical prediction paradigm. The new paradigm published under the title 

of Modern Facet Theory (Shye, 1998) differentiates between factors of the attribute variables 

and factors of the population members and introduces the mediating matrix M for associating 

between the two sets of factors.  

Modern FT Prediction Paradigm may be simply represented by the formula:  

DN×n = UN×p * Mp×q * Vq×n 
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Matrix D, as before, is the data matrix to be predicted or reproduced, having N rows (objects; e.g. 

people) and n columns (variables); matrix U associates the N observations (people) with p 

POSAC coordinate scales (‘object factors’); matrix M associates the p POSAC coordinate scales 

with the q facets of (‘variables factors’) the attribute variables; matrix V associates the q facets 

with the n variables. 

The mediating matrix M associates between the two sets of factors: the POSAC 

coordinates and the FSSA facets. Its discovery in substantive research domains is the 

scientific challenge posed by Modern Facet Theory. 

The Evolution of the FT Prediction Paradigm 

The Evolution of the prediction paradigm in terms of Developments in FT may be described by 

the graph in Figure 11. 

 

 

 

Figure 11. The Evolution of Modern Facet Theory Prediction Paradigm 
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DECISION UNDER RISK: FACET-THEORETIC PERSPECTIVE 
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IDO HABER, Technion, Israel Institute of Technology 

 

ABSTRACT 

This paper presents a new perspective on the study of decision under risk that is purely 

behavioral: it is free from any prior conceptions of desirability of choices and aims to identify 

stable patterns in the observed domain of risk behavior. A newly defined challenge index is 

proposed, computable for every binary decision-under-risk problem. The challenge index leads 

to three hypotheses: (1) the higher the challenge index the lower the proportion of individuals 

who would prefer the bolder (riskier) option; (2) people judged to have greater personal 

resources would be more likely to prefer the bolder option; (3) Faceted Multidimensional Scaling 

(MDS) would reveal that the challenge concept as defined structures the space of decision under 

risk, indicating that the notion of challenge plays a dominant role in the mental decision-making 

process. When tested on original data collected from samples of students and on data published 

by Kahneman and Tversky (1979) the hypotheses were supported strongly in the case of gambles 

involving gains.  

1. CHOICE UNDER RISK: A BEHAVIORAL-THEORETICAL PERSPECTIVE 

Current descriptive theories of decision under risk tacitly accept Expected Utility Theory (EUT) 

as normative and aim to explain observed deviations from rational choices as defined by EUT 

Theory (von Neumann and Morgenstern, 1947; Savage, 1954) by invoking explanatory 

psychological effects. Each effect is like a patch tailored to cover a hole on the EUT attire.  

Non-EUT theories (see Starmer's, 2000 review) often hinge either on the perceived value 

of prospective changes in assets (gains and losses) and their perceived realizability (e.g., 

Markowitz, 1952; Kahneman & Tversky, 1979; Tversky & Kahneman, 1992); or on the 

incorporation of possible regret into the utility function (e.g., Loomes & Sugden, 1982; 1987). 

Thus, Prospect Theory (Kahneman and Tversky, 1979), on the basis of detailed analyses of 

peoples' observed preferences in specific choice problems, identifies a series of "effects" from 

which the shapes of the functions that assign subjective values to monetary gains and losses; and 

subjective weights to the given probabilities, are inferred. Prospect Theory has been found useful 

in explaining findings concerning people's modal (most frequent) preferences in choice 

problems; typically, which of two given options do most people choose. From a different 

viewpoint, Loomes & Sugden (1982), in their formulation of regret theory, consider possible 

feelings of regret and rejoicing experienced by the chooser with reference to the option not 

chosen. Incorporating these feelings into a modified utility function they posit in effect that the 

chooser aims to maximize the expected value of this modified function.   

While incorporating psychological factors into the study of risk behavior, current theories 

remain bound to thinking-patterns and tenets fashioned by the normative EUT. Thus, for 

example, observed risk behaviors are often evaluated in light of the axioms of completeness, 

transitivity, independence and continuity which are associated with rationality.  And so, while 
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these theories offer useful insights into the study of choice under risk, they lack the purely 

behavioral perspective that would allow predictions beyond the simplest kind. Focusing on 

modal preferences, i.e., on the choice preferred by "most people", no attempt is made to account 

for the sizes of the observed modalities (or majorities, in binary choice problems). For example, 

no attempt is made to explain why in one choice-problem 65% preferred the riskier option while 

in another 83% had that preference. Or to identify personal characteristics that distinguish people 

who preferred one option from those of people who opted for the alternative. 

In this paper, we propose an alternative perspective that examines human behavior under 

risk as a phenomenon in its own right, free of any preconception of what is rational or logical; a 

domain of investigation in which stable empirical patterns and ultimately laws are to be 

discovered, leading to predictions in this domain. In so doing we believe we follow the common 

practice in theory-oriented empirical sciences.  

 

 

2. THE CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK: BOLDNESS AS A COMMON-MEANING 

RANGE FOR CHOICE UNDER RISK  

 

We are concerned with choice problems where the chooser must pick one of k options, (x1,p1) … 

(xk,pk), wherein the outcome of each of the k options is a monetary gain xi (0<xi<∞) to the 

chooser with a known probability pi (0<pi≤1), i=1,…,k and 0 with probability (1- pi). We also 

assume p1<p2<…<pk and x1>x2>…>xk, (That is, we are not concerned with choice situations 

where for some i,j pi≤pj and |xi|≤|xj|for then (xi,pi) would be ruled out from the start.)   

Or, alternatively, the outcome of each of the k options is a monetary loss xi (-∞<xi<0) to 

the chooser with a known probability pi (0<pi≤1), i=1,…,k and 0 with probability (1-pi). We also 

assume p1<p2<…<pk and |x1|>|x2|>…>|xk|. 

A choice problem with these characteristics will be called a simple (or one stage) choice 

problem.  

For a given simple choice problem, and with the above notation, we define: 

Option (xk,pk) is the default option of the simple choice problem; 

Option (xi,pi) is bolder than option (xj,pj)  iff pi<pj 

Hence, in a simple binary (i.e., 2-option) choice problem option (x1,p1) is the bolder than 

the default option, (xk,pk). 

Thus, a clear common-meaning range (CMR; Shye & Elizur, 1994) is attributed to all 

variables that record people's preferences in simple choice problems. This feature serves to 

define the investigated domain i.e., as the universe of all variables with that range; and serves 

analyses to follow. The meaning of the common range is boldness, a concept that differentiates 

among the given options, ordering them from the highest (the boldest) to the lowest (the default). 

By definition, the concept of boldness is independent of any other concept attributable to the 

options, such as expected value. This is in contrast with the notion of risk loving and risk averse 

whose definitions involve reference to the expected values. (The term bold play is used in a 

similar sense in the study of subfair red and black casino with zero-one utility function (Dubins 

& Savage, 1965; Shye, 1968; Heath et al., 1972.)). 

 

The Gambler's Challenge: An Examination of the Mental Decision Process 
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Let us focus now on gains, i.e., on choice problems with x1>…>xk>0. Faced with a simple 

choice problem with options (x1,p1) … (xk,pk) we first assume that a person's initial inclination, or 

default preference, would be to opt for the more conservative option, that which promises the 

highest probability for some gain. We labeled this option, (xk, pk), the default option. The 

rationale for this assumption is based on an extension of the inclination to adhere to the familiar, 

perceived as safer, and to avoid the unknown. However, the opportunity to win a greater sum 

such as xk-1 or xk-2,… or even x1 -- albeit with reduced probabilities -- challenges this initial 

position; in effect, inviting the chooser to re-consider her initial position. A process of comparing 

options pairwise takes place. How are these comparisons conducted? 

Economic theory (von Neuman & Morgenstern, 1947) prescribes that the chooser should 

prefer an option (xi', pi') having the highest expected value. In effect, the chooser is to conduct 

the following mental operations: compute Ei= xipi for all i=1,…,k and by a series of pairwise 

comparisons choose an option i' such that Ei' ≥ Ei for all i. (If two or more options have the 

highest expected value, economic theory does not specify which option is to be preferred and any 

one of these options may be chosen.) 

For example, suppose we have a simple binary choice between receiving: 

(a) $3000 with probability 0.90; or  

(b) $4000 with probability 0.70.  

The mental operations conducted would be 

1. Compute $3000X0.90=$2700 in Expected Value 

2. Compute $4000X0.70=$2800 in Expected Value 

3. Comparing the two expected values, $2700 and $2800 (and assuming the utility of xi is 

xi) option (b), yielding the higher expected value, would be chosen. 

Note that in this case, the chooser is presented with two options, each of which contains two 

numerical parameters, the sum and its probability. And that each of these numerical parameters 

represents a desired quality: the higher the sum offered, the better; the higher the probability, the 

better. The total information input consists therefore of four numerical values to be processed 

mentally in order to reach a decision. EUT tells us what processes should be followed. But are 

they followed in practice?  

We claim that intuitively the two kinds of quantities, the sums on the one hand and their 

probabilities, on the other hand, are perceived as two different qualities. Hence, the mental 

operations of computing expected values (i.e., the repeated multiplication of a sum by its 

probability) and of subsequently comparing these values are unintuitive and do not correspond to 

our experience and practice when comparing similar choice options in life situations. (For 

example, if all we care about in a car are its price and its 0-100mph acceleration time, we are 

unlikely to multiply these two parameters and compare cars with respect to the obtained 

products.) This may account for the recorded failure of EUT to effectively describe or predict 

actual choices in many cases.  

In order to make better predictions of actual human behavior, the mental processes that 

actually take place when an individual is confronted with a problem of choice under risk, should 

be figured out. For simplicity's sake let us look at binary choice problems; that is, k=2. Our 

attempt to capture the decision-making process hinges on the assumption that a bold option (x1, 

p1) challenges the chooser to abandon the default option (x2,p2) and choose it (the bold option). 
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The challenge consists in facing and overcoming the dissonance anticipated should the bold 

option be chosen and the chooser loses the gamble. The dissonance anticipated may be of any of 

four kinds, or modalities: conative (regret, where the gambler would conclude he should have 

acted differently), cognitive (where the gambler realizes that the outcome conflicts with his or 

her prior perceptions, judgments or calculations), affective (feeling of disappointment and self-

directed anger) or valuative (degradation, shame or guilt upon realization that one's choice-

behavior conflicts with one's self-image, values, or adopted norms). The first three behavior 

modalities are well known in psychological literature. The fourth, the valuative, concerns 

adopted beliefs and values that guide the individual (without the individual's actively evaluating 

them, hence it differs from the cognitive modality). (The valuative modality can be shown by the 

Faceted Action System Theory (Shye, 1985; 2014b) to complete a 2X2 cartesian product set, of 

which the first three modalities are a subset.) Assessment of the total challenge presented by the 

various forms of dissonance is of interest in that, as we shall see, it can help predict people's 

inclination to choose the bolder options when faced with decision under risk; and possibly 

suggest which human traits correspond to higher inclination to prefer bold options. We turn 

therefore to an attempt to assess the magnitude of the described challenge. The following 

assessment is based on a reconstruction of possible mental processes assumed to take place in the 

chooser's mind: 

Faced with a binary risky choice problem, the chooser imagines the situation in which he 

or she would be, having gambled on the bolder option, x1, and lost. His attention would then turn 

to the lower sum, x2, which he could have had with higher probability: ceteris paribus, the 

greater it is, the greater the anticipated dissonance; and therefore the greater the challenge posed 

by the bold option. As a first approximation, we therefore conclude that this challenge increases 

linearly with x2.  

The role of the greater sum, x1, in the decision-making situation seems clear. It is this 

sum that lures the chooser and beckons her to pick the bold option. The chooser may 

contemplate: "should I lose my gamble on the bold option, I could rationalize that the prospect of 

winning this great sum, x1, justified my choice: I gave myself a chance".  The greater this sum, 

the lower the anticipated dissonance; and the lower the challenge presented by the bold option. 

As a first approximation we therefore conclude that this challenge decreases linearly with x1. 

Finally, how do the given probabilities figure in the assessment of the dissonance-

challenge calculation? Having lost the bold gamble, the chooser would not like to feel he had 

made a grave error in judgment (cognitive dissonance). Thus, if p2 is very close to p1 the 

anticipated dissonance would be correspondingly small, since he could rationalize: under these 

circumstances I might just as well (with a similar probability) have lost the smaller sum. But if p2 

is much higher than p1, dissonance of all kinds could creep in. In general, then, the greater the 

difference p2-p1, the greater the anticipated dissonance; and the greater the challenge posed by 

the bold option. As a first approximation we conclude therefore that this challenge increases 

linearly with p2-p1. 

A measure of the challenge CG, in the case of gains, posed to the chooser by a bold option 

(x1, p1) relative to the default option (x2, p2) could therefore be given by: 

 

(1)                                       CG [(x1, p1), (x2, p2)] =  
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3. HYPOTHESES 

Hypothesis 1: The Challenge Hypothesis 

The greater the challenge CG posed by a bold option, the less likely are people to choose the bold 

option. 

Rationale: The challenge as defined presents an obstacle for the chooser in deciding to choose 

the bold option. The greater the challenge, the fewer the people (i.e., the smaller the proportion 

of people in any given population) who can surmount this obstacle, and the greater the number of 

people who choose the default option. 

Hypothesis 2: The Resource Hypothesis 

The more personal resources a person has, the more inclined that person would be to choose the 

bold option. 

Rationale: People with more reserve resources such as money, social status, or self-confidence 

are better equipped to meet the challenge presented by the bold option; they are more likely to be 

able to contain and live with the kinds of dissonance anticipated in case their bold gamble is lost. 

Hypothesis 3: The Gambling-Space Structural Hypothesis 

An appropriate content-oriented structural analysis by Faceted Multidimensional Scaling 

(Faceted-MDS), or Faceted Smallest Space Analysis (Faceted-SSA) would reveal Challenge (as 

defined) to be the underlying concept that organizes the structure of the Gambling Boldness 

Domain. This organization would be manifested by the possibility of partitioning the geometric 

representation space into distinct regions that correspond to various levels of challenge.  

Rationale: We argued that the challenge presented by the bold options plays a central role in 

choosers' mental processes when making choices under risk. Hence, the boldness concept-space 

obtained by structural-analytic procedures is likely to divulge the notion of challenge as a feature 

that organizes that space by assigning different challenge-levels to different regions.  

 

4. TESTING THE HYPOTHESES: CONFIRMATORY DATA ANALYSIS 

Data 

The main data set for this study consists of responses to a questionnaire obtained from 127 

twelfth-grade students at two upscale high schools in Jerusalem (hereafter, the BL group).  

 The questionnaire included 22 simple binary choice problems selected to represent a 

wide range of such problems, with sums ranging from 30 to 9000 Shekels; and probabilities 

ranging from 0.01 to 1. Note that since the challenge theory concerns the entire universe of 

simple binary choice problems, the selection contains problems with E1<E2 (Ei=xipi; i=1,2) as 

well as problems with E1≥E2, those with a built-in conflict between surer outcome and higher 

expected value. Accordingly, the hypothesis testing and data analyses that follow concern, first, 

the entire sample of 22 choice problems. However, in parallel, we also perform analyses on the 
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subsample of 15 "conflictual" problems, those with E1≥E2, so as to permit comparisons with 

published theories and findings that are confined to such choice problems. 

 Another data set is that collected from students and faculty members by Kahneman and 

Tversky's (1979) (hereafter, the KT data set). Six simple binary choice gain problems were 

identified in these data. The analyses to follow will focus on the main data set (BL). The KT data 

set will be used only for corroboration and comparison, taking into account due reservations as to 

its reliability (too few choice-problems). 

 For every binary choice problem, in each group of respondents, two parameters were 

recorded:  

(a) The percentage of respondents choosing the bold option, and  

(b) The challenge level (as computed by formula (1) above). 

To test Hypothesis 1, Kendall's rank correlation coefficient tau and Pearson correlation 

coefficient r were computed between (a) and (b) for each sample. In accordance with the 

hypothesis we expected high negative correlations. 

 

1. Testing the Challenge Hypothesis 

Table 1. Correlations (X100) between Challenge Level and Proportion Choosing Bold 

Option Computed for all Choice Problems 

 
Group of 

respondents  

Sample Size of 

choice-problems, n   
Kendal's tau Pearson's r .95 Confidence 

Interval for r 

BL 22 -54** -69** (-0.86, -0.38) 
 * Significant at 0.05 level 

 **significant at 0.01 level 

 

Results obtained for the main sample, BL, support the hypothesis: the greater the challenge 

presented by the bold option of a problem, the smaller the percentage of respondents who chose 

the bold option (tau = -0.54; r = -.069). 

 Restricting the analysis to conflictual choice problems (where E1≥E2), as in the KT 

sample, we repeated the correlation computations for the BL sample to obtain results that support 

Hypothesis 1 even more strongly. See Table 2. 

Table 2. Correlations (X100) between Challenge Level and Proportion Choosing Bold 

Option Computed for Choice Problems with E1≥E2 

 
Group of 

respondents  

Sample Size of 

choice-problems, n   
Kendal's tau Pearson's r .95 Confidence 

Interval for r 

BL 15 -86** -92** (-0.97,-0.77) 

KT 6 -73* -97** N/A 
 * Significant at 0.05 level 
 **significant at 0.01 level 

 

 

2. Testing the Resource Hypothesis 

Three of external (background) variables in the questionnaire could be interpreted as related to 

personal resources and may serve as indicators of that trait. Hence they were hypothesized to be 
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associated with the inclination to face a greater challenge and hence with the inclination to 

choose the bold option in the simple binary choice problems presented. The three external 

variables are: 

 Gender, whereas, generally speaking, male participants are assumed to have somewhat 

greater access to personal resources. 

 Personal Earnings, whereas those who earn more are assumed to have greater access to 

personal resources. 

 Proximity of Last Meal, whereupon those who ate more recently—closer to the time 

they filled the questionnaire—were considered to be in a better position in terms of their 

personal resources.  

The results, shown in Table 3, are based on two alternative parameters: Participants' Challenge 

Index; and participants' count of bold choices. The Challenge Index, computed for a given 

participant, is the normalized sum of challenge-levels of those choice-problems for which that 

participant chose the bold option. The count of bold choice is simply the number of choice 

problems for which the participant chose the bold option. 

Table 3. Proportions of Respondents with Above-Mean Challenge Index (CI) and with 

Above-Mean Number of Bold Choices 

 
Mean CI was 0.21 and 0.25 for the 22 for the 15 variables respectively; 

Mean number of bold choices was 6.94 and 5.71 and for the 22 for the 15 variables respectively 

 

  Respondents w 

above-mean 

Challenge Index 

(%) 

Respondents w 

above-mean 

number of bold 

choices (%) 

 

Group 

All 

Vars 

(22) 

Vars 

with 

E1≥E2 

(15) 

All 

Vars 

(22) 

Vars 

with 

E1≥E2 

(15) 

Male 43 38 63 58 

Female 40 32 50 52 

Rich 49 39 67 57 

Poor 33 30 46 53 

Satisfied 43 38 58 57 

Hungry 38 27 52 50 

All 

(N=127) 
41 35 56 55 

 

Table 3 supports Hypothesis 2: Participants who were considered to have greater resources were 

more inclined to accept the challenge posed by the bold options. This is uniformly true for all 

three external variables taken to assess personal resources, and for both measures of that 

inclination. This conclusion holds whether we consider the entire sample of 22 choice problems 

or just at its subset of 15 conflictual choice problems.  
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3. Testing the Gambling-Space Structural Hypothesis 

Faceted SSA (Shye and Elizur, 1994; Shye, 1999; 2014a) was used to test the structural 

hypothesis. This procedure, advocated by Facet Theory, was selected for the structural analysis 

because it facilitates the inferring of the structure of the entire gambling space of choice 

problems from a small sample of observed choice problems. The gambling space is considered to 

be a continuous space, populated by the infinitely many possible choice problems. The observed 

choice-problems are studied not as material in their own right but rather as representatives of the 

entire space (i.e., of the content-universe). They are used as markers to optimally delineate the 

regions in space inhabited by classes of choice-problems which are pre-defined by their contents 

(i.e., by challenge-levels, in the present application). Figure 3 support the structural hypothesis. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3. Faceted SSA Gambling Space for the Main Group of Respondents (BL), shown for the 

sample of 22 variables and for the subsample of 15 variables with E1≥E2, and partitioned by the 

Challenge Level criterion. The fairly high Facet Separation Indices of .86 and .85 for BL 

(representing the goodness-of-fit between the a-priori classification of the variables by their 

challenge levels and regions in the empirical map obtained by the FSSAWIN program, see Borg 

& Shye, 1995) indicate that the notion of Challenge as defined plays a major role in decision 

under risk, supporting the structural hypothesis.  

 

6. CONCLUSION  

This study offers a new perspective on research into decision under risk. Rather than focusing on 

instances of choice behavior that are considered irrational (inconsistent with EUT) and 

explaining them in terms of specific effects, this study seeks to study the entire universe of risk 

behavior (binary simple choices among gains, for a start) by observing a sample from that 

universe. Tracing possible mental processes and considerations, factors that govern such 

decision-making in general are identified and the Challenge parameter is proposed, that can be 

computed and assigned to every binary simple choice problem. The challenge level, as defined 

(a) BL, 22 Variables (b) BL, 15 Variables 
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and computed, is conceived of as a barrier to be surmounted if an individual is to prefer the bold 

option over the default option, as these options were defined.  

The conception the of the challenge level as a barrier to the bold option leads to two 

hypotheses, a quantitative one and a qualitative one. The quantitative hypothesis suggests that 

the lower the challenge level of a choice problem, the greater the proportion of individuals in a 

given group who would choose to "play bold" in that problem. The obtained high (negative) 

correlations between challenge levels and the said proportions support this hypothesis. Thus, 

predictions beyond identification of modal (most frequent) choices become possible.  

The qualitative hypothesis aims to differentiate people according to their inclination to prefer the 

bold option. It anticipates that the more resources – of various kinds -- a person has the more 

likely that person is to play bold. Indeed empirical evidence in this direction was obtained based 

on available resource indicators. 

A structural hypothesis is then tested that concerns the pattern of interactions among all 

(binary simple) choice-under-risk problems of this study. This hypothesis anticipates that the 

MDS geometric gambling space would be partitionable into ordered regions, each populating 

choice-problems of different challenge level range. Such partitionability would attest to the 

Challenge as formulated being a simple organizing concept of the complex interactions among 

the choice problems. Such partitionability is interpreted as indicating a dominant consideration 

that governs the mental decision-making process of the observed individuals as a group. 

Venturing into a new direction for risk research, the present study raises some questions 

that are left for further studies. First is the question of the exact formulation of the Challenge 

functions. In the case of choice among possible gains, even if one accepts that the (gains) 

challenge function CG increases with x2 and with p2-p1 and decreases with x1, the tentative 

assumptions made regarding linear relationships need to be examined and evaluated against 

alternative non-linear relationships. Natural nonlinear candidate functions could well be derived 

from the functions proposed by Kahneman and Tversky (1979) for outcome values and for 

probability weights. Could challenge functions so modified better predict the inclination to play 

bold? 

As a research paradigm, Facet Theory (FT) was instrumental in designing this study and 

reaching its results: first, by its requirement to identify a CMR (Common Meaning Range) for all 

variables of the investigated universe, ranking the choices in each choice problem by a single 

concept. The concept of boldness chosen here for this purpose seemed both natural useful, but 

the possibility of devising alternative CMR concepts cannot be excluded. Moreover, this feature 

of Facet Theory is tied closely with FT's major strength as a paradigm for behavioral research, 

namely, its concern with the entire content universe under study, consisting as it does of 

infinitely many variables, of which the observed variables are but a finite sample. Hence, FT 

includes procedures for inferring the structure of the infinite content universe from the finite 

sample. In this study, this inference was made from the partitionability of the MDS 

representation space by the challenge concept, to the structure of the content universe  -- the set 

of all gambles of the defined type, whether observed or not. Thus, while previous research 

usefully drew attention to the insufficiency of EUT as a descriptive model in selected types of 

choice problems, the present study, stripped from EUT normative conceptions and principles, 

points to a new research strategy, that aims to portray the entire gambling universe from 

gambling instances, the forest from the trees.  
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ABSTRACT 

This paper presents an empirical test of a model on leadership patterns which was developed 

using Facet Theory. The focus is on two contrasting leadership configurations expressed as facet 

profiles, corresponding in the literature to “shared leadership” and “dominating leadership” 

exercised by the powerful in the group. The paper presented here is a partial test of a broader 

leadership model, which applied Guttman’s Facet Theory for cumulative research and delineates 

different leadership configurations, with predictions on variations in activation among different 

populations and organizational contexts. The typology consists of six leadership configurations, 

two of which were tested here on a sample of 841 board members from Norwegian firms, and 

were found to have an empirical correspondent.  Using facet theory, in conjunction with 

multidimensional scaling in testing the leadership configurations, helps highlight key dilemmas 

involved in corporate governance decisions, including the paradox of collaboration and control. 

The results and research using the facet model on leadership configurations can provide insights 

on the conditions for effective boardroom collaboration under different leadership styles, with 

implications for enhancing the value creation potential of governing boards. 

INTRODUCTION 

Governance scholars have previously theorized that, given the unique nature of governing 

boards, the appropriate leadership in the boardroom would be shared rather than dominating 

leadership style. This study actually examined the perception by board members to analyze the 

multivariate model on leadership configurations associated with collaborative behaviors in the 

boardroom. We used a facet design framework to develop structural hypotheses on leadership 

styles in governing boards and to test them empirically in order to better understand the 

associations and the underlying larger nomological network.  The results demonstrated that, for 

board members, the two opposing leadership configurations were associated with distinct sets of 

response patterns, providing support for the structural hypotheses and for previous theorizing on 

leadership in governing boards.  

The board of directors has legally the highest authority in organizations, yet boards do 

not always exercise that authority but are often characterized by inertia. Corporate governance, 

defined as “the structures, processes, and institutions within and around organizations that 

allocate power and resource control among participants (Davis, 2005) has been the subject of 

extensive research. Despite important advances, many questions remain regarding leadership 

processes in the boardroom and factors contributing to constructive decision making dynamics 
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when viewing the board as a team. Challenges include a lack of insight as to how open cultures 

can be fostered, how to ensure that board members apply their expertise and knowledge to board 

decision making, and how to overcome potentially dysfunctional barriers emanating from human 

cognition and social dynamics.  Scholars note that after decades of research, “the psychological 

and social processes by which -executive profiles are converted into strategic choices still remain 

largely a mystery—the proverbial black box.” (Hambrick, 2007). This applies to both the upper 

echelon and governance domains of research (Finkelstein, Hambrick and Cannella, 2009). 

Shared Leadership in the Boardroom 

The concept of shared leadership has been advanced in the governance literature as the 

appropriate style for enabling boardroom decision making. Shared team leadership refers to a 

mutual influence process in which there is collaborative decision making, shared responsibility, 

where team members help lead each other towards accomplishing the team goals (Day, Gronn, & 

Salas, 2004, Pearce & Conger, 2003). Shared team leadership is theorized to create stronger 

bonds among team members and to facilitate trust, team cohesion, and commitment. It is 

therefore been suggested that sharing leadership among team members can help supplement 

hierarchical leadership (Bell & Kozlowlski, 2002).  

Due to the challenging nature of governing, no individual can be expected to possess full 

information on the issues at hand. Leadership is key to effective boards, and given their specific 

nature, researchers proposed that board leadership should be viewed as a “system of leadership,” 

consisting of both formal and informal elements and actors. A variety of individual directors, 

who bring along a diversity of expertise, experience, and personalities, are needed to perform 

leadership functions in different situations. (National Association of Corporate Directors, 2004; 

Lorsch, 2009) Therefore, it has been proposed that shared leadership is uniquely suited for 

governing boards (Conger, 2009; Solomon, 2003; Vandewaerde et. al., 2011). In challenging 

contexts which require information sharing, creative problem solving, and the integration of 

diverse viewpoints, such as corporate governance powerful individuals cannot simply exercise 

autocratic leadership and elicit cooperation. More plural forms of leadership are desirable in such 

contexts (Denis, Lamothe, and Langley, 2001). Open communication is critical for team 

effectiveness (Edmondson, 2003; Gardner et al., 2012) which autocratic leadership in the 

boardroom is likely to stifle. 

Our approach uses a methodology that specifically clarifies the underlying assumptions 

behind item construction and the emerging interrelationships among leadership style 

configurations that can be interpreted in light of the facet definitions.  By providing a more 

complex framework of leadership dynamics, in a manner that highlights the similarities and 

differences among perspectives, we help advance future research and holistic understanding of 

the complexities involved in boardroom leadership. 

 

METHOD 

Sample   

 

The sample on which we tested the perceived boardroom leadership styles consists of 841 board 

members of Norwegian firms. The survey responses were collected as part of a larger study on 
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the value creating governing board, on Norwegian firms (Huse, 2009; Sellevoll, Huse, Hansen, 

2007). The complete sample of the larger study included also 963 CEOs and 534 board 

chairpersons.  A previous part of the governance research project demonstrated differences 

between CEOs and other sub populations participating in the boardroom (Solomon and Huse, 

2014, 2015). In this study we focused on the board member responses as a baseline for future 

tests of the model of leadership configuration in the context of corporate governance. 

 

Instruments 

 

The survey instrument consisted of a 39-item questionnaire, addressing perceptions regarding 

aspects of boardroom interactions.  Board members evaluated the degree to which each 

characteristic was present in their boardroom dynamics. The responses ranged from “strongly 

agree” to “strongly disagree” in a 7 point Likert type scale.  Sample items of the survey are 

included in table 1 below, along with the pairwise inter correlations among these select survey 

items.  
 

Facet Design on Leadership Configurations  

 

The mapping sentence for the leadership model partly tested in this paper included the facets 

classifying the study’s model configurations, and a range facet depicting the range of possible 

responses.  The definition of the facets, and specifications regarding order relations among their 

elements provided a rationale for the structural hypotheses of the research. Due to space 

limitations we are not presenting the complete mapping sentence.  

Four domain facets define the universe of observations for configurations of leadership 

styles tested here in the boardroom context.  Facet A distinguishes among leadership aspects in 

terms of whether they are perceived as an “opportunity, a1” or a “threat, a2” for collaborative 

behavior.  Facet B, on “board power orientation”, differentiates leadership styles in terms of 

whether they facilitate the governing board to be “asserting, b1” thereby exercising its authority, 

or to be “acquiescing, b2” giving in to pressures by powerful groups. Facet C on “social 

proximity orientation” distinguishes between leadership orientations that are “approaching , c1” 

associated with inclusion and belonging, and those expressing “distancing, c2”. Ordered Facet D, 

on the “debate atmosphere” differentiates between aspects involving “controversy, d1” and those 

in which “no controversy d2” is implied. The order specification regarding the elements of this 

facet is in terms of the intensity involved, where d1>d2. Leadership aspects involving controversy 

are specified as exhibiting a high degree of intensity and urgency for their resolution, whereas 

the intensity is low where no controversy is involved. The definition of the facets, and 

specifications regarding order relations among the elements of each facet, provided a rationale 

for the structural hypotheses of the research. The combination of several facets provided a 

multiple classification system.  

 Based on the facet design in this study, it was hypothesized that desirable leadership style 

of the boardroom among board members would be one of shared leadership and exhibit a facet 

profile of a1, b1, c1.  This entails boardroom dynamics which reflect opportunities (a1), whereby 

the board asserts its authority (b1), and it engages in approaching behaviors (c1).  Conversely, a 

leadership style incongruent with the prototype among board members would be a form of 

dominating leadership, which exhibits a facet profile of a2, b2, c2. That would pertain to 

boardroom dynamics reflecting challenges for team collaboration (a2), whereby the board is 
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viewed as acquiescing to individuals or groups (b2), and it engages in distancing behaviors (c2).  

The rationale for the structural configurational hypotheses based on these profiles is provided by 

the existing literature of governing boards and their unique characteristics when viewed as teams. 

 

RESULTS 

Table 1 presents a subsample of the pairwise inter-correlation among select items based on the 

responses of board members. Decimal points have been omitted. The table includes 

representative items in each of the two configurations of the model which are the focus of this 

empirical test. 

Table 1 

 
*The original coefficient were multiplied by 100 and rounded into integer numbers 

 

 

To better demonstrate the results on the two opposing leadership configurations, the 

correlation table groups each set of variables under either the “shared leadership” facet profile of 

a1, b1, c1.  or “dominating leadership” facet profile of a2, b2, c2. 

Figure 1 below presents the geometric representation of the entire correlation matrix of 

pairwise correlations among the 39 items by the multivariate procedure of Smallest Space 

jwatson
Line
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Analysis (Guttman, 1968, 1971; Lingoes, 1973 which helps also visually examine the 

correspondence between the facet definitional framework and the empirical data.  Figure 1 is the 

two-dimensional projection of the three dimensional solution. The coefficient of alienation 

representing the goodness of fit for the two dimensional solution was .170, reduced to .120 for 

the three dimensional solution. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1 

 

The combination of the facets and their elements regarding the leadership patterns had 

led to the regional hypotheses of a radex (Guttman, 1954) which indicates a "radial expansion of 

complexity… so that a radex is ultimately at least a doubly-ordered system”. As indicated in 

Figure 1, different perceived configurations of leadership styles  can be meaningfully represented 

with respect to a two-dimensional, circular structural model, or a circumplex which is part of the 

radex offering a parsimonious summary of the correlation matrix (Solomon, 1986). In the radex 

structure of figure 1 the partitioning of the SSA space corresponds to the divisions by Facets A, 
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B and C jointly.  The six leadership configurations correspond each to a different region in the 

SSA space.    

Figure 1 also reflects the interpretation of these representations in space, as arranged 

around two perpendicular axes ---the spokes of the circumplex---designated by arrows.  Each 

axis corresponds to a coordinate of behavior perceived by the board members, as reflecting 

behaviors characterized as “board asserting, b1”  or “board acquiescing, b2” on the one 

coordinate, and behaviors assessed as “approaching, c1” or “distancing, c2”,  correspond in the 

second coordinate. The dichotomy described by a diagonal with curved arrows at each end 

designated the differentiation according to facet A, distinguished between regions containing the 

leadership configurations represent an “opportunity a1”   as opposed to a “threat, a2”,    for 

collaboration in the boardroom. The SSA space can be also be divided into two zones or 

concentric circles representing the divisions by the axial facet D, according to the degree of 

intensity.  The partitions of space in figure 1 overall correspond to the facet definitions and order 

specifications, each leadership configuration represented by a facet profile which occupies its 

own region in the SSA space.   

As demonstrated in Figure 1, the two shaded areas at the opposing ends of the circumplex 

contain items that correspond to the two opposing leadership styles - facet profiles a1 b1 c1. and 

a2 b2 c2.   Located at the two opposing ends of the radex structure, these two leadership styles 

reflect a perceived incompatibility between them among board members. These opposing 

sections of the radex also correspond to the most dissimilar facet profiles, confirming the 

structural hypotheses of the study:  

The left shaded blue section contains items that correspond to Facet profile a1 b1 c1 of the 

“shared leadership” style. Examples of items contained include items such as recognition of 

expertise in decision making, emphasis on trust in resolving conflicts, thorough discussions, 

active participation by all members, willingness to offer advice based on knowledge and 

perceptive, or commitment to being members of the board.  

The right shaded brown section contains items that correspond to Facet profile a2 b2 c2 of 

the “dominating leadership” style. Examples of items include acquiescence to individuals having 

higher power relative to others in the board room, such as giving in to representatives of large 

shareholders representatives, or to the shareholders themselves in controversial decisions, 

domination by the CEO in board meetings, or domination by the board chair.  
 

DISCUSSION 

It has been proposed previously that for shared leadership to occur, hierarchical leadership is 

inhibited (Hoch & Kozlowski, 2012). In this study, we found that indeed the two leadership 

configurations were opposites, occupying the two diametrically opposite regions in the radex 

configuration, reflecting their theorized incompatibility.  Using facet theory in conjunction with 

multidimensional scaling in testing the leadership configurations helps highlight key dilemmas 

involved in decisions regarding corporal governance, including the paradox of collaboration and 

control. 

The facet design methodology and partial test of the model on leadership configurations 

in this paper is intended to respond to calls for a much needed cognitive perspective in research 

(Eggers and Kaplan, 2013) that can contribute to behaviorally informed  theories of corporate 

governance (Huse 2009; Westphal  and Zajac, 2013). Applying the structural approach for theory 
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construction and cumulative research can potentially help understand the mechanisms underlying 

leadership dynamics in the boardroom and enhance governance research and practice. 
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ABSTRACT 

Facet Theory is a powerful approach that allows one to juxtapose theory and observations in 

complex phenomena by means of a visual holistic representation of the relationships within a 

dataset. However, it still suffers from the complete absence of a formal, direct, and explicit form 

of dealing with uncertainty from measurement error, sample size, or essential randomness, 

leading to significant misrepresentations of the relational structure of multivariate data. The 

present paper introduces a new approach to the issue by means of the addition of a geometrical 

representation of uncertainty to SSA plots, illustrating it in the analysis of data from the self-

evaluation of 10 leadership traits in 784 Brazilian adults. The findings show that, different from 

the traditional procedure, the new approach provides rigorous and intuitive indications of the 

reliability of potential Facet structures (mapping sentences), allowing for evidence-based choices 

between different alternatives. Future developments in the method may allow the creation of 

indexes for the significance of SSA plots, the reliability of partition structures, best-fit structures, 

and more. 

 

INTRODUCTION 

The Power of SSA and Facet Theory  

Facet Theory is a powerful approach that allows one to juxtapose theory and observations in 

complex phenomena by means of a meaningful visual holistic representation of the relationships 

within a dataset. Based on the Smallest Space Analysis (SSA), it combines the grouping of 

variables in Cluster Analysis, the identification of latent variables in Factor Analysis, and a 

unique way to understand the underlying structure of a set of variables, all in a single method. 

The technique is also robust enough to deal with practically any type of data and measure of 

association/dissociation between variables. It is no exaggeration to state that it may be one of the 

most sophisticated and far-reaching forms of multivariate data analysis in existence (Guttman & 

Greenbaum, 1994; Levy, 2005; Borg, Groenen & Mair, 2012). 

A key element of the approach is the estimation of a ‘distance matrix’ expressing the 

relationship between the variables in a dataset by means of an ‘amalgamation schedule’, 

followed by the Euclidean representation of such relationships within a n-dimensional space. 
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Except for very specific cases, one can only be sure of a perfect spatial representation of the 

observed relationships if the dimensionality of the space is equal to the number of variables, 

however, in Facet Theory the value of ‘n’ is much lower than the number of variables in the 

analysis, with a two- or three-dimensional space being normally used. This is done in the name 

of simplification of the graphic plot, and it is one of the main reasons for the power of the 

technique to express complex structures with simple diagrams. The price to pay is that the 

resulting representations are not perfect, for they contain distortions introduced by the reduction 

in the number of dimensions, though the amalgamation algorithm attempts to minimize these 

deviations. These errors are measured by the coefficients of Alienation and Stress, and can be 

considered negligible if their value is small enough, the consensus in the field usually being .15-

.20 or less, with some tolerance for higher values in analysis with a large number of variables 

(Borg, Groenen & Mair, 2012). 

The Neglected Problem of Uncertainty 

Facet Theory and SSA suffer from the complete absence of a formal, direct, and explicit form of 

dealing with uncertainty from measurement error, sample size, or essential randomness. 

Alienation and Stress only measure the error introduced by the amalgamation process, therefore, 

say nothing about the precision or confidence interval of the elements in the distance matrix, in 

spite of the fact that such elements, given that they come from empirical observation, are very 

much subject to chance (Souza, Souza, Roazzi & Anderson, 2013).  

The uncertainty in the elements of the distance matrix directly translate into uncertainty 

in the plotting of the SSA diagram, for it affects the placement each variable in relation to the 

other. This is so because, even if one can disregard the errors introduced by the amalgamation 

process of fitting a large number of variables in a space with fewer dimensions, what is 

traditionally shown in the plot is the central tendency or best estimate of the relative positions of 

said variables. Uncertainty in measurement produces a palpable chance that the more accurate 

position of the variables might not actually be in the point identified or even close to it, the 

probability varying from situation to situation. Thus, a SSA plot obtained from a given dataset 

can have a substantially higher or lower level of reliability and accuracy from reasons other than 

Stress or Alienation, but this would be essentially invisible if such uncertainty is not addressed 

explicitly. 

Informal Practices 

The Facet Theory community does not seem to raise the issue of a lack of a formal treatment of 

uncertainty in the field. Perhaps this is due to an implicit belief in some form of unspecified and 

unproven strong stochastic convergence, or because it is mistakenly assumed that such a 

treatment is unnecessary. They do seem, however, to deal with the issue in practice by using ad 

hoc and subjective allowances for deviations in the partitioning of SSA diagrams, including 

‘squiggly lines’ (significant stretching and bending of SSA partitions) and ‘variable sliding’ 

(variables that are geometrically isolated from a given set are still considered to belong to that 

set). Of course, these solutions make the agreement of a certain SSA diagram to a given mapping 

sentence something questionable or prone to idiosyncratic debate. Furthermore, even these 

allowances fail to deal with the significant discrepancies between SSA configurations obtained 
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from multiple samples drawn from the same data pool (Souza, Souza, Roazzi & Anderson, 

2013). 

A Formal Approach to the Issue of Uncertainty 

Central Idea 

The expression of the uncertainty in the spatial placement of a variable in a SSA diagram 

requires the identification of a region where the actual position of that variable might be with a 

given probability. This would have to be done for every variable in the analysis, with the final 

plot showing the points estimated by the usual procedures plus a visual representation of the 

region of uncertainty (Denœux & Masson, 2000; Hérbert, Masson & Denœux, 2006; Huang, 

Ong & Tzeng, 2006; Venna & Kaski, 2006). 

For the sake of simplicity, it is convenient to approach the problem from the perspective of a 

two-dimensional SSA with a metric based on correlation (distance defined as one minus the 

value of the correlation). The advantages of doing so are: 

 The region of uncertainty is defined as a geometrical area in a plane; 

 The measurement of the uncertainty of a correlation coefficient is well established; 

 The use of two-dimensional solutions and a metric based on correlation is fairly common. 

The 95% confidence interval of a Pearson correlation is given by Fisher's z' transformation, 

where one simply converts the correlation coefficient to z, computes a confidence interval in 

terms o z, and then converts the interval back to the correlation coefficient, with similar 

calculations existing for Spearman, Tetrachoric, and other types of correlation. This means that, 

for a given correlation between a pair of variables, the distance between them can vary within the 

interval in question with a probability of 95%. Since it is this distance that determines the 

positioning of the variables in the plot in relation to one another, it follows that the ‘actual’ 

relative position of each pair will have a 95% chance of being within the interval of 1-rUpper 

(one minus the upper bound value of r) and 1-rLower (one minus the lower bound value of r) 

along the straight line that joins them, as illustrated in Figure 1.  

 

 

Figure 1. Confidence interval of the position of variable A relative to that of variable B in a 

SSA in terms of the confidence interval for the correlation between A and B. 

 

 

This pairwise reasoning can be extended to as many variables as wished, determining a series of 

points around each variable in a SSA which define the boundaries of a two-dimensional area of 

confidence for the position of that variable given the uncertainty in all the correlations in the 

analysis, i.e., in all the cells of the distance matrix.  
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Representing the Area of Confidence 

Figure 2 (left) visually illustrates the determination of the confidence intervals for a set of three 

variables. A simple and direct form of representing the resulting area of confidence for the 

position of the variables in a SSA based on these boundary points is to connect such points by 

straight lines and form a polygonal shape, as shown in Figure 2 (right). 

 

Figure 2. Points defining areas of confidence for the positions of variables A, B, and C 

relative to each other in a SSA and the polygonal representation of that area. 

 

It is important to note that, depending on the distribution of the data and the size of the 

confidence intervals for the correlations, as well as the total number of variables, the points 

delimiting the boundaries will not always neatly surround each variable forming a convex shape. 

In such situations, the most conservative approach if to draw the polygons using only the 

outermost points (convex hull). 

The approach proposed in the present paper can be exemplified through the analysis of a 

database of Brazilian adults and their self-evaluations regarding 10 leadership traits. 

METHOD 

The sample comprised a total of 784 Brazilian adults of both sexes (396 men and 388 women), 

mean age of 35.0 years (SD=13.01), 74.2% with up to intermediate level education, 17.5% with 

higher education, and 8.3% with a graduate degree. The materials included one form containing 

91 questions, out of which 10 refer to the self-evaluation of leadership traits (Charisma, 

Eloquence, Appeasement, Pragmatism, Reliability, Support, Initiative, Intelligence, Intuition, 

and Delegation) on a 0-4 Likert scale. The subjects were approached in the streets of the 

Metropolitan Region of Recife and asked to collaborate with the research by answering the form, 

followed by the interviewer immediately applying the form and recording of the answers on a 

paper sheet. 

Data analysis was done through the R Package (R Core Team, 2015) using Smacof (de 

Leeuw, Mair, 2009) for the SSA and Psych (Revelle, 2015) for the confidence intervals. The 

two-dimensional solutions used 1-Pearson r as the distance metric and Ward’s Method as the 

amalgamation schedule. 
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RESULTS 

The two-dimensional SSA for the dataset presented a Stress value of .107. Figure 4 shows the 

resulting traditional SSA plot alongside the polygonal view of the confidence area for the 

position of the variables. 

Figure 4. Traditional SSA (left) versus with polygonal representation of uncertainty (right). 

The traditional SSA presents many possibilities for partitioning (i,e., the proposition of a 

mapping sentence), whether it be modular, axial, polar, or a combination (ex: duplex, radix, 

cylindrex), with no indication as to their likelihood, save only for the level of proximity or 

separation between the single dots that represent each variable. The polygonal view, on the other 

hand, clearly suggests that there is a relevant high degree of overlapping between the probable 

positions of some of the variable pairs in the analysis (Pragmatism-Intelligence; Delegation-

Appeasement; Eloquence-Charisma). From a theoretical point of view, this could be interpreted 

as meaning that each of these pairs is actually a single construct and not two as one might expect. 

Such ‘entanglements’ limit the possibilities for a reliable partitioning of the SSA space. For 

instance, looking at the canonic SSA, one may contemplate a modular structure with 

Intelligence, Appeasement, and Initiative in the center, whereas the polygonal uncertainty plot 

suggests that a polar pattern or perhaps a single axial line would probably be more adequate. 

DISCUSSION 

There is lack of a formal and explicit treatment of uncertainty in Facet Theory, something which 

can easily lead to a significant misidentification of the relational structure of multidimensional 

data. The widespread informal practices of using squiggly lines and variable sliding allowances 

fail to provide an adequate compensation for this. The present paper introduces a novel approach 

for dealing with this problem by adding the calculation and visual representation of confidence 

intervals for the positioning of variables in the SSA plot through a new type of graph.  

The new technique provides additional information to the SSA plot that allow one to 

visually assess the probability of a proposed structure of partitions (mapping sentence) for a 

given dataset of observations. This makes it possible to view certain structures as being more 

likely than others. Since this is done by simply adding elements to the analysis, instead of 

modifying or replacing them, the benefits are reaped while respecting all the mathematical, 
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logical, and theoretical tenets of Facet Theory and, thus, maintaining all the existing knowledge 

in the field. 

Future developments in the new approach introduced here involve the determination of 

methods to measure confidence intervals for distance metrics other than those based on 

correlation (Euclidean, Manhattan City-Block, etc.), and to geometrically delineate the areas of 

confidence in ways other than simply drawing polygons, such as elliptical circumscription, 

spline, and kernel density estimation. In addition, one can use the areas of confidence to create 

indexes for the power of discrimination of SSA plots (ex: the sum of the areas of intersection 

divided by the total sum of areas), the reliability of partition structures (the line integral of the 

segments of the partition lines that cross areas of confidence), best-fit structures (partition 

structure with the least overall uncertainty) and more. Of course, brute-force approaches, such as 

Monte Carlo-like bootstrap simulations with multiple subsamples and the subsequent 

overlapping of SSA plots, are also possible, though these tend to be computationally intense. Far 

from closing the subject, the present work intends to open a new line of endeavor in the field. 
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ABSTRACT 

Criminal homicide is an extremely relevant worldwide social problem. Among the myriad of 

criminological models proposed to explain the phenomenon, the theory of the culture of honor is 

one of the few specifically geared towards this type of crime. The basic idea behind this 

perspective is that, in certain cultures, men must never show weakness and are required to react 

violently to any perceived threats to their reputation, thereby increasing the probability of 

homicide. This has been proposed as the main explanation for the very high rates of this type of 

crime in Brazil, particularly in the Northeast. Underlying this explanation there is a complex set 

of mechanisms and processes involving society, culture, emotions, and personality that have to 

be clarified. The present research aimed to investigate the workings of this model by using SSA 

and Facet Theory to study a group of 336 Brazilian adults using a broad range of 

sociodemographic, psychological, and sociocultural variables. The findings obtained not only 

confirm the theory of the culture of honor for the propensity towards homicide, but also explicit 

some of the psychocultural processes and mechanisms involved. 

INTRODUCTION 

Criminal homicide is one of the most relevant social concerns in the World, with Brazil standing 

out in that regard for having one of the highest rates and a tendency to worsen, with the 

Northeastern region and the state of Pernambuco presenting a special level of severity as to the 

problem (UNODC, 2013). 

There are several criminological theories attempting to explain the occurrence of 

homicide, but the Theory of the Culture of Honor (Reed, 1982) is oriented especifically towards 

this type of crime and has produced important interpretations in terms of Social Psychology 

(Cohen & Nisbett, 1997). This theory is based on the idea that certain societies develop a culture 

that demands that the men never show weakness and must react violently to any threats to their 

reputation, with "honor" being the central point of their life, making homicide an acceptable or 

even mandatory form of resolution for certain types of conflict. Some authors have pointed to 

this phenomenon as one of the main causes for the alarmingly high levels of violence in the 

Brazilian Northeast, being an explanation that has been shown to be more successful than several 

other competing theories on the subject (Souza, 2010). 
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The success of the theory of the culture of honor comes with a series of questions as to 

the chain of events involved in the interaction between a collective set of mores and individual 

behavior. 

From the Cultural to the Individual 

Measuring the Culture of Honor at the Individual Level 

Rodriquez Mosquera, Fischer, Manstead and Zaalber (2008) have created an instrument called 

the Honor Scale which measures the degree to which individuals feel threatened, that is, feel 

shame and anger, as a consequence of different kinds of attack to their honor. It is comprised of 

four subscales, classified according to the type of honor involved: Family (reputation of close 

relatives), Social (integrity and honesty), Masculine (assertiveness) and Feminine (sexual 

modesty and propriety). Souza, Roazzi, Souza and Silva (2013) have extracted from the Honor 

Scale a fifth index, which they named 'Homicidal Honor', which has been positively associated 

to criminal homicide. 

Moral Compasses 

Individual morality, values, and attitudes are guided by several directives provided by sources 

such as law, religion, family, customs, and personal will, each of which has different weights 

according to the type of society one is inserted in (Guerra, 2009). As is the case in any social 

group, in the culture of honor these elements have their specific importance and role.  

Honor, Society, and Anger 

There have to be psycho-cultural mechanisms underlying the culture of honor and its tendency to 

increase the propensity towards homicide at the individual level. Indeed, culture, society, and 

emotion have been pointed out to be significantly interwined (Manstead, 2010), particularly with 

regards to mechanisms of individualism-collectivism, shame, anger, and violence (Gouveia & 

Clemente, 2000; Potegal & Novaco, 2010; Wranik & Scherer, 2010). In fact, many authors 

would agree that anger is the key mediator between social mores and criminal violence (Potegal 

& Novaco, 2010; Wranik & Scherer, 2010).  

Temperament 

If anger is a key mediator between the cultural and the individual in the context of violent 

crimes, then the elements associated to its internal dynamics, such as emotional regulation and 

personality, are of importance in the propensity towards homicide.  

Gross and John (2003) created and instrument to measure the degree to which one uses 

two types of strategy for emotional regulation: suppression (control of emotional expressions) 

and cognitive reevaluation (changing one's mood through thought). The first modality has been 

shown to be associated to poorer mental health and social adjustment, whereas the second was 

observed to be associated to the opposite. It stands to reason that such mechanisms should be 

somehow related to the dynamics of anger and, thus, to homicide.  
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Personality is the sum of all the traits that comprise an individual and define his or her 

uniqueness, therefore, it is something that includes one's emotional dynamics. One of the most 

famous models is the 'Big-Five' (Digman, 1990), which establishes that all personal 

psychological traits can be grouped into five major categories, each measurable on a bipolar 

(positive-negative) continuum. These would be: Extraversion-Introversion, Agreeableness-

Misanthropy, Conscientiousness-Impulsivity, Openness-Conventionalism, and Stability-

Neuroticism. The dimensions of Neuroticism and Impulsiveness in particular have been 

associated to criminality.  

Hyperculture 

Since society and culture have been shown to significantly influence emotional dynamics and 

expression, especially regarding anger (Gouveia & Clemente, 2000; Potegal & Novaco, 2010; 

Wranik & Scherer, 2010), important sociocultural changes involving values and attitudes may 

have a relevant bearing on that process, with noteworthy implications for violent crimes and 

homicide.  

One of the most important sociocultural changes in the history of humanity is the Digital 

Revolution that exploded in the 1990’s, which brought with it new forms of thought, action, and 

mediation called Hyperculture, with enormous cultural, social, and psychological impacts 

(Souza, Silva, Silva, Roazzi & Carrilho, 2012). Such changes include elements of tolerance of 

diversity, social interaction, collaboration, and dialogue, all of which can be expected to promote 

understanding and alternative means of conflict resolution that favor a reduction in violence. 

The Need for a Multidimensional Approach  

Even when one focuses on a specific theory such as the Culture of Honor, homicides reveals 

itself to be a complex phenomenon involving a wide diversity of variables with many possible 

interactions.  This is precisely the type of scenario where the ability of Facet Theory to robustly 

identify structures in multivariate data can be of great use. With this in mind, a study was 

undertaken where a sample of adults was subjected to an extensive questionnaire with items 

regarding their complete sociodemographics along with experience and attitudes towards 

criminal homicide (proxies for the individual tendency towards murder), plus measures of the 

dynamics of anger, strength of various types of honor, and importance assigned to different 

moral compasses, as well as tests of emotional regulation, personality, and internalization of the 

Hyperculture. The goal was to observe the relational structure of these multiple variables and 

glimpse the workings of the psychocultural mechanisms underlying the individual propensity 

towards homicide.  

METHOD 

Subjects 

A total of 336 adult Brazilian subjects from the Metropolitan Region of Recife, 169 men and 167 

women, with an average age of 34.6 years (SD=11.13), 69.6% with up to intermediate level 

education, 23.5% with higher education and 6.8% with a graduate degree.  
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Instruments 

 One form containing 44 questions regarding: 

o Sociodemographics; 

o Experience with victims and authors of homicides; 

o Condemnation of homicides (years of penalty assigned); 

o Importance assigned law, religion, family, customs, and personal will; 

o Use, knowledge and interaction with digital technologies; 

o Recent experience with anger (intensity, duration, rumination, frequency). 

 Version in Portuguese of the Ten Item Personality Inventory (Gosling, Rentfrow & 

Swann Jr., 2003); 

 Portuguese language version of the Emotional Regulation Questionnaire (Gross & John, 

2003); 

 Portuguese language version of the Honor Scale (Rodriquez Mosquera, Fischer, 

Manstead & Zaalber, 2008). 

Procedure 

The subjects were approached in the streets of the Metropolitan Region of Recife and asked to 

collaborate with the research by answering the form, followed by the interviewer immediately 

applying the form and recording of the answers on a paper sheet. 

 

RESULTS 

Figure 1 shows the SSA diagram for the variables in the study using as a metric the 1-Pearson r 

distance, and Ward's amalgamation schedule, which produced a Stress value of .18. 

The SSA produced a result with a Stress level of .18, which is acceptable for an analysis with 26 

variables. The plot clearly shows an axial pattern with three partitions.  

Tolerance of Homicides (reverse of the penalty assigned to homicides), Experience with 

Homicides and Homicidal Honor were all placed together in the same region of the graph, 

defining a partition that may be regarded as Propensity Towards Homicide. The Importance of 

the Law was also in this partition, perhaps due to the fact that, in the culture of honor, homicide, 

though technically illegal, is widely seen as a valid form of resolution for conflicts where honor 

is involved. 

All the variables related to the dynamics of anger (Intensity, Rumination, Duration, and 

Frequency), as well as the negative aspects of personality (Neuroticism, Introversion, 

Misanthropy, Impulsiveness, and Conventionalism), were in a region adjacent to the Propensity 

Towards Homicide. In the same vicinity were also Importance of Personal Will, Importance of 

Customs, Emotional Suppression, and Masculine Honor. This region may be understood as that 

of elements that Promote Homicide. 

In the remaining portion of the SSA plot one has Hyperculture, Digital Experience (years 

of experience with the regular use of computers), and Digital Precocity (reverse of the age in 

which one began to have regular contact with computers), as well as the Importance of Family 
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and Religion, Cognitive Reevaluation, Family Honor, Social Honor, and Feminine Honor. This 

partition encompasses elements that seem to Inhibit Homicides.  

 

Figure 1. SSA of the main 26 variables related to the propensity towards homicide. 

 

 

DISCUSSION 

It seems that a tradition (Importance of Customs) based on the need to be assertive (Importance 

of Personal Will), is associated to a traditional masculinity (Masculine Honor) and enhanced 

anger (Intensity, Rumination, Duration, and Frequency) which is poorly managed (Emotional 

Suppression), something that, once crystallized, leads to negative personality traits (Neuroticism, 

Introversion, Misanthropy, Impulsiveness, and Conventionalism). All of this tends to increase 

one’s propensity towards committing homicide.  

On the other hand, the internalization of the culture of the Digital Age (Hyperculture, 

Digital Experience, and Digital precocity), family and religion (Importance of Family and 

Religion), improved emotional regulation (Cognitive Reevaluation), and a non-agressive sense of 

honor (Feminine Honor, Family Honor, and Social Honor) seem to somehow disrupt the 

mechanisms and processes that promote homicide, leading to a reduced propensity towards that 

type of crime. 
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The results of the use of SSA and Facet Theory in the present study appears to not only 

confirm the theory of the culture of honor for the propensity towards homicide, but also explicit 

some of the psychocultural processes and mechanisms involved.  
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ABSTRACT 

The successful "Divergent" sci-fi trilogy by writer Veronica Roth portrays a dystopian and post-

apocalyptic society that is divided into five "Factions" (Abnegation, Amity, Candor, Dauntless 

and Erudite), each with a specific social function and personality type. Though fictional, this 

compelling typology may provide a significant contribution to personality studies.  The present 

paper attempts to investigate the value of the Factions in terms of representing latent variables 

that aggregate psychological traits. Thus, 217 Brazilian adults of both sexes, various ages, 

socioeconomic status and ethnicities were submitted to measures of various psychological and 

sociocultural variables, plus the Factions Quiz, created by Roth herself, to assess the inclination 

towards each of the five Factions. The resulting dataset was analyzed using SSA and Facet 

Theory. The findings showed the Factions to be associated to cognition, emotion, values, and 

behaviors in accordance with the descriptions from Roth in the Divergent trilogy, corroborating 

the hypothesis of the Factions as latent personality variables. It is concluded that the five 

Factions conceived by Roth appear to constitute an original set of constructs that are 

psychologically valid. This justifies engaging in future empirical and theoretical work towards 

exploring the possibility of developing a new scientific model inspired by the fictional Factions 

system. 

INTRODUCTION 

The Status of Personality Research and Applications 

Personality theory and measurement is one of the cornerstones of psychology, a field with a wide 

variety of applications that range from aiding in clinical diagnosis to the deployment in 

organizations. Among the myriad of tests currently utilized throughout the World, among the 

most widely used are the "Big Five" personality traits, the Myers Briggs Type Indicator, and the 

VIA Classification of Character Strengths and Virtues. All of these have their specific strengths 

and limitations, including scant or inexistent theoretical foundations, lack of empirical 

confirmation, absence of evidence for their usefulness, and poor reliability. It would seem, thus, 

that there is significant room for improvement in the field (Morgeson et al, 2007; The 

Economist, 2013).   

The Fictional Divergent Trilogy and Personality Testing 

Personality types and testing are the central theme in the best-selling trilogy of books written by 

American fiction writer Veronica Roth, namely, Divergent, Insurgent, and Allegiant (Roth, 
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2013), which has recently been adapted into a very successful motion picture franchise (The 

Wrap, 2014). In the series, the fictional, dystopian, and isolated city of Chicago divides its 

people into five “Factions”, named Abnegation, Amity, Candor, Dauntless, and Erudite, each of 

which corresponds to a specific personality type and relates to a specific set of functions in 

society. Table 1 summarizes this typology.  

 

Table 1. Summary of the Factions based on descriptions by Roth (2013) 

 

Faction Social Functions Psychological Characteristics 

Abnegation 

(The Selfless) 

Government, public 

service and social 

assistance 

Altruism, supports others, focus on duties and 

obligations,  attention to details, organization, 

self-discipline, religiousness 

Amity 

(The Peaceful) 

Agricultural production, 

counselling and 

caretaking 

Pacifism, values social harmony, forgiveness, 

desire to please, taste for pleasure and 

entertainment, hedonism 

Candor 

(The Honest) 

Application of the Law 

and trials 

Frankness, callous honesty, energy, seeks 

attention and interaction with others, positive 

emotions, talkativeness 

Dauntless 

(The Brave) 

Defense and maintenance 

of order 

Thrill-seeking, courage, capacity to overcome 

fear, competitiveness, assertiveness, 

importance given to physical fitness 

Erudite 

(The Intelligent) 

Teaching, research, 

technology, medicine and 

librarianship 

Intelligence, curiosity, eloquence, appetite for 

knowledge and information, creativity, 

critical thinking, appreciation of art 

The psychological typology presented in this literary work is very compelling, and considered as 

one of the main reasons for its success. The Divergent Series Complete Collection even includes 

a small, non-validated, test, called “Faction Quiz”, aimed at identifying the reader’s propensity 

towards each of the Factions, for purely entertainment purposes (Roth, 2013). 

Fiction, Folk Psychology, and Divergent 

Engler (2008) points out that many of the theoretical and experimental developments in 

personality studies have come from inspiration in philosophy, religion, and even art. This can be 

viewed as a form of tapping into what Jerome Bruner referred to as the “folk psychology” that 

emerges in the narratives of a culture (Bruner, 1990). Applications of the essence of this 

reasoning to the Divergent series have already been done by Freeman (2012), who suggests that 

the Factions are basically an expression of the Big Five personality dimensions, and Niemiec 

(2014), who believes there are strong similarities between the Factions and the VIA 

Classification of Character Strengths and Virtues. 

Study Goals 

The present study aims to scientifically investigate the psychological value of the Factions, as 

described in the Divergent trilogy and measured by the Faction Quiz (Roth, 2013), in terms of 
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accurately describing specific combinations of motivational, emotional, cognitive, and 

behavioral processes that may be considered as personality traits. 

 

METHOD 

Participants 

A total of 217 individuals from the Metropolitan Area of Recife, Pernambuco, Brazil, being 101 

men (46.5%) and 116 women (53.5%), with a mean age of 35.7 years (SD=14.52) and various 

ethnicities. Roughly 58.1% had up to a high school education, 20.7% a higher education, and 

21.1% a graduate degree.  

Materials 

 Sociodemographics and Work Life Form: A form containing questions regarding sex, date of 

birth, marital status, income, religion, level of education, field of education, type and 

segment of occupation, position at work, job satisfaction, satisfaction with relationships at 

work, and personal time dedicated to sports/physical exercise, work, and sleep; 

 Hyperculturality Form (Souza et al, 2012): A form containing questions regarding one’s 

relationship with Information and Communications Technologies (ICT) and the sociocultural 

elements created around them, from which one can calculate measures of Hypercultural 

Index (internalization of the thinking and acting of the Digital Age), Experience With ICT 

(no. of years passed since one began to use computers regularly), and Digital Precociousness 

(the reverse of the age in which one began to use computers regularly); 

 Mini IQ Test (Souza, Lima & Roazzi, 2010): A very short intelligence test containing a total 

of five questions involving mental reversal of images, use of geometric knowledge and 

visualization, word analogy, kinetics, and mathematics; 

 General Knowledge Test (Souza, Lima & Roazzi, 2010): A short test containing 10 simple 

‘‘true” or ‘‘false” questions in high school mathematics, physics, chemistry, biology, history, 

geography, Portuguese, and English; 

 Basic Values Questionnaire (Gouveia, Milfont & Guerra, 2013): An instrument designed to 

measure basic human values according to the Functionalist Theory, comprising 18 specific 

values or markers to be self-appraised on a scale that varies from 1 (totally unimportant) to 7 

(highest importance), such values being Affectivity, Beauty, Belonging, Emotion, Health, 

Knowledge, Maturity, Obedience, Personal Stability, Pleasure, Power, Prestige, Religiosity, 

Sexuality, Social Support, Success, Survival, and Tradition; 

 Ten Item Personality Inventory (Gosling, Rentfrow & Swann Jr., 2003): A standardized brief 

measure of the Big Five dimensions  Openness to Experience (intellectual curiosity and a 

preference for novelty), Conscientiousness (self-discipline, aim for achievement, and planned 

behavior), Extraversion (assertiveness, sociability, and preference for company), 

Agreeableness (inclination to being compassionate and concern for social harmony), and 

stability (self-control, feeling secure and confident); 
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 Emotional Regulation Questionnaire (Gross & John, 2003): A standardized measure of 

emotional regulation, validated in Brazil by Boian, Soares and Silva (2009), that yields a 

measure of Emotional Suppression (regulation by controlling emotional expression) and 

Cognitive Reevaluation (regulation by means of mental reinterpretation of the 

circumstances); 

 Faction Quiz (Roth, 2013): Questionnaire with seven questions designed to measure one’s 

inclination towards each of the Divergent series Factions (Abnegation, Amity, Candor, 

Dauntless and Erudite), generating a 0-7 score for each based on the answers. 

Procedures 

A total of 16 students from the Graduate Program in Business Administration of the Federal 

University of Pernambuco, approached the subjects in the streets of the Metropolitan Area of 

Recife, Pernambuco, Brazil, explained the nature and purpose of the investigation, invited them 

to participate and applied the instruments to those who accepted. The experimenters were each 

instructed to collect anonymous data on 16 subjects, to be equally divided according to sex (men 

and women), age (30+ years and those younger), education (intermediate level or more). The 

records of the 256 subjects obtained were later scrutinized and 39 that were incomplete or had 

been incorrectly registered were discarded, producing the final dataset with 217 subjects. 

RESULTS 

Figure 1 shows the SSA displaying the multiple relationships between the scores obtained for 

each Faction on the Faction Quiz and the various psychological and sociocultural measures. 

One can partition the SSA space in Figure 1 into five contiguous regions, one for each Faction 

and its specific set of cultural and psychological variables as indicated by Roth (2013).  

 Abnegation was related to the basic human values of Tradition, Obedience, Social 

Support, Affectivity, Survival, Health, Personal Stability, and Religiosity, together with 

Cognitive Reevaluation and Emotional Suppression, as well as to the Big Five 

personality dimensions  of Conscientiousness, Agreeableness, and Stability; 

 Amity scores were related to the human values of Belonging and Pleasure , as well as 

with the time spent sleeping; 

 Candor scores were shown to be associated to the Big Five dimension of Extroversion, 

indicating assertiveness, talkativeness, frankness, and a tendency towards seeking 

company and attention; 

 Dauntless was linked to the human values of Power, Prestige, Emotion, and Sexuality, 

along with the practice of physical exercises and sports; 

 Erudite was shown to be associated to IQ, Level of Education, and Eclectism, as well as 

Digital Experience, Digital Precociousness and Hyperculture, but also with the basic 

values of Knowledge, Maturity, and Beauty, as well as to the Big Five dimension of 

Openness to Experience, along with the amount of time spent working and doing 

activities other than work, exercise or sleep. 
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The resulting structure is a radex (combination of polar and modular) with Dauntless at the 

center and Abnegation, Amity, Candor, and Erudite surrounding it. 

 

Figure 1. SSA of the Factions Scores, Psychological Measures, and Sociocultural Variables 

DISCUSSSION 

The present paper aimed to investigate whether the personality dimensions expressed in the 

fictional Factions of the Divergent series (Roth, 2013) could constitute a valid typology. An 

empirical study with 217 Brazilian adults collected data that, through SSA and Facet Theory, 

produced results showing that Factions behave as dimensions that are associated to various 

behavioral, psychological, and sociocultural variables in ways that are very much in agreement 

with the definitions and descriptions from Roth. It is concluded, therefore, that the five Factions 

conceived by Roth (2013) behave as constructs that synthetize motivational, emotional, 

cognitive, and behavioral variables in a coherent and meaningful way.  

Besides replicating the present study within the context a larger, broader, and more 

diversified sample, as well as a wider range of psychological variables, future investigations 

should focus on the development of an improved version of the Faction Quiz. It is of even 

greater importance to create theories that might explain the causes and functioning of the 

dimensions in question. 
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ABSTRACT 

The aim of the study was to explore the description of painful experiences lived by children, 

comparing them with the experiences of their parents/guardians. The sample composed of 28 

children of both sexes, with an average age of 8.7 years, all undergoing treatment for cancer, as 

well as their parents/guardians (N=26). Research was carried out in two stages. Initially, the 

parent/guardian responded to a questionnaire covering socio-demographic data, aspects of the 

history of pain in the family, and descriptions of pain experienced by the child (addressing 

qualitative aspects and intensity). Next, a semi-directive interview was held with the child, 

aiming to obtain his or her account of the pain experienced while also addressing qualitative 

aspects and pain intensity. A visual-analog scale to evaluate the pain score of both the adults and 

the children was used. Qualitative components assigned by both the adults and the children were 

grouped into the following categories: "no pain", "do not know how to describe it", "provides 

location", "provides intensity," "sensory", "affective”, “evaluative”, and “others", the final four 

being based on the division proposed by the McGill Pain Questionnaire. A Similarity Structure 

Analysis (SSA) was applied to item inter-correlations, using Guttman’s coefficient of alienation 

as a loss function. The method of external variables as points were computed after the basic map 

was generated. Results showed a high positive relationship between the variable "do not know 

how to describe" and all other variables assessed, excluding "sensory", which demonstrates the 

difficulty in describing qualitative aspects of pain. Differences between child patients and their 

parents/guardians, with regards to the description of pain and the interfering factors such as age, 

sex, frequency and the intensity of the pain, highlights the need to opt for the self-assessment of 

the subject holder of the pain when assessing the painful experience of children.  

INTRODUCTION 

The multidimensional nature of painful experiences is very complex to evaluate, and there is no 

one better than the patient him or herself to describe characteristics such as location, intensity, 

damage to daily activities, and nature of the pain (Teixeira & Pimenta, 2001). It is an experience 

that cannot be compartmentalized, as the involvement of multiple aspects requires an 

investigation that addresses the multiple interfering factors and their interrelationships. 

In fact, the painful experience, and therefore, its interpretation, is the result of the 

interrelationship between the sensory components of the central nervous system and the 

affective, cognitive, neurovegetative, neuroendocrine, and neuroimmunological elements that are 

expressed when stimulated or that arise as a consequence of the nociceptive system dysfunction 
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(Teixeira, Siqueira & Alvarez, 2012). Therefore, the meanings depicted in sensory, affective, and 

evaluative dimensions are supported by specialized physiological components of the central 

nervous system (Pimenta & Teixeira, 1996).  

Thus, in the present investigation, the goal was to analyze the description of pain in 

children undergoing cancer treatment and their parents or guardians using the Multidimensional 

Data Analysis technique proposed by the Facet Theory where a SSA computer program maps the 

variables as points in a Euclidean space of two or more dimensions. Specifically, we aimed to 

understand the differences and similarities between descriptions, as well as analyzing the 

performance of the variables representing the qualitative components in regards to the aspects 

related to the painful experience.  

 

 

METHOD 

 

The sample was composed of 28 children of both sexes, with an average age of 8.7 years 

(varying between 2.5 and 12.1 years), all undergoing treatment for cancer in an Onco-

hematology hospital in the city of Recife/PE, and their parents/guardians (N=26). 

 Data collection was carried out in two stages. Initially the guardian answered a 

questionnaire that addressed socio-demographic data and aspects of pain in their family history 

along with the description of pain experienced by the child (addressing qualitative aspects and 

pain intensity). Afterwards, a semi directive interview with the child was carried out, aiming to 

obtain an account of his or her painful experience, while also addressing qualitative aspects and 

the intensity of pain. A digital record was made and later fully transcribed. For the evaluation of 

the pain score by both the adult and the child, a visual-analog scale was used. 

 The data obtained from the interview was then analyzed both qualitatively and 

numerically. The pain descriptors, from the analysis of the description of the qualitative aspects, 

were categorized based on the divisions proposed by the McGill Pain Questionnaire (MPQ; 

Melzack, 1975). This is generally considered to be a good instrument, being the most widely 

used tool to characterize and distinguish the sensory and affective components, as well as 

evaluating the pain, when applying qualitative information from verbal descriptions (Pimenta & 

Teixeira, 1996; Santos et al., 2006).  “Do not know how to describe" was added to the items for 

when the child and/or adult failed to assign a qualitative description to the pain; "Provides 

location", when instead of describing they pointed to the site of pain and "Provides intensity" 

when the pain was assigned quantification characteristics. The addition of these items was 

necessary in order to attend the production of all participants’ representations. Thus, the content 

variables were composed from the information extracted from the questions related to the 

qualitative characteristics of pain based on the interview.  

 The following items were considered as External Variables: (a) group: whether the 

participant belonged to the group of children or guardians (adults); (b) age of the child: younger 

children and older children; (c) sex: female and male; (d) the intensity of pain:  weak pain and 

severe pain; (e) the frequency of pain: if it hurts all the time (high) and if the pain hurts and goes 

or even if it is a pain that only occurred once. 

 A Smallest Space Analysis was computed on the weak monotonicity coefficients among 

all pain descriptors simultaneously, and the method of external variables as points (Amar & 

Levy, 1995; Roazzi & Dias, 2001) was calculated which allowed each of the external variables – 
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group, age of the child, sex, frequency and intensity - to be positioned within the relational 

structure found among the pain descriptors 

 

 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The multidimensional configuration obtained for the pain descriptors is presented in Figure 1. 

The pain descriptors are distributed in the SSA map along a polar structure partitioning the 

geometric space into five regions, each of which represent aspects of the pathophysiology of pain 

depicted in the description of the study. Region "1” refers to the set categorized as sensory 

descriptors, which are those that refer to perceptions and sensations of the body, such as: 

piercing, grip, shock, sting, weight, amongst others. Region "2" includes the responses that do 

not point to descriptors characterizing qualitative aspects of pain. In this, there are the answers 

that explain the inability to describe and those that show the location, which, despite its 

importance for the understanding of the painful experience, do not meet the qualitative 

description. Region "3" encompasses the affective descriptors, expressions relating to emotions 

to describe the painful experience. Region "4" includes other descriptors, i.e., descriptions that 

do not fit into other categories, according to the classification suggested by McGill. In Region 

"5" are the answers that refer to the intensity and those categorized as evaluative. The proximity 

of these two categories is justified because the latter integrates descriptors that refer to quantity, 

such as ‘strong’, ‘horrible’, and ‘unbearable’. 

 Group, Sex, Age of child, and the Intensity and Frequency of pain are treated as external 

variables, which added to the spatial configuration of the pain descriptors. Their locations are 

depicted in the SSA map indicating the correlation between the points as described below. 

 The external variable "children" located in Region 1 appears strongly correlated to the 

sensory category. Such closeness shows that children are much more prone to using the category 

of sensory descriptors when compared to adults, these appearing in very distant points of the 

SSA plot. This is possibly for two reasons. First, due to the characteristic descriptors which 

include that region, as already mentioned. They are expressions that refer to perceptions of the 

body, thus, more easily described by the one with the painful experience (Pimenta & Teixeira, 

1996). And, secondly, because children are still limited to immediate representation and are 

dependent on the concrete world to represent abstract concepts (Piaget, 1993).  

 In contrast, the external variable "children" appears far from Region 3, i.e., the 

"affective" category, because it is composed of words related to the emotional state of the 

individual and can translate perception of fatigue, feeling of fear and punishment, and autonomic 

reactions (Santos et al., 2006). These emotional states are complex settings, less commonly seen 

in child narratives and, therefore, more used by adults, justifying this correlation. In this region 

where “children" are located, it is possible to also find “severe pain” (whose scores were above 6 

on a scale of 0-10). Children also reported, more than the adults responsible for them, that these 

pains have constant frequency, that is, they occur all the time, as shown by the proximity of these 

variables located in Region 1. 

 Relevant differences are reported between the groups of children and adults related to the 

frequency and rating of pain, especially when the intention is to emphasize the individual 

component of the pain and, therefore, the importance of the account by the very person who has 

suffered this pain. The spontaneous reporting of pain eliminates the biases of interlocution of 
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parents and health professionals in some way who, by giving their impression of the child's pain, 

are influenced by their own experiences and perceptions of pain (Van Dijk, Ceelie & Tibboel, 

2011) 

 In this study, older children generally demonstrated greater capacity to describe the 

qualitative aspects of pain. The literature to support these findings is scarce. However, if 

examined in the light of the development of language and cognitive functions, it can be seen that 

significant changes in the child development process related to these aspects, that is, the ability 

to describe the pain becomes more complex as the child advances in cognitive development 

(Piaget, 1993). 

 Children under seven years of age, considered in this study as “children” are in Region 2, 

near the content variables “do not know how to describe” or provide the "location" of pain. 

 
 

Figure 1. Two-dimensional projection of the SSA solution - using Jaccard coefficient - of 

the pain descriptors and External Variables - Group, Sex, Age of the child, Intensity and 

Frequency of the pain (2d, Coefficient of Alienation = 0.043) 
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According to Okada (2011), this age group uses gestures to locate the pain, limits the pain to 

simple sensory aspects, assigns physical characteristics and draws the pain. Moreover, according 

to the same author, children from the age of seven, considered here as "older children", are 

already able to realize variability, unpredictability and uncertainty about the duration of pain, 

they show more active attitudes and describe the pain with descriptive and affective terms. 

 Regarding the external variable "sex", considering the narrative of the qualitative aspects, 

the girls showed greater ability to describe the painful experience in words that can be 

categorized as "sensory", "emotional" and "evaluative", as can be seen from the SSA. In contrast, 

boys are located in the lower left side of the map – still in region 2, showing less ability to 

describe these aspects of the painful experience. The literature shows a wide diversity of results 

in this regard. Some studies report no significant differences between boys and girls, with 

disparities only emerging in the period of puberty, where girls have higher scores than boys 

(Charry & Silva, 2010). However, studies by the authors cited above, refer to the quantitative 

component of pain, that is, the measurement/reporting of the intensity. 

 

 

 

CONCLUSION  

 

The aim of the present study was to explore the description of the painful experience experienced 

by children undergoing treatment for cancer, comparing it with the experiences of their parents / 

guardians using a nonmetric multidimensional scaling approach.  

 The results showed a high positive association between the variable "do not know how to 

describe" and all other variables assessed, excluding "sensory", which demonstrates the difficulty 

in describing the qualitative aspects of pain. Differences between child patients and their 

parents/guardians, with regards to the description of pain and the interfering factors such as age, 

sex, occurrence, frequency and the intensity of the pain, highlights the need to opt for the self-

assessment of the subject holder of the pain when assessing the painful experience of children.  

Finally, it is concluded that the multidimensionality of painful phenomenon requires 

special care in its practice. If with adults it is a difficult task, the challenge becomes even greater 

when it comes to children. All pain components should be investigated. It is no longer possible to 

conceive the pain in a reductionist perspective that does not consider the numerous aspects that 

characterize it. 

 This study contributes to the evaluation of the qualitative aspects of pain, as it alerts us to 

the presence of interfering factors in the description of the qualitative aspects of pain, draws 

attention to the differences between the description of children about their pain and the 

description of pain by their guardians, which should be considered by health professionals 

assisting children and allows the visualization of the phenomenon in an integrated perspective. 
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ABSTRACT 

Both the radex (Guttman, 1954, 1965) and the cylindric model of intelligence (Guttman & Levy, 

1991) assume content-related abilities and a radial expansion of complexity combining 

hierarchical and non-hierarchical views of intelligence. This paper investigates the replicability 

of the radex model based on a Test for the Berlin Intelligence Structure Model (BIS; Jäger, 

1982). Like the radex model, the BIS also combines both the hierarchical view with a faceted 

structure. The SSA results contradict the revised radex model (Guttman, 1965) but support 

Guttman’s original assumptions (Guttman, 1954). The tasks with low complexity, especially 

speed and memory tasks, were located around the center of the partition map, the complex task 

(i.e., reasoning tasks) at the periphery.  

INTRODUCTION 

Hierarchical models assume a strong general factor (g) and a different number of broad and 

specific abilities on two or three lower levels (e.g., Carroll, 1993; McGrew, 1997). Non-

hierarchical models, however, assume also a different number of overlapped (correlated) factors 

but a g-factor is not supposed because the factor overlap is seen as of subsidiary relevance (e.g., 

Thurstone, 1938; Horn, 1994). The revised radex (Guttman, 1965) and the expanded cylindric 

model of intelligence (Guttman & Levy, 1991) assume content-related abilities and a radial 

expansion of complexity from the center (g) to the periphery. According to Sternberg (1981), 

these models combine hierarchical and non-hierarchical views on the highest stage of theory 

evolution. 

Originally, the radex model assumed a facet referring to the level of complexity of tests 

(Guttman, 1954). The complexity facet was viewed as a continuum differing in the number of 

performance components that tests require. More complex tests, so Guttman’s assumption, 

require the same components as simpler tests plus additional components resulting in lower task 

intercorrelations. Consequently, in a SSA partition map, complex tests would be located at the 

periphery of the radex. However, Guttman’s initial prediction failed in empirical analyses since 

the complex tests were located in the centre (e.g., Schlesinger & Guttman, 1969). 

Therefore, the complexity facet was replaced by the rule facet (Fig. 1a): The most 

complex tests, tests of rule-inference (i.e., inductive reasoning), were located in the centre of the 

radex, followed by tests of rule-application/practicing (i.e., deductive reasoning). Tests with the 

lowest complexity, tests of rule-recall (e.g., memory, learning and achievement tests), were 

located at the periphery. Complexity was seen now as processing complexity with the continuum 

from the centre to the periphery corresponding to the test correlations with general intelligence 

(g). The revised model could be confirmed with different tests (e.g., WAIS; Wechsler, 1997), 
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and samples of different populations (e.g., Guttman & Levy, 1991; Schlesinger & Guttman, 

1969; Shye, 1988). Additional evidence resulted of a study of Marshalek, Lohman & Snow 

(1983) who applied a broad test battery including the WAIS and additional tests (e.g., Raven 

Matrices, memory and speed tasks). Again, the complex tasks (i.e., fluid intelligence measures) 

were located in the centre, the simple tasks (i.e., memory and speed tasks) at the periphery but 

with some mislocations. Even though some tasks were classified differently according to their 

complexity. The complexity dimension was seen as corresponding to the general-to-specific 

dimension in factor analysis providing evidence for the identity of general intelligence (g) and 

fluid intelligence (Gf) in addition.  

Later on, the radex model has been expanded to a cylindric model (Guttman & Levy, 

1991). The expanded model introduced an additional facet for the response expression of a test 

(i.e., oral, manual manipulation, paper and pencil). However, the empirical basis for this model is 

small because it is based only on Wechsler tests (e.g., Guttman & Levy, 1991; Cohen, Fiorello & 

Farley, 2008). In the cylindric model, the combination of three facets with three components 

results in 27 cells, but the applied Wechsler tests consist of only 12 tasks. In consequence, 19 

cells were not represented by any tasks and three by only one. Therefore, a real test of the model 

was not possible. 

  

Figure 1a and 1b. Radex model (left) and Berlin Intelligence Structure Model (BIS) (right) 

 

Berlin Intelligence Structure Model (BIS) 

The BIS (Jäger, 1982, 1984) is originally based on an almost representative sample of 

intelligence tasks derived from the available literature in the 1970s (Fig. 1b). It can, therefore, be 

considered as an integrative model because it is not limited to restricted task samples. At the 

most general level, general intelligence (g) is assumed as the integral of all ability components. 

On the second level, seven higher order abilities are suggested to belong to two facets. The 

operative facet distinguishes abilities according to the cognitive processes involved. Four 
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abilities were distinguished: reasoning, perceptual speed, memory, and creativity. Reasoning 

(i.e., fluid intelligence) refers to the ability to process complex information including inductive 

and deductive reasoning, construction, judging and planning; creativity to the ability to produce 

fluently many different ideas (divergent thinking); memory to the ability to recognize and recall 

information after learning them (i.e., short term memory); perceptual speed to the ability to quick 

and accurate process simple tasks (i.e., mental speed). The content facet distinguishes abilities 

according to the material that is applied (i.e., verbal, numerical, and figurative-spatial ability). 

The cross-classification of the four operational and the three content-related components results 

in 12 cells on a third, more specific level (Jäger, Süß, & Beauducel, 1997). This model has been 

replicated in different populations with different task sets and methods (e.g., Bucik & Neubauer, 

1996; Jäger et al, 1997; Süß, 2015; Süß & Beauducel, 2005, 2015).  

Prior attempts to replicate the radex model with SSA based on former tests for the BIS 

could not confirm the revised model but supported Guttman’s original assumption  (Pfister & 

Beauducel, 1993). The tasks with the lowest complexity (i.e., the speed tasks) were located in the 

center of the partition map. This paper investigates the replicability of the radex model based on 

the well validated BIS-4 Test (Jäger et al., 1997) in a bigger sample.  

 

METHOD 

Participants 

The sample was drawn from a pool of studies in which the BIS-4 Test was applied. Data 

analyses are based on data sets from 910 German-speaking high-school students (536 females) 

ranging from 14 to 19 years (M = 16.5 years; SD = 1.3 years).  

Material 

The BIS-4 Test consists of 45 tasks. The testing time is limited varying between about 1 minute 

(speed tasks) and 5 minutes (reasoning tasks) resulting in an overall testing time of about 2:30 

hours including two breaks. Each task is classified into one cell of the model and used to 

measure one operative and one content-related ability. The four operational abilities are 

measured by 9 (speed, memory), 12 (creativity), and 15 tasks (reasoning) from the three cells 

corresponding to the content classes. Analogously, each of the three content abilities are 

measured by 15 tasks from the four cells corresponding to the four operational classes. The scale 

for general intelligence comprises all 45 tasks. A full description of the Test and results of the 

construct validity (SSA, CFA) can be found in Süß (2015) and Süß and Beauducel (2015). 

 

RESULTS 

In the first step, a metric SSA of the 12 cell was applied using the Proxscal procedure of SPSS. 

For this, equally weighted aggregates of z-scores of the 3 to 5 tasks of the cells were built  

resulting in 12 cell scores, each one representing one cell of the BIS. The aggregation-technique 

was used to reduce the number of indicators and to increase the reliability of the scores 
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suppressing task-specific variance. The partition map (Fig. 2) shows no clear result. Especially, 

the expected three content sections (verbal, numerical, figural) could not be confirmed. However, 

the cells with low complexity (i.e., speed and memory tasks) are located around the center, 

wheras the three cells with the highest complexity (i.e., reasoning) are located at the periphery of 

the radex supporting Guttman’s original assumption but contradicting the revised model.  

 

 

 

Figure 2. SSA of the BIS-Test based on 12 cells. The cell names are abbreviated by two 

letters indicating the operative (first letter) and the content-related ability (second letter) 

 

 

In the second step, the theory-guided parceling technique was used to build (a) content-

homogeneous and (b) operation-homogeneous parcels. Aggregation across contents within one 

operational category led to parcels that suppressed content variance as part of the unwanted 

variance leaving operational variance. Aggregation across operations within one content 

category resulted in parcels that brought content variance to the fore letting operational variance 

as unwanted. Standardized task scores (z-values) were used again for the aggregation. The 

aggregation resulted in nine content-homogeneous parcels, three for each content factor. 

Correspondingly, fifteen operation-homogeneous parcels were built by aggregating three 

equally-weighted tasks (z-scores) of the same operation but different contents. Details of the data 

analysis strategy can be found in Süß (2015). 

The partition map of the content-homogeneous parcels (Fig. 3a) shows clearly the 

expected three sections of the content-related abilities (verbal, numerical, figural). This map 

supports the three content-related abilities postulated by the radex model with g in the centre. 
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The partition map of the operation-homogenous parcels (Fig.3b) is divided in three sections 

differentiating reasoning, memory and creativity. The speed parcels, however, are located next to 

the center contradicting the revised radex model (Guttman, 1965) but supporting the original 

assumption of Guttman (1954).  

 

Figure 3a and 3b. SSA of the BIS-Test based on content- (left) and operation-

homogeneous parcels (right) 

 

DISCUSSION 

What are the reasons that the revised radex model could not be supported by the BIS-Test but 

Guttman’s original assumption? First, the task set of the BIS-Test is more general than the tasks 

sets that support the radex model. The BIS-Test includes more speed and memory tasks and, in 

addition, creativity tasks. The task set is also balanced according to the faceted structure of the 

BIS. Second, the BIS-Test was administrated completely as speeded test. This, however, limits 

the validity of the reasoning tasks (cf. Wilhelm & Schulze, 2002) and increases the g-loadings of 

the speed tasks. In addition, general intelligence is usually indicated by the first rotated factor of 

an exploratory factor analysis but not by the cognitive demands of the tasks. In addition, there is 

no theory that describes the cognitive demands of a good g-task. However, many intelligence 

tests are mainly focusing on reasoning (i.e., high complexity tasks), and some consist only of 

reasoning tasks (e.g., Raven, CFT). The prevailing majority of the traditional Wechsler subtests 

are reasoning tasks (e.g., WAIS; Wechsler, 1997). These tests include, in addition, only one 

speed (i.e., letter number sequencing) and one memory task (i.e., digit span). As a result, g and 

reasoning cannot be differentiated based on these tests and, according to Wechsler’s intelligence 

model, the construct validity is weak (e.g., Geary & Whitworth, 1988; Gignac, 2005). This was 

also the main reason for the recent revision of the Wechsler tests (Wechsler, 2008). Reasoning, 
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however, is the best predictor for higher cognitive performances and ensures the predictive 

validity of the test.  

Altogether, it is not surprisingly that the revised radex model could be confirmed only in 

part by the BIS data. The separability of the three content-related abilities could be confirmed as 

well as the complexity dimension supporting the two laws of intelligence of Guttman and Levy 

(1991) but not the identity of g and reasoning (i.e., fluid intelligence).  

Further, the facet theory could be gainfully used for the development of the BIS test as 

well as additional tests. In our work, we could demonstrate the necessity to expand the BIS for 

practical (e.g., Vernon, 1961) and auditory intelligence (e.g., Stankov & Horn, 1980). Practical 

intelligence was defined as the ability to find the right solution of practical problems by manual 

working on objects (Sperber, Wörpel, Jäger, & Pfister, 1985). Expanding the BIS to practical 

intelligence needs objects as additional content (Süß & Jäger, 1994). Expanding the BIS to 

auditory intelligence needs auditory material as additional content (Conzelmann & Süß, 2015). 

Auditory intelligence, however, is already a second order factor of the Cattel-Horn-Carroll model 

(CHC; McGrew, 1997). In addition, there is some evidence for tactile and olfactory abilities, and 

both concepts were therefore integrated as tentative abilities in the CHC model. These results 

give evidence for Guttman’s basic idea of his faceted definition of intelligence (Guttman, 1965, 

p.168): “Testing is a process of communication between the tester and the subject. The tester 

produces his stimulus by exhibiting something. What modes of communication are possible 

between tester and subject? Any of the five senses may be stimulated: touch, sight, sound, smell 

and taste. Each mode of communication may define a different kind of intelligence.” 
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ABSTRACT 

Social Identity of Israeli Arabs has been subject to extensive research because of the conflicting 

identities of simultaneously being Israeli, Palestinian, Arab, Muslim (or Christian) and perhaps, 

also a "Man of the World". The present research question focuses on the influence of the recent 

events in Syria on the Israeli Arabs identities. In 2011, Muslim Suni groups attempted a 

revolution to topple the Alawi regime of Bashsar el Asad. In 2014, a new extreme Suni force 

called ISIS (Islamic State of Iraq and Sham) joined the battle; and presently occupies vast areas 

in Syria and Iraq. Analyzing Israeli Arabs comments to internet articles dealing with the Syrian 

war during 2011-2014 shows that Palestinian identity is the strongest identity for Israeli Arabs, 

and Israeli identity is the weakest of all. Also, there is a positive correlation between Israeli 

identity and supporting ASAD, while those who are strongly identified with Islam tend to 

support the rebels. Findings also show that Social Identities are changing over time: during the 

conflict years, there is a shift from supporting rebels to supporting Asad regime, as well as, 

strengthening the Palestinian, Israeli, and "World" identities. An SSA regional analysis 

confirmed a RADEX structure where the Facet of social identity plays an Angular role, and the 

Mode Facet (direct mode versus indirect mode) plays a Modulating role.  

 

INTRODUCTION 

Social Identity (SI) of Israeli Arabs (IA) has been subject to extensive research because of the 

conflicting identities of simultaneously being Israeli, Palestinian, Arab, Muslim (or Christian) 

and perhaps, also a "Man of the World". Past research showed that crucial events in the Middle 

East influenced the identity of IA. For example: the Israeli Independent war at 1948 – the Nakba 

(disaster) for IA – strengthened their Arab identity, while the six-day war in 1967 emphasized 

their Palestinian identity. According to some researchers, The Intifada (Palestinian rise up in the 

occupied territories), with which the IA didn't actively participated, strengthened their Israeli 

identity.  

The present research question focuses on the influence of the recent events in Syria on 

the IA identities. In brief, in the year 2011 Muslim Suni groups protested and later on attempted 

a revolution to topple the Alawi regime of Bashsar el Asad. The Alawi tribe is considered a Sheii 

sect in the eyes of the Suni Muslims who are the largest religious group in Syria. A Syrian civil 

war took place, and various Suni militias outside Syria – such as el Qaida - joined the struggle 

against Asad. In the year 2014, ISIS (Islamic State of Iraq and Sham) a new extreme, even 

fanatic, Suni force, joined the battle; in a relatively short time it had a huge success and presently 

occupies vast area in Syria and Iraq, as shown in the map.  
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MAP of ISIS as of end of 2014 

 

 
 

The Muslim IAs are Suni, and are closely monitoring the situation is Syria; It can be assumed 

that being Suni they will identify with the rebellion forces. On the other hand, the cruelty and 

fanatic of ISIS repels many of them. So some confusion of identities can be expected here. 

 

METHOD 

Most researchers assess the identity of IA by direct question (e.g. to what extent do you define 

yourself as Arab/Israeli/Palestinian etc., and "To what extent does the Syrian civil war influenced 

your social identity…). This method calls for "social desirability" contamination. For example, 

few IA will openly declare to other Arabs that they have a strong Israeli identity, as the general 

attitude is that Israel is not "their" country (in spite of the fact that officially they are Israeli 

citizens). I therefore decided to assess the IA identities – in relation to the recent events in Syria - 

by analyzing 200 IA comments to 15 articles dealing with the Syrian war that were published at 

popular IA internet sites during 2011-2014. This period of time enabled me to monitor changes 

in the IA identity over time. 

The IA comments were analyzed qualitatively according to the following Mapping 

Sentence: 
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Direct mode (in Facet B) means inference of the SI by observing a positive or negative 

attitude toward the SI. Indirect mode means that the identity was assessed by observing that the 

respondent was distancing himself from other groups, a phenomena discussed in "othering" 

theories of SI. 

Facet A is assumed to play a polarizing role, and facet B a modulating role with the 

"othering" element at the outer circle. We therefore expect a RADEX structure in an SSA 

analysis.  

FINDINGS 

Findings of metric analysis show that Palestinian identity is the strongest one, the Arab is 

second, Muslim is the third, then "Man of the World", and Israeli identity is the weakest of all. 

Concerning the Syrian conflict, we found a positive correlation between Israeli identity and 

supporting ASAD, while Muslims tend to strongly support the rebels. Palestinian identity is 

negatively correlated with support of Asad.  

Correlation with the year shows that the identification with Muslim and Arab identity did 

not change over time, but Palestinian, Israeli, and "World" identity were getting stronger and 

stronger during the conflict years. In addition, the support of the rebels weakened over time, and 

the support of Asad became stronger. 

 A non-metric two dimensional projection of a three dimensional SSA confirmed the 

spatial hypothesis of a RADEX (with Co. of Allienation 0.13) as shown in Figure 1. 

The Radex hypothesis as in map 1 was first confirmed without the external "Pro Rebels" 

variable. Then I added this variable to the SSA, and the Radex structure was stable, and not 

influenced by adding the "Pro Rebels" variable; this external variable was situated in the border 

between Arab and Moslem identities. 
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Figure 1: Social Identities of Israeli Arabs 

 
 

DISCUSSION 

Concerning changes over time, our findings show a weakening of the IA support of the rebels 

and strengthening of the Israeli and Palestinian identities, as well as more identification with the 

global world. Accordingly, support of Assad regime is somewhat in rise. This reflects the  
change in the public opinion that shifted from supporting the rebels to supporting the regime, 

mainly because the atrocities connected with ISIS advances.  

 The RADEX structure shows proximity of the Palestinian area to the Man of the world 

one, with some distance from Muslim identity. Perhaps this is the reflection of the Syrian 

influence on IA: The cruelty of ISIS causes a weakening of Muslim identity and strengthening 

Palestinian, Man of the World identity, and even Israeli identity. One can interpret the map as 

East versus West, where IA tend to shift west with time.  

The "othering" peripheral ring of the modulating facts tells us that identities derived by othering, 

are less correlated in comparison to "direct" identifications. For example: expressing Muslim and 

Arab identity in a direct manner, are more correlated compared to the correlation between 

identify oneself as Muslim or an Arab by distancing himself from other groups. Perhaps being 

positive toward one identity, facilitates being positive toward another one; but being "against" 

other groups, is not highly correlated with opposing other identities.  

The research helps to explain the structure of IA Identity which is a combination of several 

identities. IAs today are more open minded, and they identify more with Israeli and "A man of 

the world" Identities, which weren't acceptable years back. Could it be that the violence events at 

the Middle East bring them to see themselves as distinct from other groups "THERE" (Othering) 

and to feel more belonging to "HERE"? This can be verified by future research in this area.  
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ABSTRACT 

 

The present study aims to compare the structure of values in Brazilian children from private and 

public schools in light of Schwartz’s theory of universals in human values. The assessment of the 

developing structure of children’s values remained out of the reach of researchers until the 

creation of the Picture-Based Value Survey for Children (PBVS-C) by Döring et al. (2010). 

Roazzi et al. (2011) produced a Brazilian adaptation of the instrument and applied it to public 

school children (6-12 year-old), obtaining results showing some marked deviations from the 

theoretical expectations of Schwartz’s theory. In an attempt to clarify such deviations, here a 

Brazilian sample of children from private schools (8-12 year-old) was investigated to test the 

hypothesis that, due to a better education, they would show results more similar to the 

international literature than that which was found for public school children. Data was analyzed 

by means of an ordinal MDS (using Proxscal and a theory-based starting configuration) and 

confirmatory MDS (using MatLab and imposing regional restrictions on the data), considering 

the subgroups of public school children, private school children, and the total sample. The 

resulting configurations suggest that the observed differences might be in part due to biased 

sampling and not to systematic factors. Thus, given the clear overall structure found, it is 

concluded that Brazilian children show a value structure that is similar to that found for children 

from other countries. 

Keywords: Values, Values in children, SSA, Portrait Values Questionnaire 

 

INTRODUCTION 

 

Schwartz’s theory of universals in human values (Schwartz, 1992) emerged at the end of the 20th 

century and proposes the existence of a circular structure of values, a claim backed by evidence 

obtained from several dozens of countries by means of the Portrait Values Questionnaire (PVQ) . 

The study of children’s values, however, remained out of reach for researchers until the Picture-

Based Value Survey for Children (PBVS-C) was developed in Germany (Döring et al., 2010). 

Since then, investigations in 14 countries have provided evidence that children’s value structure 

is roughly similar to that of adults.  

 

The present study aims to contribute to the adaptation of the PBVS-C to Brazil, which was 

initially found to deviate somewhat from theoretical expectations (Roazzi et al., 2011). To this 

end, samples of Brazilian children from private and public schools were compared. 
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Schwartz’s theory of universals in human values 

 

Schwartz (1992) conceptualizes values as cognitions about goals, mental processes that 

transcend specific situations and organize themselves by degrees of priority. The theory defines 

ten basic value types that are shown to be differentiated in adults (Table 1), forming a circular 

structure of relations between each other (Figure 1). These types, in turn, can be seen as bundling 

into four categories of higher order values, with oppositions between them that are considered to 

be the basic dimensions of the model: self-transcendence vs. self-enhancement, and openness to 

change vs. conservation. Also, according to recent reconsiderations of the theory, the higher 

order values may be split in two ways, one highlighting the contrast between a social or personal 

focus and another displaying the opposing objectives of promotion of gain and prevention of loss 

(Schwartz, 1992). 

 
Figure 1 

Schwartz’s (1992) reconsidered circular model of values  

 

The PBVS-C and its adaptation to Brazil 

The PBVS-C was the first instrument that allowed children’s values to be studied in the light of 

Schwartz’s theory. It was originally developed in Germany, but later enhanced in a follow up 

study adding captions to the pictures (Döring et al., 2010). The survey involves 20 pictures 

(items), with a grid for the subject to arrange them according to their importance according to a 

ranking of 5 levels. 
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The Brazilian adaptation began with a pilot study that led to changes in some of the pictures in 

order to make them more familiar and suitable for the Brazilian population. The instrument was 

then applied to a sample from public schools, initially resulting in some structural deviations 

from former studies (Roazzi et al., 2011). Such deviations were scrutinized further in another 

study where strong confirmatory MDS and Principal Component Analysis were used to provide 

clues as to whether the deviations can be attributed to general structural differences or to 

particular items (Bilsky, Borg, Janik & Groenen, 2015).  

 

Table 1 

Human Values (Schwartz, 1992), classified according to “Focus” and “Objective” (from Bilsky, 

Borg, Janik, & Groenen, 2015) 
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a Central motivational goals (Schwartz, 2005; http://essedunet.nsd.uib.no/cms/topics/1/)  

b Facets: Focus (F1 social, F2 personal); Objective (O1 promotion: gain, O2 prevention: loss)  

c Hedonism shares elements of both self-enhancement and openness to change, but is closer to openness in most 

cases (Schwartz, 2005). 

 

While the evidence initially pointed towards a limitation in the adaptation of the items in 

question, alternative explanations were explored. One of them was regarding age, since the 

public school sample of the first study included children of six and seven years of age which 

were compared to samples of students aged 8 years or more (Roazzi et al., 2011). This indicates 

the need to perform an additional analysis with a sample of public school students aged from 

eight to 12 years, as in the international literature. Another is the fact public schools in Brazil are 

generally known to be of poor quality, which was not the case in most of the studies in the 

literature. Thus, an evaluation of children from private schools, reputed to be better than the 

public ones, is required. The working hypothesis was that children aged 8-12 years from private 

schools would be more similar to the ones studied in the literature, therefore, their structure of 

moral values would deviate less than in the case of public school children. 

 

 

METHOD 

 

The participants of the study were 340 school children. A total of 202 children were from four 

private schools in Pernambuco, Brazil, with ages ranging from eight to 12 years (M=10.43; 

SD=1.31), 50.5% being male. The remaining 128 came from public schools, with ages ranging 

from eight to 12 years (M=9.65; SD=1.29), equally distributed with regard to sex, whose data 

was drawn from a previous study (Roazzi et al., 2011). 

 

All the participants were included after permission was obtained from an ethics committee, the 

schools, the teachers, and the children themselves. 

 

The values of all the children were assessed by means of the PBVS-C, with some altered pictures 

and captions in Brazilian Portuguese. There was also a socio-demographic questionnaire, which 

was answered verbally by the child, while the researcher wrote down the answers. Unlike the 

original study in Germany, where the data gathering procedure was performed in groups and 
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items were presented in a standard order (Döring, 2010), here the instrument was applied 

individually, with the items’ order being randomized for each child. 

 

The resulting data analyzed separately for the students from public and private schools, as well 

as for the sample as a whole. The analysis included an ordinal MDS (using Proxscal and a 

theory-based starting configuration) and a confirmatory MDS (using MatLab and imposing 

regional restrictions on the data; see Bilsky, Borg, Janik & Groenen, 2015).  

 

RESULTS 

 

Figure 2 presents, for public school students, private school students, and the total sample, the 

MDS plots of the PBVS-C items for an ordinal MDS (using Proxscal and theory-based starting 

configuration; left side maps) and a confirmatory MDS (using MatLab imposing regional 

restrictions on the data, right side maps).  

 

In the three ordinal MDS, some misplacement of items are observed: three items of the "public" 

sub-sample (AC2, CO1 and SD2), three items of the "private" sub-sample (UN1, UN2 and BE1), 

and one item of the total sample (TR1). Thus, the joint data from public and private schools 

shows an almost perfect split with only one outlier variable (TR 1). This is also reflected by the 

almost identical Stress-1 of the ordinal and the confirmatory analysis (.21). In all confirmatory 

MDS projections, a perfect orthogonal partitioning of 2-dimensional space could be 

accomplished for total- and sub-samples with only a slight increase in Stress-1.  
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Figure 2 

MDS plots of the PBVS-C items, for public school students, private school students, and the total 

sample, using ordinal MDS (using Proxscal and a theory-based starting configuration; left side 

maps) and confirmatory MDS (using MatLab and imposing regional restrictions on the data; 

right side maps) .  

 

DISCUSSION 

The aim of the present paper was to examine the value structure of Brazilian children from 

private and public schools using the PBVS–C, a self-report instrument for assessing young 

children’s values developed within the conceptual framework of Schwartz’s (1992) theory. 

The findings obtained suggest that the differences between the hypothesized and the empirical 

structures found in the ordinal MDS of the PBVS-C items in a previous study (Roazzi et al., 

2011) may be explained at least in part by biases in the samples in terms of age and/or type of 

schooling. Nevertheless, these ordinal MDS resulted in two-dimensional splits which mostly 

replicate Schwartz’s differentiation of four Higher-Order Values. On the other hand, the 

confirmatory MDS analyses imposing theory-based regional side constraints onto the MDS 

solutions show a perfect orthogonal partitioning of 2-dimensional space for total- and sub-
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samples, which reveal highly differentiated structural patterns that closely correspond to 

Schwartz’s theory of universal human values. 

 

As a consequence of the different outliers observed in these ordinal MDS, further empirical 

support is needed to validate the present findings; furthermore, larger samples should be 

investigated in order to reduce random error. It would also be important to obtain additional 

information about children’s values through other evaluation instruments.  

 

In conclusion, given the clear overall structure which emerges from these results, Brazilian 

children appear to show a value structure as expected from Schwartz (e.g., Schwartz, 1992, 

2010; Schwartz & Bilsky, 1987, 1990), similar to that of children from other countries. This is an 

important point to be stressed, as Schwartz developed an explicitly cross-cultural theory and 

systematically investigated values across cultures (Schwartz, 1992, 1994, 2004; 2006a, b, c; 

2011). 
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